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PREAMBLE  
 

The Republic of Bulgaria and the Republic of Moldova hereinafter referred to as Contracting 
Parties,  
 
Reaffirming their firm commitment to pluralistic democracy based on the rule of law, human 
rights and fundamental freedoms; 
 
Reaffirming their desire to actively participate in the process of economic integration in 
Europe; 
 
Taking into account the importance of historic, traditional and spiritual relationships between 
them and spiritual values they share; 
 
Reaffirming their commitment to the principles of a market economy, which constitutes the 
basis for their relations;  
 
Desirous to develop and strengthen friendly relations, especially in the fields of trade and 
economic co-operation, with the aim to contribute to the development of economic co-
operation between the two countries and to increase the scope of mutual trade exchange; 
 
Firmly convinced that this Agreement will foster the intensification of mutually beneficial trade 
relations among them and contribute to the process of integration in Europe; 
 
Resolved to this end to eliminate progressively the obstacles to substantially all their mutual 
trade, in accordance with the provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 
(hereinafter referred to as "GATT 1994") and the Agreement establishing the World Trade 
Organisation (hereinafter referred to as "Agreement establishing WTO"); 
 
Considering that no provision of this Agreement may be interpreted as exempting the 
Contracting Parties from their obligations under other international agreements, in particular, the 
Agreement establishing the WTO; 
 
Have agreed as follows: 

 
Article 1 

Objectives 
 

1. The Contracting Parties shall gradually establish a free trade area in a transitional period 
ending on 1 January 2007 in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and in 
conformity with the definition, set out in Article XXIV of the GATT 1994 and the 
Agreement establishing WTO. 

 
2. The objectives of this Agreement are: 
 

a) to promote, through the expansion of mutual trade, the harmonious development of 
economic relations between the Contracting Parties, improvement of living standards 
and conditions of work, raising productivity and enhancing financial stability; 
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b) to provide fair conditions for carrying out loyal competition for trade between the 
Contracting Parties; 

 
c) to gradually eliminate difficulties and restrictions in trade in goods, including also the 

agricultural products; 
 

d) to create conditions for further encouragement of investments, particularly for the 
development of joint investments in both countries; 

 
e) to contribute in this way, by the removal of barriers to trade, to the harmonious 

development and expansion of world trade. 
 
 

Chapter I  
Industrial products 

 
 

Article 2 
Scope 

 
1. The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to industrial products originating in the 

Contracting Parties. 
 
2. The term “industrial products” means for the purpose of this Agreement the products 

falling within Chapters 25 to 97 of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding 
System with the exception of the products listed in Annex I to this Agreement. 

 
 

Article 3  
Basic duties 

 
1. For the commercial exchange covered by this Agreement, the Customs Tariffs of the 

Contracting Parties shall be applied to the classification of goods for imports into 
them. 

 
2. For each product the basic duty to which the successive reductions set out in this 

Agreement are to be applied shall be the MFN duty in force on the date of entry into 
force of this Agreement. 

 
3. If after the date of application of this Agreement, any tariff reduction is applied on an 

erga omnes basis, in particular, reductions resulting from the tariff agreement 
concluded as a result of the GATT Uruguay Round, such reduced duties shall replace 
the basic duties referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article as from that date when such 
reductions are applied. 

 
4. The reduced duties, calculated in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article, shall be 

rounded off to the second decimal place.  
 
5. The Contracting Parties shall communicate to each other their respective basic duties. 
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Article 4 
Customs duties on import and charges having equivalent effect and import duties of a 

fiscal nature 
 

1. From the date of entry into force of this Agreement no new customs duties on imports 
or charges having equivalent effect and other import duties of a fiscal nature shall be 
introduced, nor shall those already applied be increased in trade between the 
Contracting Parties. 

 
2. Customs duties on imports, applied in the Republic of Bulgaria on products, 

originating in the Republic of Moldova, specified in Annex II, shall be progressively 
reduced and abolished in accordance with the timetable, provided in this Annex. 

3. Customs duties on imports, applied in the Republic of Moldova on products, 
originating in the Republic of Bulgaria, specified in Annex III, shall be progressively 
reduced and abolished in accordance with the timetable, provided in this Annex. 

4. Customs duties on imports, applicable in the Republic of Bulgaria to products 
originating in Republic of Moldova, which are not listed in Annex II, shall be 
abolished on the date of entry into force of this Agreement. 

5. Customs duties on imports, applicable in Republic of Moldova to products originating 
in the Republic of Bulgaria, which are not listed in Annex III, shall be abolished on 
the date of entry into force of this Agreement 

 
 

Article 5 
Customs duties on export and charges having equivalent effect  

 
1. No new custom duties on exports, charges having equivalent effect to customs duties, 

and other export duties of a fiscal nature shall be introduced in trade between the 
Contracting Parties, as from the date of entry into force of this Agreement. 

 
2. The Contracting Parties shall abolish all customs duties on exports or charges having 

equivalent effect to custom duties, and other export duties of a fiscal nature on the date 
of entry into force of this Agreement. 

 
 

Article 6 
Quantitative restrictions on imports and measures having equivalent effect 

 
1. No new quantitative restrictions on imports or measures having equivalent effect shall 

be introduced in trade between the Contracting Parties as from the date of entry into 
force of this Agreement. 

 
2. All quantitative restrictions on imports and measures having equivalent effect shall be 

abolished on the date of entry into force of this Agreement. 
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Article 7 
Quantitative restrictions on exports and measures having equivalent effect 

 
1. No new quantitative restrictions on exports or measures having equivalent effect shall 

be introduced in trade between the Contracting Parties as from the date of entry into 
force of this Agreement. 

 
2. All quantitative restrictions on exports and measures having equivalent effect shall be 

abolished on the date of entry into force of this Agreement. 
 

 
Article 8 

Elimination of technical barriers to trade 
 

1. The rights and obligations of the Contracting Parties relating to standards or technical 
regulations and related measures shall be governed in accordance with the WTO 
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. 

 
2. The Contracting Parties shall co-operate and exchange information in the field of 

standardization, metrology, conformity assessment and accreditation with the aim of 
reducing and/or eliminating technical barriers to trade. 

 
3. Each Contracting Party, upon a request of the other Contracting Party, shall provide 

information on particular individual cases of standards, technical norms or related 
measures. 

 
4. The Contracting Parties shall aim to reduce technical barriers to trade. To this end the 

Contracting Parties shall further discuss the possibility to conclude Agreements for the 
mutual recognition in the field of conformity assessment, for the products subject to 
mutual trade between the Contracting Parties. 

 
 

CHAPTER II 
      Agricultural products 

 
 

Article 9 
Scope 

 
1. The provisions of this Chapter shall apply to agricultural products originating in the 

Contracting Parties. 

 
2. The term "agricultural products" means for the purpose of this Agreement the products 

falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Harmonized Commodity Description and 
Coding System and the products listed in Annex  I to this Agreement. 
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Article 10 
Exchange of Concessions 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall grant each other the concessions specified in Protocol A 

to the Agreement, in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter and those laid 
down in that Protocol. 

 
2. Taking into account: 
 

- the role of agriculture in their economies, 
- the development of trade in agricultural products between the Contracting 
Parties, 
- the particular sensitivity of the agricultural products, 
- the rules of their agricultural policies, 
- the results of the multilateral trade negotiations under WTO, 
 
the Contracting Parties shall examine the possibilities of granting each other further 
concessions. 
 
 

Article 11 
Agricultural policy 

 
1. Without prejudice to the provisions under Article 10 of this Agreement, the provisions 

of the Chapter II of this Agreement shall not restrict in any way the pursuance of the 
respective agricultural policies of the Contracting Parties or the taking any measures 
under such policies, including the implementation of the provisions of the WTO 
Agreement on Agriculture. 

 
2. The Contracting Parties shall notify to the Joint Committee changes in their respective 

agricultural policies pursued or measures which may affect the conditions of trade in 
agricultural products between them. On the request of either Contracting Party, prompt 
consultations shall be held within the Joint Committee, to examine the situation. 

 
 

Article 12 
Specific safeguards 

 
Notwithstanding other provisions of this Agreement, in particular Article 26 of this 
Agreement, given the particular sensitivity of the agricultural products, if imports of products 
originating in one of the Contracting Parties, which are subject of concessions, granted under 
this Agreement, cause serious disturbances to the market of the other Contracting Party, the 
Contracting Party concerned shall enter into prompt consultations to find an appropriate 
solution. Pending such solution, the Contracting Party concerned may take appropriate 
measures it deems necessary.  
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Article 13 
Sanitary and phytosanitary measures 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall apply their national regulations in veterinary, 

phytosanitary and sanitary matters, in particular in the exchange of information on 
infectious diseases of domestic animals, quarantine diseases, plant pests and weed, in 
a way that complies to the WTO Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary Measures. 

 
2. The Contracting Parties shall apply their regulations in veterinary, phytosanitary and 

sanitary matters in a non-discriminatory way and shall not introduce new measures 
that may have the effect of unduly obstructing trade. 

 
3. The Contracting Parties undertake the obligations to exchange information on the level 

of the sanitary and phytosanitary protection of animals, plants and products.  
 
4. The sanitary and phytosanitary measures and functioning of veterinary services shall 

comply with the Code of the International Epizootic Office and other international 
conventions in this area to which the Contracting Parties are part of.  

 
 

CHAPTER III 
General provisions 

 
 

Article 14 
Internal taxation 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall refrain from any measure or practice of an internal fiscal 

nature establishing, whether directly or indirectly, discrimination between the products 
originating in the Contracting Parties. 

 
2. Products exported to the territory of one of the Contracting Party may not benefit from 

repayment of internal taxation in excess of the amount of direct or indirect taxation 
imposed on them. 

 
 

Article 15 
Rules of origin and co-operation in customs administration 

 
1. The Contracting Parties agree to apply the harmonized European preferential rules of 

origin in the mutual trade including all existing and further amendments thereto. In 
case the European rules of origin are amended, the Joint Committee shall make a 
decision on amending rules of origin. 

 
2. Protocol B to this Agreement (hereinafter referred to as “Protocol B”) lays down the 

rules of origin and related methods of administrative co-operation. 
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3. The Contracting Parties shall take appropriate measures, including regular reviews by 
the Joint Committee and arrangements for administrative co-operation, to ensure that 
the provisions of Protocol B and Articles 3 to 7, 10, 26, 27 and 28 of this Agreement 
are effectively and harmoniously applied, and to reduce, as far as possible, the 
formalities imposed on trade, and to achieve mutually satisfactory solutions to any 
difficulties arising from the operation of those provisions. 

 
 

Article 16 
General Exceptions 

 
1. The provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent from applying interdictions or 

restrictions on import, export, or goods in transit justified on grounds of public 
morality, public policy or public security; the protection of health and human life, 
animals or plants as well as environment protection; protection of national treasures 
possessing artistic, historical or archaeological value; the protection of intellectual 
property; regulations relating to gold or silver, or the conservation of exhaustible 
natural resources, if such measures are effectively applied in relation with domestic 
consumption or production restrictions. 

 
2.  Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary 

discrimination or disguised restriction on trade between the Contracting Parties. 
 
 

Article 17 
Security exceptions 

 
Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent a Contracting Party from taking any appropriate 
measures which it considers necessary: 
 

a) to prevent the disclosure of information contrary to its essential security 
interests; 

 
b) for the protection of its essential security interests or for the implementation of 

international obligations or national policies: 
 

i) relating to the traffic in arms, ammunition and implements of war, 
provided that such measures do not impair the conditions of 
competition in respect of products not intended for specifically military 
purposes, and to such traffic in other goods, materials and services as is 
carried on directly or indirectly for the purpose of supplying a military 
establishment; or 

 
ii) relating to the non-proliferation of biological and chemical weapons, 

nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; or 
 

iii) taken in time of war or other serious international tension constituting 
the threat of war. 
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Article 18 
State Monopoly 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall adjust progressively any State monopoly of a 

commercial character so as to ensure that no discrimination regarding the conditions 
under which goods are procured and marketed, exists between natural and legal 
persons of the Contracting Parties. The Contracting Parties shall inform each other 
about the measures adopted to implement this objective. 

 
2. The provisions of this Article shall apply to any body through which the competent 

authorities of the Contracting Parties, in law or in fact, either directly or indirectly 
supervise, determine or appreciably influence imports or exports between the 
Contracting Parties. These provisions shall likewise apply to monopolies delegated by 
the State to other bodies. 

 
 

Article 19 
Payments 

 
1. Payments in freely convertible currencies relating to trade in goods between the 

Contracting Parties and the transfer of such payments to the territory of the 
Contracting Party where the creditor resides shall be free from any restrictions. 

 
2. The Contracting Parties shall refrain from any exchange or administrative restrictions 

on the grant, repayment or acceptance of short and medium term credits to trade in 
goods in which person residing in one of the Contracting Parties participates.  

 
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2, any measure regarding current 

payments related to flow of goods shall conform to the conditions stipulated in Article 
VIII of the Articles of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

 
 

Article 20 
Rules of competition concerning undertakings 

 
 
1. The following are incompatible with the proper functioning of this Agreement insofar 

as they can affect trade between the Contracting Parties: 
 

a) all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings 
and concerted practices between undertakings which have as their objective or 
effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition; 

 
b) abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant position in the territories of the 

Contracting Parties, as a whole or in substantial part thereof.  
 

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall apply to the activities of all 
undertakings including public undertakings and undertakings to which the Contracting 
Parties grant special or exclusive rights. Undertakings entrusted with the operation of 
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services of general economic interest or having the character of a revenue-producing 
monopoly, shall be subject to provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article insofar as the 
application of these provisions does not obstruct the performance, in law or in fact, of 
the particular public tasks assigned to them. 

 
3. With regard to agricultural products the provisions of paragraph 1 a. of this Article 

shall not apply to such agreements, decisions and practices which form an integral part 
of a national market organisation. 

 
4. If one Contracting Party considers that a certain practice is incompatible with the 

provisions of paragraph 1, and if such a practice causes or threatens to cause serious 
prejudice to the interests of this Contracting Party or material injury to its domestic 
industry, it may take appropriate measures, under the conditions and in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 23 of this Agreement. 

 
 

Article 21  
State aid 

 
1. Any aid granted by one Contracting Party or through State resources in any form 

whatsoever, distorting or threatening to distort competition by favoring certain 
undertakings or the production of certain goods shall be incompatible with the proper 
functioning of this Agreement, insofar as it may affect trade between the Contracting 
Parties, except for agricultural products for which state aid may be granted in 
compliance with the relevant provisions of the WTO Agreements. 

 
2. The Joint Committee, within tree years since the date of the entry into force of this 

Agreement, shall set out the basic criteria to verify any practices contrary to this 
Article, as well as rules for their implementation.  

 
3. The Contracting Parties shall ensure transparency of state aid measures, inter alia also 

through annual reporting to the Joint Committee on the whole volume of the state aid 
and its distribution and will provide, on the other Contracting Party’s request, 
information on the schemes in specific cases. 

 
4. If a Contracting Party considers that a particular practice: 
 
- is incompatible with the terms of paragraph 1 of this Article, and is not adequately 

dealt with under the implementing rules referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, or 

 
- in the absence of rules, referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, causes or threatens to 

cause serious prejudice to the interest of that Contracting Party or material injury to its 
domestic industry, 

 
it may take appropriate measures under the conditions of and in accordance with the 

provisions laid down in Article 23 of this Agreement. 
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5. Such appropriate measures may only be taken in conformity with the procedures and 
under the conditions laid down by the GATT 1994 and the WTO, and any other 
relevant instruments negotiated under their auspices, which are applicable between the 
Contracting Parties concerned. 

 
 

Article 22 
Public Procurement 

 
1. The Contracting Parties consider the liberalization of their respective public 

procurement markets as an objective of this Agreement. 
 
2. The Contracting Parties shall progressively develop regulations on public procurement 

for the purpose of ensuring mutual access to bidding based contracting on their 
respective public procurement markets. 

 
 

Article 23 
Procedure for the application of safeguard measures 

 
1. Before initiating the procedure for the application of safeguard measures set out in the 

following paragraphs of the present Article, the Contracting Parties shall endeavor to 
solve any differences between them through direct consultations. 

 
2. Without prejudice to paragraph 6 of the present Article, each Contracting Party, which 

considers resorting to safeguard measures, shall promptly notify the other Contracting 
Party and shall supply all relevant information.  Consultations between the 
Contracting Parties shall take place without delay with a view to finding a solution. 

3.  
a) As regards Articles 20 and 21, the Contracting Parties shall give the Joint 

Committee all required assistance required in order to examine the case. If the 
Contracting Party fails to stop the practice objected to, within the period fixed by 
the Joint Committee, or if the Joint Committee fails to reach an agreement after 
consultations, or after 30 days following the referral for such consultations, the 
Contracting Party concerned may adopt the appropriate measures to deal with the 
difficulties resulting from the disputed practice. 

 
b) As regards Articles 25, 26 and 28, the Joint Committee shall examine the case or 

situation and may take any decision needed to put an end to the difficulties notified 
by the Contracting Party concerned. In absence of such a decision during 30 days 
of the matter being referred to the Joint Committee, the Contracting Party 
concerned may adopt the necessary measures in order to remedy the situation. 

 
c) As regards Article 29 the Contracting Party concerned shall supply to the Joint 

Committee with all relevant information required for a thorough examination of 
the situation with a view to seeking a mutually acceptable solution. If the Joint 
Committee fails to reach an agreement or if a period of three months has elapsed 
from the date of notification, the Contracting Party concerned may take 
appropriate measures. 
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4. The safeguard measures taken shall be immediately notified to the other Contracting 
Party. They will be restricted with regard to their extent and to their duration to what 
is strictly necessary in order to rectify the situation-giving rise to their application and 
shall not be in excess of the injury caused by the practice or the difficulty in question. 
Priority shall be given to such measures as will least disturb the functioning of the 
Agreement. 

 
5. The safeguard measures taken shall be the subject of regular consultations within the 

Joint Committee with a view of their re-applying, substitution or abolition as soon as 
possible.  

 
6. When exceptional circumstances requiring immediate action make prior examination 

impossible, the Contracting Party concerned may, in the cases of Articles 25, 26 and 
28, apply forthwith the precautionary and provisional measures strictly necessary to 
remedy the respective situation.  The measures shall be notified without delay and 
consultations between the Contracting Parties shall take place as soon as possible 
within the Joint Committee. 

 
 

Article 24 
Intellectual property protection 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall grant and ensure adequate, effective and non-

discriminatory protection of intellectual property rights, including measures for the 
enforcement of such rights against infringement, counterfeiting and piracy. The 
Contacting Parties agree to comply with the substantive standards of the multilateral 
agreements listed in Annex IV. 

 
2. For the purposes of this Agreement, the protection of intellectual property rights 

includes mainly the protection of copyright, computer programs, databases and related 
rights, trademarks, geographic indications, industrial projects, patents, integrated 
circuits, undisclosed information, as well as know-how.  

 
3. The Contracting Parties shall co-operate in intellectual property rights protection 

matters and, at the request of any Contracting Party, consultations on expert level 
regarding these problems shall be held, mainly in areas dealing with the existing and 
future international treaties on harmonization, administration and enforcement of 
intellectual property rights and international specialized organizations such as the 
World Trade Organization and World Organization on Intellectual Property, as well as 
the relationships of the Contracting Parties with any other third country on the of 
intellectual property matter. 

 
 

Article 25 
Dumping 

 
If one of the Contracting Parties finds that dumping, in the meaning of Article VI of GATT 
1994, is taking place in the trade relations governed by this Agreement, the concerned 
Contracting Party may take appropriate measures against this practice under the conditions 
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and in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 23 of this Agreement, as well as in 
conformity with Article VI of GATT 1994. 
 
 

Article 26 
General Safeguards 

 
Where any product is being imported in such increased quantities and under conditions as to 
cause, or threatens to cause: 
 

a) serious injuries to domestic producers of like or directly competitive products in 
the territory of the importing Contracting Party, or 

 
b) serious disturbances in any related sector of the economy or difficulties which 

could bring serious deterioration in the economic situation of a certain region, 
 
the Contracting Party concerned may take appropriate measures under the conditions and in 
accordance with the procedures laid down in Article 23 of this Agreement. 

 
 

Article 27 
Structural Adjustment 

 
1. Exceptional measures of limited duration, which derogate from the provisions of 

Article 4 of this Agreement, may be taken in the form of increased customs duties. 
 
2. These measures may only concern infant industries, or certain sectors undergoing 

restructuring or facing serious difficulties, particularly where these difficulties produce 
important social problems. 

 
3. Customs duties on imports applied by one of the Contracting Parties for goods 

originating in other Contracting Party shall not exceed 25% ad valorem and shall 
contain a preference element in terms of the rate of customs duty for goods originating 
in other Contracting Party. The total value of imported goods subject to such measures 
cannot exceed 15% of the total amount of imports of industrial goods from the other 
Contracting Party during the last year for which statistic data is valid. 

 
4. These measures shall apply for a period that will not exceed three years, except 

otherwise decided by the Joint Committee. They shall seize to apply by the end of the 
transitional period at the latest. 

 
5. No measure can be applied to goods if more than two years passed since the removal 

of all customs duties and quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect 
for such goods. 

 
6. The interested Contracting Party shall inform the other Contracting Party of any 

exceptional measure it intends to take and, at the request of the other Contracting 
Party, consultations shall be held within the Joint Committee regarding such measures 
and sectors to which they apply, even before they are put into force. When taking such 
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measures, the Contracting Party concerned shall provide the Joint Committee a 
schedule for the elimination of customs duties introduced under this Article. This 
schedule shall provide for a phasing out of these duties starting at the latest one year 
after their introduction, at equal annual rates. 

 
 

Article 28 
Re-export and serious shortage 

 
Where the compliance with the provisions of this Agreement leads to: 
 
a) re-export towards a third country, against which the exporting Contracting Party maintains 

for that product quantitative export restrictions, export duties, or measures or charges 
having equivalent effect; or 

 
b) a serious shortage, or a threat thereof, of a product essential to the exporting Contracting 

Party,  
 
and where the situation referred to above gives rise or is likely to give rise to major 
difficulties for the exporting Contracting Party, that Contracting Party may take appropriate 
measures under the  conditions and in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 23 
of this Agreement. The measures shall be non-discriminatory and be eliminated when 
conditions no longer justify their maintenance.  
 
 

Article 29 
Fulfillment of obligations 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall take all necessary measures to ensure the fulfillment of 

their obligations under the provisions of this Agreement. 
 
2. If either Contracting Party considers that the other Contracting Party has failed to 

fulfill an obligation under this Agreement, the Contracting Party concerned may take 
the appropriate measures under the conditions and in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 23 of this Agreement.  

 
 

Article 30 
Balance-of- payments difficulties 

 
1. Where a Contracting Party is in serious balance-of-payments difficulties, or under 

imminent threat thereof, the Contracting Party concerned may adopt, in accordance 
with the conditions established by GATT 1994 and the provisions of this Agreement, 
trade restrictive measures, which shall be of limited duration and may not go beyond 
what is necessary to remedy the balance-of-payments situation.  The measures shall be 
progressively attenuated, as the balance-of-payments conditions improve, and they 
shall be eliminated when conditions no longer justify their maintenance. The 
Contracting Party in concerned shall inform the other Contracting Party and the Joint 
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Committee forthwith their introduction and, whenever practicable, of a time schedule 
for their removal.  

 
2. The Contracting Parties shall endeavor to avoid the imposition of restrictive measures 

base on balance-of-payments difficulties. 
 
 

Article 31 
The Joint Committee 

 
1. The Contracting Parties agree to establish a Joint Committee composed of their 

representatives. 
 
2. The implementation of this Agreement shall be supervised and administrated by the 

Joint Committee. 
 
3. For the purpose of the proper implementation of this Agreement, the Contracting 

Parties shall exchange information and, at the request of any Contracting Party, shall 
hold consultations within the Joint Committee. The Joint Committee shall keep under 
review the possibility of further removal of the obstacles to trade between the 
Contracting Parties.   

 
4. The Joint Committee may take decisions in the cases provide for in this Agreement. 

On other matters the Joint Committee may take recommendations. 
 
 

Article 32 
Procedures of the Joint Committee 

 
1. For the proper implementation of this Agreement, the Joint Committee shall meet 

whenever necessary but at least once a year. Either Contracting Party may request a 
meeting to be held. 

 
2. If the representative of a Contracting Party in the Joint Committee has accepted a 

decision, subject to the fulfilment of internal legal requirements, the decision shall 
enter into force, if no later date is contained therein, on the date of the receipt of a 
written notification as to the fulfilment of such requirements. 

 
3. For the purpose of this Agreement, the Joint Committee shall adopt its rules of 

procedurewhich shall inter alia contain provisions for conveying meeting and for the 
designation of the Chairperson and his/her term of office. 

 
4. The Joint Committee may decide to set up such sub-committees and working parties 

as it considers necessary to assist it in accomplishing its tasks. 
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Article 33 
Customs unions, free trade areas and frontier trade 

 
1. This Agreement shall not prevent the maintenance or establishment of customs unions, 

free-trade zones, economic unions or arrangements for frontier trade to the extent that 
these do not negatively affect the trade regime between the Contracting Parties and in 
particular the provisions concerning rules of origin provided for by this Agreement.  

 
2. Upon request, the Contracting Parties shall inform each other of any agreement, 

establishing customs union or free trade areas concluded. 
 
 

Article 34 
Evolutionary Clause 

 
1. Where either Contracting Party considers that it would be useful in the interest of the 

economies of the Contracting Parties to develop the relations established by this 
Agreement by extending them to fields not covered thereby, it shall submit a reasoned 
request to the other Contracting Party. The Contracting Parties may instruct the Joint 
Committee to examine this request and, where appropriate, to make recommendations 
to them, particularly with a view to opening negotiations. 

 
2. Agreements resulting from the procedure referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article will 

be subject to ratification of approval by the Contracting Parties to this Agreement in 
accordance with their internal legal procedures. 

 
 

Article 35 
Annexes and Protocols 

 
Annexes and Protocols of this Agreement shall form an integral part thereof. The Joint 
Committee may decide to amend Annexes and Protocols.   
 
 

Article 36 
Amendments 

 
Amendments to this Agreement, including Annexes and Protocol, may be proposed by either 
Contracting Party and shall enter into force on the date of receipt of the last notification, 
through diplomatic channels, confirming that all internal legal procedures required by either 
Contracting Party for their entry into force have been fulfilled. 
 
 

Article 37 
Entry into force 

 
1. This Agreement is subject to ratification. This Agreement shall enter into force on the 

first day of the second month following the date when the Contracting Parties have 
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notified each other through diplomatic channels that their respective internal 
requirements for the entry into force of this Agreement have been fulfilled. 

 
2. This Agreement is concluded for an indefinite period of time. 

 
3. Each Contracting Party may denounce it through diplomatic channels by a written 

notification to the other Contracting Party. In such case the Agreement shall be 
terminated on the first day of the seventh month after the date on which the other 
Contracting Party received the notification. 

 

4. The Contracting Parties agree, that in case of accession of one of the Contracting 
Parties to the European Union, the Agreement will be terminated without any 
compensations for the other Contracting Party, on the day before the date of the 
accession to the EU. In that case, the Contracting Party acceding to the EU shall 
inform the other Contracting Party of such accession within a reasonable period of 
time. 

 
 
 
Done in _________________, on ___________________ 2004 in two original copies, each in 
Bulgarian, Moldavian and English languages, each being equally authentic. In case of 
different interpretation of provisions of this Agreement, the text of reference shall be in the 
English language. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA          FOR THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
     



Annex I 
 

(referred to in Articles 2 and 9 of the Agreement) 
 

 

CN Code Description 
2905 43 00 --Mannitol 
2905 44 --D-glucitol (sorbitol) 
2905 45 00 --Glycerol 
3301 90 21 ---Of liquorice and hops 
3301 90 30 ---Other 
3301 90 90 --Other 
3302 10 10 ----Of an actual alcoholic strength by volume exceeding 0,5% 
3302 10 21 -----Containing no milkfats, sucrose, isoglucose, glucose or starch or 

containing, by weight, less than 1,5% milk fat, 5% sucrose or 
isoglucose, 5% glucose or starch 

3302 10 29 -----Other 
3501 10 -Casein 
3501 90 90 --Other 
3502 11 90 --- Other 
3502 19 90 --- Other 
3502 20 91 --- Dried (for example, in sheets, scales, flakes, powder) 
3502 20 99 --- Other 
3505 10 10 --Dextrins 
3505 10 90 ---Other 
3505 20 -Glues  

ex 3809 10 
-Dressings and finishing agents with a basis of amylaceous substances 

3823 Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from refining; industrial 
fatty alcohols 

3824 60 - Sorbitol other than that of subheading 2905 44 
4501 Natural cork, raw or simply prepared; waste cork; crushed, granulated 

or ground cork 
5201 00 Cotton, not carded or combed 
5301 Flax, raw or processed but not spun; flax tow and waste (including yarn 

waste and garnetted stock) 
5302 True hemp (Cannabis sativa L.), raw or processed but not spun; tow and 

waste of true hemp (including yarn waste and garnetted stock) 
 
 
 



 
Annex II 

 
Customs duties on imports, applicable in the Republic of Bulgaria to products 
originating in Republic of Moldova, for products listed below, shall be progressively 
abolished in accordance with the following timetable: 

 

- upon entry into force – 75% of the basic duty; 

- on 1 January 2005 - 50% of the basic duty; 

- on 1 January 2006 – 25% of the basic duty; 

- on 1 January 2007 – 0% duty. 



 



 
Annex III 

 
Customs duties on imports, applicable in the Republic of Moldova to products originating in 
Republic of Bulgaria, for products listed below, shall be progressively abolished in 
accordance with the following timetable: 

 

- upon entry into force – 75% of the basic duty; 

- on 1 January 2005 - 50% of the basic duty; 

- on 1 January 2006 – 25% of the basic duty; 

- on 1 January 2007 – 0% duty. 

 
 



Annex IV 
 

(referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 24) 
 

ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 
Paragraph 1 of Article 24 concerns the following multilateral conventions: 
 

1. Convention establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization (1967, amended 
1979); 

 
2. WTO Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights of 15 April 

1994 (TRIPS Agreement); 
 
3. International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and 

Broadcasting Organizations of 26 October 1961 (Rome Convention); 
 
4. Nice Agreement concerning the International Classification of Goods and Services for 

the purposes of the Registration of Marks (Geneva, 1977 and amended in 1979); 
 
5. Madrid Agreement concerning the International Registration of Marks (1891, revised 

1900, 1911, 1925, 1934, 1957, 1967 and amended 1979); 
 
6. Protocol relating to the Madrid Agreement concerning the International Registration of 

Marks (Madrid, 1989); 
 
7. Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Micro-organisms for 

the purpose of Patent Procedures (Budapest, 1977); 
 
8. International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV, Geneva 

Act, 1991); 
 
9. Hague Agreement concerning the International Deposit of Industrial Designs (Hague 

Act, 1960). 
 
10. Bern Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of  

9 September 1886 (Paris Act, 1971); 
 
11. Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 20 March 1883 (Stockholm 

Act, 1967 and amended in 1979); 
 
12. Patent Co-operation Treaty (Washington, 1970, amended in 1979 and modified in 1984). 



PROTOCOL A 

(referred to in Article 10, Paragraph 2) 
 

EXCHANGE OF AGRICULTURAL CONCESSIONS  
BETWEEN 

THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA  
AND 

THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 
 
 

Article 1 
 
This Protocol shall apply to the products specified in Chapter II of the Agreement. 

 
Article 2 

Customs duties on imports applicable in the Republic of Bulgaria to products originating in 
the Republic of Moldova and customs duties on imports applicable in the Republic of 
Moldova to products originating in the Republic of Bulgaria listed in Annex 1 to this 
Protocol shall be abolished from the date of application of this Agreement. 
 

Article 3 
 
The Republic of Moldova shall grant concessions for the agricultural products originating in 
the Republic of Bulgaria listed in Annex 2a to the level set out in this Annex and in 
compliance with the provisions of Protocol B on Rules of Origin of this Agreement. 
Customs duties on imports, applicable in the Republic of Moldova to products originating in 
the Republic of Bulgaria, listed in Annex 2a to this Protocol shall be reduced or abolished 
within the limits of tariff quotas, specified in this Annex, to the level set out in this Annex 
from the date of application of this Agreement. 

 
Article 4 

 
The Republic of Bulgaria shall grant concessions for the agricultural products originating in 
the Republic of Moldova listed in Annex 2b to the level set out in this Annex and in 
compliance with the provisions of Protocol B on Rules of Origin of this Agreement. 
Customs duties on imports, applicable in the Republic of Bulgaria to products originating in 
the Republic of Moldova, listed in Annex 2b to this Protocol shall be reduced or abolished 
within the limits of tariff quotas, specified in this Annex, to the level set out in this Annex 
from the date of application of this Agreement. 
 

Article 5 
 
1. Basic duties, agreed under this Protocol and the Annexes to it are the Most Favoured 

Nation duty rates applied at the time of actual importation. Customs duties referred to in 
this Protocol include ad valorem and specific customs duties. 

 
2. If, after entry into force of this Agreement, any tariff reductions are applied on an erga 

omnes basis, such reduced duties shall replace the basic duties referred to in paragraph 1 
as from the date when such reductions are applied. 

 



Bulgarian 
tariff 

numbers

Moldovian 
tariff 

numbers

Bulgarian 
tariff 

numbers

Moldovian 
tariff 

numbers

Bulgarian 
tariff 

numbers

Moldovian 
tariff 

numbers

0101 10 10 0 0101 10 100 0813 40 50 0 0813 40 500 1214 1214
0102 10 0102 10 0813 40 60 0 0813 40 600 1301 1301
0102 90 21 0 0102 90 210 0813 40 70 0 0813 40 700 1302 12 00 0 1302 12 000
0102 90 29 0 0102 90 290 0813 40 95 0 0813 40 950 1302 13 00 0 1302 13 000
0102 90 41 0 0102 90 410 0901 0901 1302 14 00 0 1302 14 000
0102 90 49 0 0102 90 490 0902 0902 1302 19 05 0 1302 19 050
0103 10 00 0 0103 10 000 0903 00 00 0 0903 00 000 1302 19 30 0 1302 19 300
0105 12 00 1 0105 12 000 0904 20 0904 20 1302 19 91 0 1302 19 910
0105 19 20 1 0105 19 200 0905 00 00 0 0905 00 000 1302 31 00 0 1302 31 000
0105 19 90 1 0105 19 900 0906 0906 1302 32 1302 32
0106 12 00 0 0106 12 00 0907 00 00 0 0907 00 000 1302 39 00 0 1302 39 000
0106 19 90 0 0106 19 90 0908 30 00 0 0908 30 000 1401 90 00 0 1401 90 000
0106 20 00 0 0106 20 00 0909 10 00 0 0909 10 1402 00 00 0 1402 00 000
0106 31 00 0 0106 31 00 0909 20 00 0 0909 20 000 1403 00 00 0 1403
0106 32 00 0 0106 32 00 0909 30 00 0 0909 30 1404 1404
0106 39 90 0 0106 39 90 0909 40 00 0 0909 40 1504 1504
0106 90 00 0 0106 90 00 0910 0910 1508 1508
0501 00 00 0 0501 00 000 1007 00 10 0 1007 00 100 1511 1511
0502 0502 1008 1008 1512 21 1512 21
0503 00 00 0 0503 00 000 1201 00 1201 00 1512 29 1512 29
0506 0506 1203 00 00 0 1203 00 000 1513 1513
0509 00 0509 00 1204 00 1204 00 1515 1515
0510 00 00 0 0510 00 1205 1205 00 1801 00 00 0 1801 00 000
0601 20 0601 20 1206 00 10 0 1206 00 100 1802 00 00 0 1802 00 000
0604 0604 1207 10 1207 10 1901 10 00 0 1901 10 000
0712 90 11 0 0712 90 110 1207 30 1207 30 2301 2301
0714 10 0714 10 1208 1208 2305 00 00 0 2305 00 000
0714 20 0714 20 1209 10 00 0 1209 11 000 2306 10 00 0 2306 10 000
0714 90 0714 90 1209 22 1209 22 2306 50 00 0 2306 50 000
0801 0801 1209 23 1209 23 2306 60 00 0 2306 60 000
0802 11 0802 11 1210 1210 2306 90 2306 90
0802 12 0802 12 1211 1211 2307 00 2307 00
0802 21 00 0 0802 21 000 1212 10 1212 10 2308 00 2308
0802 22 00 0 0802 22 000 1212 20 00 0 1212 20 000
0802 50 00 0 0802 50 000 1212 30 00 0 1212 30 000
0802 90 0802 90 1212 91 1212 91

ANNEX 1 TO PROTOCOL A



Първоначално 
искане за внос на  
селскостопански 
стоки с български 

произход в 
Република Молдова 

CN code DESCRIPTION
TQ

Avr.exp. 
000'USD

MFN 
Moldova

CN code

0203 21
Цели или половин 
трупове от животни от 
рода на свинете, 
замразени 0 15 0203 0203 #N/A

0203 21

0303 74 11 0

0204

Меса от животни от 
рода на овцете или 
козите, пресни, 
охладени или 
замразени: 0 15 0204 0204 #N/A

0204

0303 74 20 0

0207 11

Месо от петли и 
кокошки,неразфасова
но,прясно или 
охладено 15 0207 0207 #N/A

0207 11

0602 90 45 0

0207 12
Месо от петли и 
кокошки,неразфасова
но,замразено 24,57 15 0207 0207 #N/A

0207 12

0603 10 13 0

0207 13

Месо от петли и 
кокошки,разфасовано 
и карантии,прясно или 
охладено 0 15 0207 0207 #N/A

0207 13

0603 10 29 0

0207 14
Месо от петли и 
кокошки,разфасовано 
и карантии, замразено 0 15 0207 0207 #N/A

0207 14

0708 20 20 0

0302 11 Пъстърви, пресни или 
охладени 0 10 0302 0302 #N/A 0302 11 0713 33 90 0

0302 69

Други риби пресни или 
охладени, с 
изключение на черния 
дроб и хайвера

0 10 0302 0302 #N/A

0302 69

0802 90 85 0

0403 10 Кисело мляко 0 15 0403 0403 #N/A 0403 10 0806 20 98 0

0403 90 Други  млека 0 15 0403 0403 #N/A 0403 90 0810 90 85 0
0405 10 Масло 0 15 0405 0405 #N/A 0405 10 0901 21 00 0

0406 Сирена и извара: 0 15 0406 0406 #N/A 0406 0904 11 90 0

0409 00 00 Естествен мед 0 15 0409 0409 #N/A 0409 00 00 1006 30 98 0

0701 90 Други картофи, пресни 
или охладени 0,55 5, 15 0701 0701 #N/A

0701 90
1512 19 91 0

0702 00 00 Домати, пресни или 
охладени 0 10,15,20 0702 0702 #N/A

0702 00 00 
1701 99 10 0

0703

Лук, шалот, чесън, 
праз и други лукови 
зеленчуци, пресни или 
охладени

1 15 0703 0703 #N/A

0703

2101 11 19 0

0707 00
Краставици и 
корнишони, пресни 
или охладени 0 10, 15 0707 0707 #N/A

0707 00
2102 10 39 0



0709 30
Патладжани, пресни или охладени 0 15 0709 0709 #N/A

0709 30
2106 90 98 0

0709 51 00 0
Гъби от вида Agaricus 
(култивирани гъби), 
пресни или охладени

0 15 0709 0709 #N/A

0709 51 00 0

0709 59 Други гъби, пресни 
или охладени 0 15 0709 0709 #N/A

0709 59

0709 60

Пиперки от вида 

Capsicum илиPimenta, 

пресни или охладени 0 15 0709 0709 #N/A

0709 60

0709 90 Други зеленчуци, 
пресни или охладени

0 15 0709 0709 #N/A

0709 90 

0710

Зеленчуци, неварени 

или варени във вода 

или на пара, 

замразени: 0 15 0710 0710 #N/A

0710

1101 00
Брашно пшенично или 
брашно от смес от 
пшеница и ръж

0,39 15 1101 1101 1101 00 15 0

1101 00

1210

Шишарки от хмел, 
пресни или сушени, 
дори надробени, 
смлени или под 
формата на гранули; 
прах от хмел 102,23 0 1210 1210 1210 10 00 0

1210

1601 00

Колбаси и подобни 
продукти от месо, 
карантии или кръв; 
приготвени храни на 
база на тези продукти:

0 15 1601 1601 #N/A

1601 00

1602

Други приготвени 
храни и консерви от 
месо, карантии или 
кръв: 2,71 15 1602 1602 #N/A

1602

1604 12 Консерви от херинги 0 10 1604 1604 1604 20 90 0 1604 12

1604 13
Консерви от сардини, 
сардинели, шпрот, 
трицона или цаца:

0 10 1604 1604 1604 20 90 0

1604 13

1604 15 Консерви от скумрии 0 10 1604 1604 1604 20 90 0 1604 15

1604 20 Други приготвени храни и консерви от 0 10 1604 1604 1604 20 90 0 1604 20

1604 30 Хайвер и неговите 
заместители

0 10 1604 1604 1604 20 90 0
1604 30

1702 40 Глюкоза и сироп от 
глюкоза 0 15 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0 1702 40

1702 50 00 0 Фруктоза, химически 
чиста 0 15 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0 1702 50 00 0

1702 60
Други видове 
фруктоза и сироп от 
фруктоза 4,89 15 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0

1702 60

1702 90 10 0 Химически чиста 
малтоза 0 15 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0 1702 90 10 0



1702 90 30 0 Изоглюкоза 0 15 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0 1702 90 30 0

1702 90 50 0
Малтодекстрин и 
сироп от 
малтодекстрин 0 15 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0

1702 90 50 0

1704
Захарни изделия без 
какао (включително 
белия шоколад):

1704 1704 #N/A

1704

1704 90 Други 21,31 15 1704 1704 #N/A 1704 90

1806
Шоколад и други 
хранителни продукти, 
съдържащи какао

0,82 15 1806 1806 #N/A

1806

1902

Макаронени изделия, 
дори варени или 
пълнени (с месо или 
други продукти) или 
обработени по друг 
начин, такива като 
спагети, макарони, 
юфка, лазаня, 
равиоли, канелони; 
кус-кус, дори 
приготвен

1,55 15 1902 1902 1902 19 10 0

1902

1904

Продукти на базата на 
приготвени чрез 
набъбване или печене 
житни растения 
(например corn flakes); 
житни растения 
(различни от 
царевицата) на зърна 
или под формата на 
люспи или други 
преработени зърна (с 
изключение на 
брашно и едрозърнест 
или дребнозърнест 
грис), варени или 
приготвени по друг 
начин, неупоменати, 
нито включени 
другаде

19,89 15 1904 1904 #N/A

1904

1905

Хлебарски, тестени  
сладкарски или 
бисквитни продукти, 
дори с прибавка на 
какао; нафора, празни 
капсули  от тесто за 
медикаменти, тесто за 
запечатване, сухи 
тестени листа от 
брашно, скорбяла или 
нишесте и подобни 
продукти

5,68 15 1905 1905 1905 30 59 0

1905

2001 10 00 0

Краставици и 
корнишони, 
приготвени или 
консервирани с оцет 
или с оцетна киселина

12,4 15 2001 2001 #N/A

2001 10 00 0



2001 90 20 0

Плодове от вида 
Capsicum, различни от 
сладките пиперки, 
приготвени или 
консервирани с оцет 
или с оцетна киселина

0 15 2001 2001 #N/A

2001 90 20 0

2001 90 50 0
Гъби, приготвени или 
консервирани с оцет 
или с оцетна киселина 0,05 15 2001 2001 #N/A

2001 90 50 0

2001 90 70 0

Сладки пиперки, 
приготвени или 
консервирани с оцет 
или с оцетна киселина

1,44 15 2001 2001 #N/A

2001 90 70 0

2001 90 96 Други 3,88 15 2001 2001 #N/A 2001 90 96

2002

Домати, приготвени 
или консервирани по 
начин, различен от 
този с оцет или с 
оцетна киселина 5,87 15 2002 2002 #N/A

2002

2003 10

Гъби от вида Agaricus, 
приготвени  или 
консервирани по 
начин, различен от 
този с оцет или с 
оцетна киселина:

0,61 15 2003 2003 #N/A

2003 10

2005

Други зеленчуци, 
приготвени или 
консервирани по 
начин, различен от 
този с оцет или с 
оцетна киселина, 
незамразени, 
различни от 
продуктите от № 2006:

9,78 15 2005 2005 #N/A

2005

2007

Конфитюри, желета, 
мармелади, пюрета и 
каши от плодове, 
приготвени чрез 
варене, със или без 
прибавка на захар или 
други подсладители:

3,77 0,10 2007 2007 #N/A

2007

2008

Плодове и други части 
от растения, годни за 
консумация, 
приготвени или 
консервирани по друг 
начин, със или  без 
прибавка на захар  
или други 
подсладители или 
алкохол, неупоменати, 
нито включени 
другаде

6,67 10 2008 2008 2008 11 96 0

2008



2009

Плодови сокове  
(включително мъст от 
грозде) или 
зеленчукови сокове, 
неферментирали, без 
прибавка на алкохол, 
със или без прибавка 
на захар или други 
подсладители

90,05 5, 15 2009 2009 2009 19 19 0

2009

2103

 Препарати за сосове 
и готови сосове; 
комбинирани 
подправки; синапено 
брашно и готова 
горчица:

3,62 15 2103 2103 #N/A

2103

2201

Води, минерални и 
газирани, 
неподсладени, нито 
ароматизирани 0,37 15 2201 2201 #N/A

2201

2202

Води, включително 
минералните води и 
газираните води, 
подсладени със захар 
или други 
подсладители или 
ароматизирани, други 
безалкохолни напитки, 
с изключение на 
плодовите и 
зеленчуковите сокове 
от № 2009

7,6 15 2202 2202 #N/A

2202

2203 00 Бири от малц
0

1eur/1 de 
alcohol 2203 2203 #N/A

2203 00

2204 10 Пенливи вина
0

1eur/1 de 
alcohol 2204 2204 2204 29 58 1

2204 10

2204 21

Други вина; гроздова 
мъст, чиято 
ферментация е била 
прекъсната или  
спряна чрез прибавка 
на алкохол, в съдове с 
вместимост, 
непревишаваща 2 l:      

86,71
1eur/1 de 
alcohol 2204 2204 2204 29 58 1

2204 21

2208 20
Спиртни напитки  от 
вино или от гроздови 
джибри 363,71

1eur/1 de 
alcohol 2208 2208 2208 20 29 4

2208 20

2208 70 Ликьори
0

1eur/1 de 
alcohol 2208 2208 2208 20 29 4

2208 70

2208 90 Други спиртни напитки 
5,54

1eur/1 de 
alcohol 2208 2208 2208 20 29 4

2208 90

2309
Препарати от 
видовете, използвани 
за храна на животни 5,36 10 2309 2309 #N/A

2309

2401
Сурови или 
необработени тютюни; 
отпадъци от тютюн 207,25 15 2401 2401 2401 10 60 0

2401



2402 20 Цигари, съдържащи 
тютюн 176,57 3 eur/1000 2402 2402 #N/A 2402 20

2402 90 00 0
Други цигари, 
различни от тези 
съдържащи тютюн 0 3 eur/1000 2402 2402 #N/A

2402 90 00 0

2403

Други видове тютюн и 
заместители на 
тютюна, обработени; 
"хомогенизирани" или 
"възстановени" 
тютюни; тютюневи 
екстракти и сокове:

15,92 15 2403 2403 2403 10 10 0

2403



MITN № NAME 1999USD'000 1999TNE 2000USD'000 2000TNE 2001USD'000 2001TNE 2002USD'000 2002TNE Avr. USD Avr.TNE
010511990  ---- Други 0 0 11,94 2,331 0 0 0 0 2,985 0,58275

010600900 -  ДPУГИ ЖИBИ ЖИBOTHИ 0 0 0 0 1,42 0,353 0 0 0,355 0,08825

020712900  --- Оскубани, изкормени, без глави 0 0 98,284 97,325 0 0 0 0 24,571 24,33125

030371980 ----ШПPOT,TPИЦOHA/ЦAЦA(SPRATTUS) ЗA 4,139 17,996 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,03475 4,499

040700190   - - - Други 44,834 13,843 12,8 5,12 0 0 0 0 14,4085 4,74075

040811800   - - - Други 0,295 0,062 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,07375 0,0155

041000000  Продукти от животински произход, г 3,217 3,07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,80425 0,7675

060220100   - - Лозови пръчки, присадени (ашл 43,5 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,875 6,75
060290100   - - Гъбен мицел 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,23 1,972 0,8075 0,493
060290450   - - - - - - Вкоренени издънки и м 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,332 0,33 0,333 0,0825
0602 43,5 27 0 0 0 0 4,562 2,302 12,0155 7,3255
070190509  ---- В периода от 16 май до 30 юни 0 0 2,182 17,74 0 0 0 0 0,5455 4,435

070310111  ---- В периода от 1 януари до 30 ю 4 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4

071333900  --- Друг (АТК)(ТК) 5,38 10 0 0 0 0 1,5 5 1,72 3,75

080620180  --- Друго 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,35 0,35 0,0875 0,0875

090121000   - - Недекофеинизирано 6,974 3,95 3,793 2,53 4,127 2,91 2,77 1,86 4,416 2,8125

090122000   - - Декофеинизирано 4,68 1,89 0,259 0,199 0 0 0 0 1,23475 0,52225

090190900   - - Заместители на кафе, съдържащ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

090230000   - Черен чай (ферментирал)  и част 31,308 4,608 52,044 3,593 0 0 0 0 20,838 2,05025

090411000   - - Несмлян, нито пулверизиран 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,8 1,5 0,45 0,375



MITN № NAME 1999USD'000 1999TNE 2000USD'000 2000TNE 2001USD'000 2001TNE 2002USD'000 2002TNE Avr. USD Avr.TNE
090411900 ---HECMЛЯH, HИTO ПУЛBEPИЗИPAH ПИПEP 0 0 16,86 3,451 0 0 0 0 4,215 0,86275
0904 0 0 16,86 3,451 0 0 1,8 1,5 4,665 1,23775
090930190 ---ДP.HECMЛEHИ,HИTO ПУЛBEPИЗИPAHИ C 0 0 0,155 0,05 0 0 0 0 0,03875 0,0125
090940000   - Семена от ким 0 0 0 0 0,918 1,48 0 0 0,2295 0,37
0909 0 0 0,155 0,05 0,918 1,48 0 0 0,26825 0,3825
100190990   - - - Други (АТК) 0 0 1,551 14,1 0 0 0 0 0,38775 3,525

100300902   - - За фураж (АТК) 0 0 1,722 16,4 0 0 0 0 0,4305 4,1

110100110  -- От твърда пшеница 0 0 36,25 210 0 0 0 0 9,0625 52,5
110100150  -- От лимец и от мека пшеница 0 0 155,374 1010 75,737 402 2,444 20 58,38875 358
1101 0 0 191,624 1220 75,737 402 2,444 20 67,45125 410,5
110710990  --- Друг (АТК) 29,646 128,894 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,4115 32,2235

110812000  -- Скорбяла от царевица (АТК) 0 0 4,638 18,75 0 0 0 0 1,1595 4,6875
110819900  --- Други 0,05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0125
1108 0 0,05 4,638 18,75 0 0 0 0 1,1595 4,7
120100900  - Други 0 0 0 0 1,371 6,6 0 0 0,34275 1,65

120600910  -- Обелен; необелен шарен слънчогл 0,23 0,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0575 0,125
120600991 --- CEMEHA OT ЧEPEH MACЛOДAEH CЛЬHЧ 314,176 2001,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 78,544 500,28
120600992  --- В периода от 1 октомври до 31 0 0 0 0 1,507 6,726 0 0 0,37675 1,6815
1206 314,406 2001,62 0 0 1,507 6,726 0 0 78,97825 502,0865
120799990 ----ДPУГИ MACЛOДAЙHИ CEMEHA HE ЗA П 0,259 0,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06475 0,075

120810000  - От семена от соя 0 0 0 0 5,068 8,5 0 0 1,267 2,125

120991900  --- Други 0,2 0,2 3,008 1,5 0 0 0 0 0,802 0,425

121010000  - Шишарки от хмел, нераздробени, н 41,818 15,013 3,758 2,505 166,296 38,183 9,281 8 55,28825 15,92525
121020100  -- Шишарки от хмел, надробени, смл 0 0 0 0 0 0 182,206 45,26 45,5515 11,315
121020900  -- Други 5,552 0,92 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,388 0,23
1210 47,37 15,933 3,758 2,505 166,296 38,183 191,487 53,26 102,22775 27,47025
130220100   - - В сухо състояние 2,28 0,2 13,2 1,05 5,76 0,6 0 0 5,31 0,4625
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151219910  ---- От слънчоглед (АТК) 5,167 7,96 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,29175 1,99

151319300  ---- Предназначени за технически и 0,072 0,145 0,051 0,858 0,238 0 0 0,26875 0,07225
151329910  ------ Палмистово 0 0 0,075 0,335 0,074 0 0 0,1025 0,0185
1513 0,072 0 0,22 0,051 1,193 0,312 0 0 0,37125 0,09075
151550910  --- Предназначени за технически ил 0,096 0,171 0,798 0,108 0 0 0,26625 0,027
151560000 - MACЛO OT ЖOЖOБA И HEГOBИTE ФPAKЦИ 0 0 0 0 1,037 0 0 0 0,25925 0
151560100 -- CУPOBO MACЛO OT ЖOЖOБA И HEГOBИT 0,351 0,285 0 0 0 0 0,159 0
151590990  ----- Твърди, представени по друг 0,612 0,699 0,072 9,068 0,837 0,282 0 2,66525 0,22725
1515
151790990  --- Други 7,319 5,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,82975 1,3
151800390  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,058 0 0,0145
160290980   - - - - - - Други 9,731 0,883 1,097 0,073 0 0 0 0 2,707 0,239
170230590  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 8,851 55,32 6,111 40,74 3,7405 24,015
170260950  -- Други 3,74 17 8,002 40,22 7,809 33,95 0 0 4,88775 22,7925
170490710  ---- Бонбони от стопена захар, дор 83,95 115 0 0 0 0 0 0 20,9875 28,75
170490990  ----- Други (ТК) 1,3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,325 0,5
180690310   - - - - С пълнеж (ТК) 0 0 3,292 1,01 0 0 0 0 0,823 0,2525
190110000  - Детски храни, пригодени за прода 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
190190190  --- Други 11,48 45,02 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,87 11,255
190219900  --- Други 0 0 6,203 20,01 0 0 0 0 1,55075 5,0025
190410100  -- На базата на царевица 0 0 19,5 7 0 0 0 0 4,875 1,75
190410900  -- Други 0 0 19,853 5,655 34,438 6,545 0 0 13,57275 3,05
190420910  --- На базата на царевица 0 0 5,778 2,5 0 0 0 0 1,4445 0,625
190530510 -----ДBOЙHИ БИCKBИTИ C ПЬЛHEЖ 0,507 0,266 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,12675 0,0665
190530590 -----ДPУГИ ПOДCЛAДEHИ БИCKBИTИ 3,407 2,541 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,85175 0,63525
190530990 ----ДPУГИ ГOФPETИ И BAФЛИ 0,776 0,582 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,194 0,1455
190531190  ---- Други (ТК) 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,017 13,579 2,75425 3,39475
190531910  ----- Двойни бисквити с пълнеж (ТК 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,053 0,207 0,01325 0,05175
190590900  ---- Други (ТК) 0 0 6,95 5,838 0 0 0 0 1,7375 1,4595
200110000  - Краставици и корнишони 12,116 30,055 37,5 67,8 0 0 0 0 12,404 24,46375
200190500  -- Гъби 0 0 0 0 0,182 0,41 0 0 0,0455 0,1025
200190700  -- Сладки пиперки 1,858 4,335 3,9 6,648 0 0 0 0 1,4395 2,74575
200190960  -- Други 7,752 13,872 7,776 11,75 0 0 0 0 3,882 6,4055
200210900  -- Други 0 0 10,104 28,344 0 0 0 0 2,526 7,086
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200290910  --- В директни опаковки, с нетно с 13,39 19,138 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,3475 4,7845
200310800 -- ДPУГИ ГЬБИ,KOHCEPBИPAHИ БEЗ OЦET 0 0 0 0 2,444 4,742 0 0 0,611 1,1855
200540000  - Грах (Pisum sativum) 0 0 0 0 5,946 10,824 0 0 1,4865 2,706
200590700  -- Смеси от зеленчуци 13,464 21,216 19,694 42,718 0 0 0 0 8,2895 15,9835
200710100  -- С тегловно съдържание на захар, 0 0 13,02 14,136 0 0 0 0 3,255 3,534
200710910  --- От тропически плодове 2,042 5,52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5105 1,38
200811960  ----- Печени или пържени 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,628 6,67 1,907 1,6675
200811980  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,279 6,33 1,81975 1,5825
200819190  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,648 1,44 0,162 0,36
200819510  ----- Черупкови тропически плодове 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,428 0,06 0,107 0,015
200819930  ------ Бадеми и шам фъстък 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,946 0,736 0,7365 0,184
200819950  ------ Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,898 0,216 0,2245 0,054
200819990  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,974 0,81 0,2435 0,2025
200860610  ---- Вишни (Prunus cerasus) 0 0 0 0 0,712 1,74 0 0 0,178 0,435
200870790  ---- Други 1,303 3,041 1,008 2,016 0 0 0 0 0,57775 1,26425
200899550  ----- Сливи 2,042 6,082 0,832 1,764 0 0 0 0 0,7185 1,9615
200919190  ---- Друг 9,828 21,84 24,921 57,42 23,915 54,96 21,707 54,468 20,09275 47,172
200919990 ----ДP.COK OT ПOPTOKAЛИ; < 1.33 G/C 10,197 26,136 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,54925 6,534
200920190 ---ДP.COK OT ГPEЙПФPУT; > 1.33 G/CM 0 0 0 0 1,229 3,36 0 0 0,30725 0,84
200929110  ---- Със стойност, непревишаваща 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,331 0,72 0,08275 0,18
200929190  ---- Друг 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,256 11,232 1,064 2,808
200930190 ---ДP.COK OT ДP.ЦИTP.ПЛOДOBE; > 1.3 2,98 6,48 6,817 15,12 7,43 17,94 0 0 4,30675 9,885
200930390 ----ДP.COK OT ЦИTP.ПЛOДOBE;<1.33G/C 0 0 0 0 2,124 5,1 0 0 0,531 1,275
200930590 -----ЛИMOHOB COK;<1.33G/CM3;<30ECU/ 1,11 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,2775 0,75
200931190  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,276 16,188 1,569 4,047
200940190 ---ДPУГ COK OT AHAHAC;> 1.33G/CM3 5,13 11,4 12,07 29,34 16,028 38,82 0 0 8,307 19,89
200940990 ----ДP.COK OT AHAHAC;<1.33G/CM3;БEЗ 4,388 11,28 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,097 2,82
200941990  ---- Несъдържащи прибавена захар 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,296 2,88 0,324 0,72
200949190  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,389 32,892 3,09725 8,223
200950900  -- Друг 1,648 4,164 0,899 2,16 0 0 0 0 0,63675 1,581
200970190 ---ДP.COK OT ЯБЬЛKИ; > 1.33 G/CM3 1,583 4,164 3,927 10,68 2,729 7,74 0 0 2,05975 5,646
200970990 ----COK OT ЯБЬЛKИ;< 1.33G/CM3; БEЗ 0,54 1,44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,135 0,36
200979190  ---- Друг 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,297 3,948 0,32425 0,987
200980190  ---- Други 4,658 11,52 8,63 21,612 8,972 24,336 5,864 17,808 7,031 18,819
200980690  ----- Несъдържащи прибавена захар 0 0 0 0 1,658 3,9 0,353 1,008 0,50275 1,227
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200980960  ------ Сок от череши 1,465 3,96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,36625 0,99
200980990  ------ Други 4,017 10,08 0,708 1,92 0 0 0 0 1,18125 3
200990190  ---- Други 14,397 32,04 33,473 77,76 45,152 108,12 32,738 86,232 31,44 76,038
200990980  ------- Други 11,06 26,856 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,765 6,714
210111110   - - - С тегловно съдържание на су 1,443 0,93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,36075 0,2325
210112920   - - - Препарати на базата на екст 0 0 12,223 1,356 0 0 0 0 3,05575 0,339
210112980   - - - Други 8,672 0,263 170,88 2,4 0 0 0 0 44,888 0,66575
210120200   - - Екстракти, есенции и концентр 15,405 0,812 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,85125 0,203
210320000   - Кетчуп от домати и други сосове 11,115 25,419 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,77875 6,35475
210330900   - - Готова горчица 1,37 0,952 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,3425 0,238
210390900   - - Други 1,98 1,92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,495 0,48
210410100   - - Сухи 0,718 0,25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1795 0,0625
210690590   - - - - Други 4,255 0,267 9,976 0,543 0 0 0 0 3,55775 0,2025
210690980   - - - Други 0,142 0 0 3,106 0,88 62,151 12,104 16,34975 3,246
220110110  --- Без въглероден диоксид 0,633 9,35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,15825 2,3375
220110190  --- Други 0,84 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,21 2,25
220210000  - Води, включително минералните во 30,009 0,219 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,50225 0,05475
220290100  -- Несъдържащи продукти от NN 0401 0 0 0 0 0,259 0,9 0,129 0,54 0,097 0,36
220421780  ------- Други 0 0 6,6 1,967 0 0 0 0 1,65 0,49175
220421790  ------ Бели вина 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
220421800  ------ Други 253,878 351,475 0 0 0 0 63,4695 87,86875
220421940  ----- Други 77,432 107,135 5,586 23,484 3,339 19,596 0 0 21,58925 37,55375
220429180  ------- Други 0 0 3,974 1,79 0 0 0 0 0,9935 0,4475
220429580  ------- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 118,617 310,92 29,65425 77,73
220429650  ------- Други 0 0 9,87 28,5 0 0 0 0 2,4675 7,125
220429750  ------- Други 0 0 35,072 143,937 0 0 0 0 8,768 35,98425
220429940  ----- Други 0 0 19,42 55,341 0 0 0 0 4,855 13,83525
220430100  -- Частично ферментирали, дори так 0 0 1,44 6,006 0 0 0 0 0,36 1,5015
220590900  -- С действително алкохолно съдърж 0,377 0,16 0,285 0,149 0 0 0 0 0,1655 0,07725
220820290  --- Други (ТК) 0 0 0 0 113,914 140,709 28,4785 35,17725
220820400  --- Суров дестилат (ТК) 0 0 23,89 37,834 277,136 303,328 691,492 960,147 248,1295 325,3273
220820890  ---- Други (ТК) 0 0 144,78 130,638 154,088 357,078 49,555 38,793 87,10575 131,6273
220890480  ------- Други (ТК) 0 0 5,724 1,795 0 0 0 0 1,431 0,44875
220890990  --- Превишаваща 2 l (ТК) 0 0 0 0 0 0 16,417 21,395 4,10425 5,34875
230400000  Кюспета и други твърди остатъци, д 6,15 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,5375 7,5
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230990970  ----- Други 21,449 34,65 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,36225 8,6625
240110600   - - - Тютюни, "слънчево сушени", 522,834 265,567 0 0 0 0 0 0 130,7085 66,39175
240120600   - - - Тютюни, "слънчево сушени", 90,638 54,185 0 0 0 0 0 0 22,6595 13,54625
240120900   - - - Други тютюни 149,589 101,138 0 0 0 0 65,936 64,078 53,88125 41,304
240220900   - - Други 284,283 101,48 164,496 50,16 128,43 35,58 129,075 36 176,571 55,805
240310900   - - Други 0 0 20,01 8,7 0 0 0 0 5,0025 2,175
240399900   - - - Други 0 0 43,682 39,143 0 0 0 0 10,9205 9,78575
251512200  --- С дебелина, непревишаваща  4 с 18,88 74,61 8,993 30,6 2,335 10,95 6,595 20,65 9,20075 34,2025
251512500  --- С дебелина, превишаваща  4 сm, 7,539 45,85 0 0 5,548 10,837 0 0 3,27175 14,17175
251512900  --- Други 1,568 2,249 0 0 0,42 0,5 6,325 11 2,07825 3,43725
251520000  - Мушелкалк и други варовици, изпо 6,343 22,1 6,939 33,9 19,487 84,385 27,6 175,641 15,09225 79,0065
251612100  --- С дебелина, непревишаваща 25 с 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,797 13,8 2,94925 3,45
251612900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 22,485 15,1 5,62125 3,775
251690000  - Други видове камъни, използвани 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,45 8 0,1125 2
251741000  -- От мрамор 0,18 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,045 5
252020100  -- За строителството 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,161 2 0,29025 0,5
252020900  --Други 0 0 0 0 1,781 12,52 0 0 0,44525 3,13
252910000  - Фелдшпат 1,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,425
253090950 -- ДPУГИ MИHEPAЛHИ ПPOДУKTИ,HEBKЛЮЧ 7,95 2,29 0 0 0 0 1,9875 0,5725
253090980  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,347 0,6 0,08675 0,15
271000210 ---- WHITE SPIRIT /MИHEPAЛEH TEPПEH 0,644 2,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,161 0,7
271000670 ----- ГAЗЬOЛ C TEГЛ.CЬДЬP.HA CЯPA > 0 0 0 0 35,929 195 0 0 8,98225 48,75
271000680 ---- ГAЗЬOЛ C TEГЛ.CЪДЪP. HA CЯPA > 0 0 0 0 63,071 305 0 0 15,76775 76,25
271000870 ---- MOTOPHИ, KOMПPECOPHИ И TУPБИHH 0 0 35,138 98,667 16,618 59,812 0 0 12,939 39,61975
271000872 ----- MOTOPHИ MACЛA 29,374 29,012 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,3435 7,253
271000960 ---- EЛEKTPOИЗOЛAЦИOHHИ MACЛA 0 0 0,215 0,93 1,1 5,208 0 0 0,32875 1,5345
271000971 ----- KOHCИCTEHTHИ CMAЗKИ /ГPECИ/ 1,077 1,534 0,402 1,21 0,304 0,068 0 0 0,44575 0,703
271019450  ------ С тегловно съдържание на ся 0 0 0 0 0 0 65,081 307 16,27025 76,75
271019490  ------ С тегловно съдържание на ся 0 0 0 0 0 0 123,63 525 30,9075 131,25
271019810  ------ Моторни, компресорни и турб 0 0 0 0 0 0 27,839 83,677 6,95975 20,91925
271019991  ------- Консистентни смазки (греси 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,823 1,189 0,20575 0,29725
271119000  -- Други 0 0 33,238 166,19 0 0 0 0 8,3095 41,5475
280700101 -- HEПPEЧИCTEHA CЯPHA KИCEЛИHA 0,949 3,85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,23725 0,9625
280700108  -- Друга 0 0 2,546 9,06 0 0 0 0 0,6365 2,265
280920009  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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281122000  -- Силициев диоксид 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
281123000  -- Серен диоксид 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,994 154,86 0,9985 38,715
282110000  - Железни оксиди и хидроксиди 0 0 1,467 5 2,435 5,408 4,129 7,502 2,00775 4,4775
282550000  - Медни оксиди и хидроксиди 0 0 0,803 2,008 0 0 0 0 0,20075 0,502
282739900 ---ДPУГИ XЛOPИДИ 0 0 0,516 0 0 0 0 0 0,129
282890000  - Други 5,032 55,375 0,313 3,704 0 0 0 0 1,33625 14,76975
283610000  - Технически амониев карбонат и др 7,5 25 18,88 60 6 20 0 0 8,095 26,25
284210000  - Двойни или комплексни силикати, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,217 0,435 0,05425 0,10875
284329000  -- Други 0,125 0,24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,03125 0,06
284910000  - Калциеви 3,6 10 12,547 34,5 0 0 0 0 4,03675 11,125
290230900 -- TOЛУOЛ,ПPEДHAЗHAЧEH ЗA ДPУГИ ЦEЛ 25,398 88,22 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,3495 22,055
290250000  - Стирен 0 0 233,77 326,95 0 0 0 0 58,4425 81,7375
290330800  -- Флуориди и йодиди 0 0 0 0 1,299 0,272 0 0 0,32475 0,068
290345900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 2,493 1,08 0 0 0,62325 0,27
290490850  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,13 0,1 0,0325 0,025
290512000  -- Пропан-1-ол (пропилов алкохол) 0,94 0,676 0,113 0,08 0 0 4,803 3,95 1,464 1,1765
290711000  -- Фенол (хидроксибензен) и негови 87,93 104,68 12,468 17,56 0 0 0 0 25,0995 30,56
291090000  - Други 0 0 0 0 0,172 0 0 0 0,043 0
291619800  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,12 0 0,03 0
291735000  -- Фталов анхидрид 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,6 40 6,4 10
291812000  -- Винена киселина 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,74 0,1 0,185 0,025
291819800  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,88 0,5 0,22 0,125
292112000  -- Диетиламин и неговите соли 0,076 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,019 0
292511000  -- Захарин и неговите соли 3,073 0,95 4,018 1,35 0 0 5,301 1,95 3,098 1,0625
292990000  - Други 6,139 2,525 6,782 3,225 0 0 18,248 11,798 7,79225 4,387
293499900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,5 0,1 1,125 0,025
293629900  --- Други 0 0 6,502 0,837 0 0 0 0 1,6255 0,20925
293690190  --- Други 0 0 0 0 10,353 0,157 0 0 2,58825 0,03925
294190000  - Други 0,206 0,47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0515 0,1175
300410900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,792 0,055 3,877 0,18 1,16725 0,05875
300420100  -- Пригодени за продажба на дребно 16,465 0,416 2,995 0,069 0 0 0 0 4,865 0,12125
300420900  -- Други 8,432 0,529 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,108 0,13225
300431100  --- Пригодени за продажба на дребн 0 0 31,009 0,238 0 0 0 0 7,75225 0,0595
300439100  --- Пригодени за продажба на дребн 0 0 2,012 0,52 0 0 0 0 0,503 0,13
300440900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 146,702 42,608 0 0 36,6755 10,652
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300450100  -- Пригодени за продажба на дребно 0 0 6,71 0,29 0 0 0 0 1,6775 0,0725
300450900  -- Други 7,263 0,337 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,81575 0,08425
300490190  --- Други 409,046 79,775 324,614 31,488 317,369 30,911 485,419 36,736 384,112 44,7275
300490990  --- Други 9,72 3,75 15,96 2,416 22,034 4,602 0 0 11,9285 2,692
300510000  - Пластири и други артикули със за 23,08 3,31 27,233 4,679 40,719 6,159 0 0 22,758 3,537
300590100  -- Вати и изделия от вата 4,51 1,27 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,1275 0,3175
300590310  ---- Марли и изделия от марля 2,04 0,532 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,51 0,133
300590550  ----- Други 9,366 2,203 9,154 2,696 1,205 0,264 0 0 4,93125 1,29075
300640002  -- Зъболекарски цименти и други пр 0,838 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,2095 0
320619000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,436 0,1 0,24 0,06 0,169 0,04
320649900  --- Други 0 0 0,744 0,18 0 0 0 0 0,186 0,045
320810100  -- Разтвори, посочени в Забележка 0,144 0,216 21,036 25,32 0 0 0 0 5,295 6,384
320810900  -- Други 2686,212 3081,89 2841,35 3372,605 2466,5 2959,868 1339,693 1609,771 2333,43875 2756,033
320820900  -- Други 15,383 14,048 22,499 20,082 54,879 47,729 22,105 19,737 28,7165 25,399
320890110  --- Полиуретан, получен от 2,2’-(т 0,16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,04 0
320890190  --- Други 22,594 45,186 14,179 28,358 0 0 0 0 9,19325 18,386
320890911  ---- Разтвор на фенолформалдехидна 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,348 16,456 2,087 4,114
320890919  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,031 2,791 0,50775 0,69775
320890990  --- На базата на химически модифиц 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
320910000  - На базата на акрилови или винило 38,728 66,67 11,113 14,963 3,522 4,134 35,171 69,576 22,1335 38,83575
320990000  - Други 41,72 68,766 67,725 130,09 76,612 163,278 17,995 54,933 51,013 104,2668
321000100  - Маслени бои и лакове 0,625 0,094 1,039 0,175 30,429 4,483 41,955 6,128 18,512 2,72
321000900  - Други 0 0 0,652 0,12 0 0 0 0 0,163 0,03
321210100  -- На базата на неблагородни метал 0 0 1,735 0,44 0 0 0 0 0,43375 0,11
321290390  ---- Други 0,701 0,16 0 0 0 0 0,17525 0,04
321290900  -- Бои и други багрилни вещества, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
321410100  -- Кит за прозорци, свързващи смол 38,307 20,072 10,23 4,432 3,57 1,662 1,133 0,54 13,31 6,6765
321410900  -- Покрития, използвани при боядис 66,197 90,528 4,937 8,896 53,502 30,508 61,149 90,44 46,44625 55,093
321490000  - Други 66,356 99,776 125,039 200,71 105,245 158,056 15,24 22,15 77,97 120,173
321511000  -- Черни 2,709 0,205 7,297 2,004 6,796 1,471 10,305 1,02 6,77675 1,175
321519000  -- Други 14,056 1,331 25,828 3,532 23,029 3,129 25,772 3,711 22,17125 2,92575
330111100   - - - Необезтерпенени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,07 0 0,0175 0
330112100   - - - Необезтерпенени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,09 0 0,0225 0
330113100   - - - Необезтерпенени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,117 0 0,02925 0
330123100   - - - Необезтерпенени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,2 0 0,05 0
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330124100   - - - Необезтерпенени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,107 0 0,02675 0
330129110   - - - - Необезтерпенени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,081 0 0,02025 0
330129614   - - - - - От салвия 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,195 0 0,04875 0
330129618   - - - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,606 0 0,1515 0
330190900   - - Други 0 0 0 0 0,211 0 0 0 0,05275 0
330210100   - - - - С действително алкохолно 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,2 0,062 0,3 0,0155
330210900   - - От видовете, използвани за пр 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,018 0,54 1,0045 0,135
330290900   - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
330300100   - Парфюми 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
330300900   - Тоалетни води 3,897 0,27 0,494 0,065 3,485 0,141 1,342 0,27 2,3045 0,1865
330410000   - Продукти за гримиране на устнит 0,19 1,353 0 0 0 0 0,38575 0
330420000   - Продукти за гримиране на очите 0,128 1,365 0 0 0 0 0,37325 0
330430000   - Препарати за маникюр или педикю 17,425 6,503 16,701 8,383 6,153 1,773 1,879 1,073 10,5395 4,433
330499000   - - Други 112,065 28,214 53,497 10,957 25,76 6,506 15,172 5,528 51,6235 12,80125
330510000   - Шампоани 416,301 662,799 421,551 583,011 308,108 464,225 80,835 162,915 306,69875 468,2375
330520000   - Препарати за трайно къдрене или 18,021 7,334 2,4 0,95 0 0 0 0 5,10525 2,071
330530000   - Лакове за коса 0 0 0,338 0,063 0 0 0,06 0 0,0995 0,01575
330590100   - - Лосиони за коса 0 0 3,511 1,723 0 0 0 0 0,87775 0,43075
330590900   - - Други 336,727 57,744 206,576 49,403 91,204 27,871 76,264 27,419 177,69275 40,60925
330610000   - Пасти за зъби 488,501 351,068 240,367 205,196 159,102 178,892 78,29 118,68 241,565 213,459
330690000   - Други 0,08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02 0
330710000   - Препарати, които се използват п 96,862 30,633 71,146 22,591 25,991 9,336 5,77 1,621 49,94225 16,04525
330720000   - Дезодоранти за тяло и противопо 5,073 1,037 3,366 0,539 1,102 0,135 0,086 0 2,40675 0,42775
330730000   - Парфюмирани соли и други препар 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
330749000   - - Други 0,472 0,084 0 0 0,841 0,138 8,436 0,661 2,43725 0,22075
330790009   - - Други 0,83 0,3 0 0 7,05 2,67 0 0 1,97 0,7425
340111000  -- Тоалетни (включително тези за л 13,333 10,903 95,199 81,241 189,523 160,784 75,807 65,372 93,4655 79,575
340120109  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,347 0,275 0,08675 0,06875
340120900  -- Други 0 0 0,55 1,512 1,654 2,689 4,223 5,85 1,60675 2,51275
340130000  - Повърхностноактивни органични пр 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,133 3,588 0,78325 0,897
340211900  --- Други 0,139 0,128 0 0 0 0 6,242 17,952 1,59525 4,52
340213000  -- Нейоногенни 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
340219000  -- Други 0,969 4,044 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,24225 1,011
340220100 -- TEHЗИOAKTИBHИ ПPEПAPATИ,ЗA ПPOДA 0,087 0,056 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02175 0,014
340220900  -- Перилни препарати и почистващи 19,836 49,82 309,005 749,057 301,609 618,981 38,613 62,692 167,26575 370,1375
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340290100  -- Повърхностноактивни препарати 0 0 1,54 5,5 0 0 0 0 0,385 1,375
340290901  --- Перилни препарати 8,687 17,561 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,17175 4,39025
340290909  --- Други 6,409 16,113 0,243 1 4,576 18,562 0 0 2,807 8,91875
340399900  --- Други 0,148 0,4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,037 0,1
340490100  -- Восъчни препарати, включително 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,514 0,05 0,1285 0,0125
340510000  - Вакси, кремове и подобни препара 26,749 11,828 20,634 13,373 1,998 3,105 6,422 4,444 13,95075 8,1875
340540000  - Пасти, прахове и други препарати 0,128 0,22 0,686 0,85 45,438 176,778 210,367 599,746 64,15475 194,3985
340590100  -- Препарати за лъскане на метали 0,096 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,024
340700000  Пасти за моделиране, включително т 0,319 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,07975 0
350190900  -- Други 0,065 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,01625 0
350610000  - Всякакви продукти, употребявани 17,298 24,464 11,808 18,16 6,961 9,005 3,86 5,166 9,98175 14,19875
350691000  -- Лепила на базата  на  полимери 7,217 2,004 3,689 1,175 4,455 1,684 12,229 5,403 6,8975 2,5665
350699000  -- Други 10,7 20,722 9,954 14,765 17,39 28,45 5,835 5,786 10,96975 17,43075
370130000  - Други плаки и филми, на  които п 191,002 25,124 162,377 22,616 214,19 31,23 158,448 22,095 181,50425 25,26625
370232510  ---- Филми за графичните изкуства 0 0 5,391 0,167 7,042 0,282 0 0 3,10825 0,11225
370239000  -- Други 0 0 0,585 3,455 0,052 0 0 1,01 0,013
370243000  -- С широчина, превишаваща 610 mm 0 0 0 0 10,19 0,24 9,362 0,412 4,888 0,163
370244000  -- С широчина, превишаваща 105 mm, 0 0 0,371 2,952 0,13 4,159 0,295 1,8705 0,10625
370256900  --- С дължина, превишаваща 30 m 0 0 0,41 0 0 0 0 0,1025 0
370400900  - Други 2,328 0,14 1,867 0,055 0 0 0 0 1,04875 0,04875
370590000  - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
370710000  - Емулсии за получаване на светлоч 0,505 0,155 0,105 0,075 0 0 0 0 0,1525 0,0575
370790110  ---- За фотографски филми и плаки 15,205 6,308 4,225 2,282 9,438 5,438 6,497 3,287 8,84125 4,32875
370790300  --- Други 0,066 0,06 0,977 0,521 0,839 0,34 6,63 2,909 2,128 0,9575
370790900  -- Други 1,794 0,392 4,57 1,725 8,293 3,547 2,078 0,611 4,18375 1,56875
380810900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,556 0 0,139 0
380840200  -- На основата на халогенирани съе 4,001 16,162 0 0 0 0 1,00025 4,0405
380840900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 8,874 58,341 51,543 344,19 15,10425 100,6328
381129000  -- Други 0 0 4,041 1,196 0 0 0 0 1,01025 0,299
381400100  - На основата на бутилацетат 0 0 0,096 0,1 0 0 0 0 0,024 0,025
381400900  - Други 8,597 7,979 13,348 13,63 13,662 7,696 17,487 4,688 13,2735 8,49825
381519900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
381590900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
381600000  Огнеупорни, цименти, строителни ра 0,108 0,508 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,027 0,127
381900000  Течности за хидравлични спирачки и 7,705 6,412 1,5 0,756 0,5 0,252 0,499 0,525 2,551 1,98625
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382000000  Антифризи и препарати против заскр 50,427 67,79 41,871 68,367 10,217 33,313 4,648 19,851 26,79075 47,33025
382479000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,424 0,101 0,106 0,02525
382490400  -- Сложни неорганични разтворители 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
382490950 ----ДPУГИ CMECИ,CЬД.HAЙ-MAЛKO ДBA P 3,089 0,406 0,617 0,32 0,641 0,215 0 0 1,08675 0,23525
382490990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,815 0,211 0,20375 0,05275
390110900  -- Друг 0 0 5,165 5 0 0 0 0 1,29125 1,25
390210000  - Полипропилен 15,36 20,5 2,182 0,21 3,75 5 14,375 20,5 8,91675 11,5525
390319000  -- Друг 8,85 10 3,463 4,275 0 0 4,86 5,1 4,29325 4,84375
390422000  -- Пластифициран 4,861 3 7,56 7 0 0 0 0 3,10525 2,5
390512000  -- Във водна дисперсия 5,081 7,958 2,003 3,03 4,947 6,394 2,217 2,29 3,562 4,918
390610000  - Поли(метилметакрилат) 7,1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,775 1,25
390690900  -- Други 3,397 4,234 0 0 0 0 0,84925 1,0585
390730000  - Епоксидни смоли 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
390750000  - Алкидни смоли 2,182 2,352 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5455 0,588
390799990  ---- Други 0,45 0,306 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1125 0,0765
390910000  - Карбамидни смоли; тиокарбамидни 0 0 1,25 3,734 0 0 0 0 0,3125 0,9335
390950900  -- Други 0 0 0,96 0,105 0 0 0,901 0,105 0,46525 0,0525
391000000  Силикони в първични форми. 0,343 0,115 0 0 0 0 0,1145 0
391190130  --- Поли(тио-1,4-фенилен) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,099 0,08 0,27475 0,02
391190190  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,156 0,039 0
391190990  --- Други 23,4 45 35,94 68 0 0 0 0 14,835 28,25
391231000  -- Карбоксиметилцелулоза и нейните 23,9 35 12,9 21 5,5 10 5,5 10 11,95 19
391590910  --- От епоксидни смоли 0 0 0 0 0,506 0,135 0 0 0,1265 0,03375
391610000  - От полимери на етилена 0 0 0 0 0,174 0 0 0 0,0435 0
391620100  -- От поли(винилхлорид) 5,424 3,505 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,356 0,87625
391690110  --- От полиестери 0 0 0,406 0,05 0 0 0 0 0,1015 0,0125
391721100  --- Безшевни, с дължина, превишава 1,375 0,844 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,34375 0,211
391721990  ---- Други 0,248 0 0 0 0 0,92 0,308 0,292 0,077
391722100  --- Безшевни, с дължина, превишава 0 0 4,044 0,901 0 0 0,088 0,1 1,033 0,25025
391722990  ---- Други 0,274 0,332 0 0 0 0 7,11 1,616 1,846 0,487
391723990  ---- Други 0 0 0,661 0,28 1,937 0,256 0,6495 0,134
391731909  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,446 2 0,1115 0,5
391732310  ----- От полимери на етилена 0 0 0,118 0 0 0 0 0,0295 0
391733900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
391740900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,671 0,111 0,16775 0,02775
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391810100  -- Състоящи се от подложка, импрег 5,273 4,488 14,335 11,84 0 0 0 0 4,902 4,082
391810900  -- Други 1,363 0,15 0 0 0 0 1,284 2,492 0,66175 0,6605
391910190  --- Други 6,027 0,633 24,369 1,476 2,431 0,38 2,269 0,501 8,774 0,7475
391910380  ---- Други 0 0 0,122 0 0 0 0 0,0305 0
391990100  -- Подложени на  обработка, различ 0 0 0 0 6,915 2,889 5,732 1,426 3,16175 1,07875
391990310  ---- От поликарбонати, алкидни смо 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
391990900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0,342 0 0,853 0,253 0,29875 0,06325
392010260  ------- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
392010270  ------ Печатани 4,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,125 0
392020210  --- Биаксиално ориентирани 9 2,604 0,8 0,5 2,473 0,331 1,209 0,31 3,3705 0,93625
392020710  ---- Декоративни ленти 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
392030000  - От полимери на стирена 0 0 0,319 0 0 0 0 0,07975 0
392030009 -- ДPУГИ ЛИCTA,ФOЛИO,ЛEHTИ OT ПOЛИM 2,894 2,429 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,7235 0,60725
392041110 ----TB.HEПЛACTИФ.ПЛOЧИ,ДEБ.ДO 1MM,/ 0 0 0 0 9,888 1,013 0 0 2,472 0,25325
392043100  --- С дебелина, непревишаваща 1 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,59 0,651 0,8975 0,16275
392049100  --- С дебелина, непревишаваща 1 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 20,939 3,312 5,23475 0,828
392049900  --- С дебелина, превишаваща 1 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,22 13,495 3,055 3,37375
392062190  ---- Други 0 0 0,211 0,065 0,355 0,07 0 0 0,1415 0,03375
392069000  -- От други полиестери 0,514 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1285 0
392071100  --- Листове, фолио, ленти или плас 2,559 0,151 12,095 0,881 0 0 0 0 3,6635 0,258
392071900  --- Други 12,659 0,573 16,553 0,999 0 0 0 0 7,303 0,393
392099280  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
392113100  --- Гъвкави 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,363 4 0,34075 1
392113900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,597 2,601 1,14925 0,65025
392119000  -- От други пластмаси 0 0 0,09 0 0 0 0 0,0225 0
392190190  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,296 8,315 0,324 2,07875
392190550  --- Други 18,766 8,53 0 0 0,27 0,11 0 0 4,759 2,16
392190600  -- От продукти на присъединителна 0 0 0,082 0 0 0 0 0,0205 0
392190900  -- Други 0 0 0,356 0,057 0,074 0 0 0 0,1075 0,01425
392210000  - Вани, душове и мивки 1,725 0,105 0 0 0 0 0,1 0 0,45625 0,02625
392220000  - Седалки  и  капаци за тоалетни ч 1,422 0,425 0,373 0,162 0 0 0 0 0,44875 0,14675
392290000  - Други 1,592 0,189 0,564 0,12 0,153 0 0 0 0,57725 0,07725
392310000  - Кутии, каси, щайги и подобни арт 4,861 2,346 11,381 8,712 4 2,5 0,204 0,111 5,1115 3,41725
392321000  -- От полимери на етилена 3,923 1,249 10,481 7,845 1,66 0,6 2,8 0,4 4,716 2,5235
392329100  --- От поли(винилхлорид) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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392329900  --- Други 1,382 1,107 0 0 0 0 0 0,092 0,3455 0,29975
392330100  -- С вместимост, непревишаваща 2 l 6,285 2,786 0,892 0,49 28,137 5,772 0 0 8,8285 2,262
392330900  -- С вместимост, превишаваща 2 l 5,202 4,025 8,331 6,464 0 0 30,474 20,634 11,00175 7,78075
392340100  -- Ролки и подобни носители за нав 0 0 10,6 4 0 0 0 0 2,65 1
392350100  -- Капсули за запушване на бутилки 53,438 6,767 48,756 4,545 13,938 1,378 43,873 5,211 40,00125 4,47525
392350900  -- Други 0 0 0,062 0 0 0 0,0155 0
392390900  -- Други 0 0 0,6 0,375 7 2,5 0 0 1,9 0,71875
392390901 ---BИДEOKACETИ БEЗ MAГHИTHA ЛEHTA 0,9 0,48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,225 0,12
392390902 ---AУДИOKACETИ БEЗ MAГHИTHA ЛEHTA 5,3 2,003 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,325 0,50075
392390909 ---ДPУГИ ПЛACTMACOBИ OПAKOBЬЧHИ MAT 8,723 7,889 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,18075 1,97225
392410000  - Съдове и прибори  за  сервиране 19,455 12,301 24,102 16,61 19,691 16,24 11,061 9,617 18,57725 13,692
392490110  --- Гъби 5,162 0,279 5,732 1,559 5,028 1,397 11,263 3,473 6,79625 1,677
392490190  --- Други 0,675 0,095 2,225 0,574 5,654 1,467 7,414 1,709 3,992 0,96125
392490900  -- Други 10,085 1,788 4,4 3,31 6,013 2,149 5,523 5,865 6,50525 3,278
392520000  - Врати, прозорци и техните рамки, 24,872 13,61 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,218 3,4025
392590100  -- Принадлежности и гарнитури, пре 2,592 0,103 2,969 0,395 0 0 10,26 0,411 3,95525 0,22725
392590200  -- Кабелни канали и профили 0 0 1,426 0,05 0,12 0 1,226 4,577 0,693 1,15675
392590800  -- Други 0,207 0,42 0,46 0,1 0,65 0,222 0,43425 0,0805
392610000  - Канцеларски и училищни артикули 0 0 0,385 0,06 0 0 0 0 0,09625 0,015
392620000  - Облекла  и  принадлежности  към 0 0 1,258 0,8 0,54 0,847 0 0 0,4495 0,41175
392630000  - Гарнитури  за мебели, каросерии 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
392640000  - Статуетки  и  други предмети за 0,149 1,075 0,277 0 0 0 0 0,306 0,06925
392690990  ---- Други 0 0 19,069 6,315 27,027 8,05 17,615 5,476 15,92775 4,96025
400520000  - Разтвори; дисперсии,  различни о 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,245 0,272 0,06125 0,068
400811000  -- Плочи, листове и ленти 0 0 0,733 0,051 0 0 1,29 0,05 0,50575 0,02525
400819000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,379 0,114 0,09475 0,0285
400821900  --- Други 0 0 0,372 6,761 0,43 4,955 0,197 3,022 0,15675
400829900  --- Други 2,707 0,173 6,883 0,315 0 0 0 0 2,3975 0,122
400910000 -MAPKУЧИ OT BУЛK.KAУЧУK HEПOДC.HИTO 0 0 0,072 0,075 0 0 0 0,03675 0
400911000  -- Без принадлежности 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,095 0 0,02375 0
400930000 -MAPKУЧИ ПOДC.ИЛИ KOMБ.CAMO C TEKCT 1 0,108 0 0 2,4 0,3 0 0 0,85 0,102
400942909  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
400950100 --MAPKУЧИ ЗA ГAЗ.ИЛИ TEЧ.ПPEДHAЗHAЧ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
400950909 ---- ДPУГИ MAPKУЧИ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
401022000 -- БEЗKOH.TPAHC.PEMЬЦИ C TPAПEЦ.CEЧ 3,527 0,124 0 0 1,443 0 0 0 1,2425 0,031
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401029000 -- ДPУГИ TPAHCMИCИOHHИ PEMЬЦИ 0,228 0,194 0,357 0 0 0 0,19475 0
401031000  -- Безконечни трансмисионни ремъци 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,535 0 0,13375 0
401039000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,056 0 0,014 0
401110000  - От видовете, използвани за пътни 11,087 3,451 0 0 0,05 0 0 0 2,78425 0,86275
401120909  --- Други 3,091 1,087 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,77275 0,27175
401169000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,134 0,42 0,5335 0,105
401199009  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,827 4,53 2,20675 1,1325
401199109 ---- ДPУГИ ПHEBMAT.ГУMИ ИЗПOЛ.ЗA CE 0 0 2,645 1,14 2,504 0,925 0 0 1,28725 0,51625
401199909 ---- ДPУГИ ПHEBMAT.ГУMИ OT BИД.ИЗПO 8,022 2,395 7,393 2,664 9,45 2,808 0 0 6,21625 1,96675
401210300 ---ПHEBM.ГУMИ PEГEHEPИPAHИ,ИЗПOЛЗ.З 21,275 7,866 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,31875 1,9665
401210500 ---ПHEBM.ГУMИ PEГEHEPИPAHИ ЗA ABTOБ 0,495 0,22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,12375 0,055
401220900  -- Други 0,242 0,495 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0605 0,12375
401290200  -- Бандажи, плътни или кухи (полуп 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,867 2,017 0,71675 0,50425
401290900  -- Колани (предпазни ленти) 0 0 0 0 0,275 0,077 0 0 0,06875 0,01925
401390900  -- Други 0,351 0,076 0,552 0,19 1,089 0,206 0,133 0 0,53125 0,118
401610900  -- Други 0 0 1,2 0 0 0 0 0,3 0
401693900  --- Други 3,3 0,277 1,165 0 19,771 0,926 6,12825 0,2315
401699520  ------ Части от каучук и метал 0,23 0,306 0,26 0 2,422 0,15 0,8045 0,0375
401699580  ------ Други 1,166 0,195 1,187 0,244 2,006 0,292 2,346 0,15 1,67625 0,22025
401699880  ------ Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,006 0 0,5015 0
401700909  -- Други 0 0 0,761 0 0 0 0 0,19025 0
410431190 ----- ДPУГИ ЛИЦEBИ KOЖИ OT EДЬP POГ 0,347 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,08675 0
410710900 -- ДP. OБEЗKOCMEHИ KOЖИ OT CBИHE,PA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
440500000  Дървесен талаш; дървесно брашно. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,081 0,9 0,02025 0,225
440710380  ---- Друг 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,2 0 0,3
440710930  ---- От бор от вида Pinus sylvestr 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,784 1,4 0,446 0,35
440791310  ----- Паркетни дъски и фризи, несг 2,28 3,38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,57 0,845
440791390  ----- Друг 0 0 0 0 2,225 5 0,104 1,02 0,58225 1,505
440920910  --- Паркетни дъски и фризи, несгло 17,887 32,3 1,068 2,15 0 0 0 0 4,73875 8,6125
441019500 ---ПЛOЧИ OT ДЬPBO ПOKP.C ИMПPEГH. C 0 0 0 0 25,149 107,517 0 0 6,28725 26,87925
441032000  -- Повърхностно покрити с импрегни 0 0 0 0 0 0 150,505 611,271 37,62625 152,8178
441119001 ---BЛAKHECTИ ПЛOЧИ EДHOCTP.ЛAMИH.,C 2,04 0,155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,51 0,03875
441139900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,026 1,687 0,2565 0,42175
441199000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,225 0,25 1,55625 0,0625
441214000  -- Други, с най-малко един външен 0 0 0 0 4,41 5,2 0 0 1,1025 1,3
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441219000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,95 1,5 0,4875 0,375
441510100  -- Каси, касетки, щайги, варели и 0,39 3,51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0975 0,8775
441520200  -- Обикновени палети; подпори за 0,6 0 0 8,349 60,98 2,967 5,38 2,829 16,74
441600000  Бъчви, каци, качета и други бъчвар 0 0 0 0 13,143 4,95 35,2 7,12 12,08575 3,0175
441820500  -- От иглолистни дървесни видове 4,861 5,67 1,105 0,8 0 0 15,781 1,025 5,43675 1,87375
441820800  -- От други дървесни видове 3,28 2,765 0 0 0 0 12,333 5,35 3,90325 2,02875
441830990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,6 0,36 0,15 0,09
441890900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,402 3,3 2,6005 0,825
442090100  -- Дървени изделия с гравюри или и 0 0 0 0 0,2 0 0 0 0,05 0
442090990  --- Други 0,9 1,39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,225 0,3475
442110000  - Закачалки за облекла 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
442190990 --- ДPУГИ ИЗДEЛИЯ OT ДЬPBEH MATEPИA 1,538 1,19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,3845 0,2975
450310100   - - Цилиндрични 19,206 3,237 30,735 5,89 1,78 0,294 40,486 8,583 23,05175 4,501
450310900   - - Други 1,84 0,166 63,754 4,689 74,388 5,461 122,816 8,32 65,6995 4,659
450410190   - - - Други 162,976 36,054 409,187 77,217 444,303 85,82 492,193 101,731 377,16475 75,2055
450410910   - - - Със свързващо вещество 9,63 2,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,4075 0,53
450410990   - - - Други 37,359 6,87 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,33975 1,7175
480100100 - BECTHИKAPCKA XAPTИЯ,OПPEД.B ДOПЬЛ 0 0 0 0 1,542 2,795 0 0 0,3855 0,69875
480251900 ---ДPУГИ XAPTИИ C TEГЛO HA M2 ПO-MA 0 0 0 0 0 0,065 0 0 0 0,01625
480252200 ---XAPTИИ,KAPT. БEЗ BЛAKHA HA POЛИ 0 0 12,447 18,344 11,281 12,227 0 0 5,932 7,64275
480252800 ---XAPTИИ,KAPT.БEЗ BЛAKHA HA ЛИCTA 0 0 4,446 3,034 17,108 15,851 0 0 5,3885 4,72125
480253800 --- XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ HA ЛИCTA C TEГ 0,305 0,41 6,613 5,18 0 0 0 0 1,7295 1,3975
480257000  -- Други, с тегло на m2  40 g или 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,426 1,768 0,8565 0,442
480260910 --- ДPУГИ XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ HA POЛИ 1,746 2,192 18,517 17,731 0 0 0 0 5,06575 4,98075
480260990 --- ДPУГИ XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ HA ЛИCTA 160,87 112,304 6,554 5,8 1,57 0 0 0 42,2485 29,526
480262900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,74 0 0,435 0
480269900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,82 0 0,205 0
480300310  -- Непревишаващо 25 g 92,269 94,848 109,692 107,595 39,215 48,114 0 0 60,294 62,63925
480429900  --- Други 0 0 15,236 27,185 10,254 19,347 0 0 6,3725 11,633
480570900 -- ДPУГИ XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ C TEГЛO H 5,726 5,354 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,4315 1,3385
480580900 -- ДPУГИ XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ C TEГ.HA 2,039 1,654 0,684 0,63 0 0 0 0 0,68075 0,571
480592100  --- Многослойни хартии и картони ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,911 0 0,22775 0
480630000  - Паус 0 0 0,138 0,06 0,075 0 0,672 0,128 0,22125 0,047
480640900  -- Други 0 0 1,4 0,4 0 0 0 0 0,35 0,1
480810000  - Навълнени хартии и картони, дори 0,736 0,7 1,472 3,54 3,8 9,5 1,803 2,343 1,95275 4,02075
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480820000  - Крафтхартии за торби, крепирани, 0 0 0,22 0 0 0 0 0,055 0
480920900  -- На листа 0,575 0,267 0,81 0,475 1,504 0,956 6,7 2,076 2,39725 0,9435
480990000  - Други 0,064 0,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,016 0,05
481011100 ---XAPTИЯ И KAPTOH,ИЗПOЛЗ.KATO OCHO 0 0 0 0 0,54 0,065 0 0 0,135 0,01625
481011910 ----XAPTИЯ И KAPTOH CB.Ч.HA POЛИ C 35,767 36,497 156,725 165,771 129,874 131,018 0 0 80,5915 83,3215
481011990 ----XAPTИЯ И KAPTOH CB.ЧУCTB.HA ЛИC 153,88 65,426 532,895 330,496 558,524 353,938 0 0 311,32475 187,465
481012000 --XAPTИЯ И KAPTOH C TEГЛO HA M2, ПP 9,322 19,54 67,692 69,896 64,039 62,028 0 0 35,26325 37,866
481013190  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 243,226 258,809 60,8065 64,70225
481014110  ----  Хартия и  картон, използвани 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,861 6,506 1,46525 1,6265
481014190  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 185,982 125,833 46,4955 31,45825
481019900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 463,986 306,825 115,9965 76,70625
481029190  ----- Други 2,011 2,052 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,50275 0,513
481029200  ---- На листа 0 0 0 0 0 0 75,63 62,793 18,9075 15,69825
481029900 ---ГPУHДИPAHA XAPTИЯ HA ЛИCTA 0 0 0 0 18,964 11,859 0 0 4,741 2,96475
481032100  --- Намазани или покрити с каолин 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,519 0,708 0,12975 0,177
481091100 ---XAPT.И KAPT.MHOГOCЛOЙ.HA KOИTO B 1,574 1,266 0,433 0,42 0 0 0 0 0,50175 0,4215
481091900 ---ДPУГИ MHOГOCЛOЙHИ XAPTИИ И KAPTO 3,986 4,547 9,144 10,354 0 0 0 0 3,2825 3,72525
481092900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,17 0,275 0,0425 0,06875
481099900  --- Други 2,11 2,016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5275 0,504
481121000 --XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ CAMOЗAЛEПBAЩИ 3,071 0,328 4,508 1,159 14,206 1,958 0 0 5,44625 0,86125
481129000 -- ДPУГИ XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ 0,214 0,132 0,359 0,26 0,221 0,07 0 0 0,1985 0,1155
481139000 -- ДPУГИ XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ 6,894 1,874 3,236 1,011 0 0 0 0 2,5325 0,72125
481141100  --- На роли, с широчина превишаващ 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,295 1,69 2,82375 0,4225
481141990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,314 13,923 10,3285 3,48075
481149900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,956 4,52 2,489 1,13
481190100  -- "Непрекъснати" формуляри, на ро 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,535 0,248 0,38375 0,062
481190900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 32,611 7,861 8,15275 1,96525
481320000  - На роли  с широчина, непревишава 9,477 5,093 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,36925 1,27325
481690000  - Други 0,276 0,3 2,69 2,94 0,548 0,6 0 0 0,8785 0,96
481810100  -- С тегло, на слой, непревишаващо 2,789 2,87 0,924 1,512 3,246 3,855 0,377 0,496 1,834 2,18325
481820100  -- Носни кърпички и салфетки за по 0,281 0,115 0,14 0,067 5,529 3,031 1,303 0,898 1,81325 1,02775
481820990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0,558 0,5 0 0 0,1395 0,125
481830000  - Покривки и салфетки за маса 15,44 10,226 16,272 16,826 54,481 41,309 4,376 2,523 22,64225 17,721
481840130  --- Хигиенни тампони 0,81 0,09 0,2 0 0 0 0 0,2525 0,0225
481840190  --- Други 0 0 21,243 3,181 10,769 5,354 4,598 1,991 9,1525 2,6315
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481840990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
481910000  - Кутии и кашони, от навълнени хар 293,511 423,136 379,745 567,359 506,159 604,16 379,355 326,117 389,6925 480,193
481920102  --- Сгъваеми кутии и заготовки за 38 5,3 0 0 7,151 3,07 0,06 0 11,30275 2,0925
481920108  --- Други 134,274 78,389 192,126 86,918 43,564 5,197 47,267 26,422 104,30775 49,2315
481920908  --- Други 1,463 1,361 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,36575 0,34025
481930009  -- Други 0 0 0,338 0,19 0,176 0 0 0 0,1285 0,0475
482030000  - Класьори, подвързии  (различни о 0 0 0 0 1,6 0,202 0 0 0,4 0,0505
482040900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
482110100  -- Самозалепващи 0,19 0,956 14,717 1,372 56,043 4,646 17,9765 1,5045
482110900  -- Други 661,601 52,954 667,473 42,398 1175,812 86,19 1015,825 74,142 880,17775 63,921
482190100  -- Самозалепващи 4,306 0,735 11,466 1,509 13,974 1,776 11,561 1,633 10,32675 1,41325
482190900  -- Други 86,251 2,094 1,75 0,489 50,964 9,564 2,963 0,343 35,482 3,1225
482290000  - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
482311190 ----ГУMИPAHA ИЛИ ЛEПЛ.XAPT.CAMOЗAЛE 0 0 0 0 0,507 0 0 0 0,12675 0
482319000  -- Друга 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,417 0 0,60425 0
482340000  - Диаграмна хартия за регистриращи 0,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,025 0
482359100 ---ДP.XAPTИИ ЗA KAHЦEЛ.И ПOД.MAШИHИ 0,054 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0135 0
482359900 ---ДP.XAPTИИ И KAPTOHИ HAПEЧATAHИ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
482370900  -- Други 1,141 0,423 0 0 0,762 0,072 3,725 0,3 1,407 0,19875
482390500  ----- Изрязани с оглед конкретната 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
482390900  ----- Други 0 0 0,362 0,05 0,803 0 0 0 0,29125 0,0125
490110000  - На отделни листа, дори сгънати 6,657 0,673 0,837 0,188 0 0 0,352 0,41 1,9615 0,31775
490191000  -- Речници и енциклопедии, дори въ 0 0 0 0 0,217 0 0 0 0,05425 0
490199000  -- Други 4,228 0,331 2,4 0,98 3,465 0,211 3,23 0,27 3,33075 0,448
490700100  - Пощенски, таксови и подобни марк 1,5 0,078 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,375 0,0195
490900100  - Пощенски картички, напечатани ил 0 0 0 0 5,294 1,325 0 0 1,3235 0,33125
491000000  Календари от всякакъв вид, напечат 0 0 0,105 4,768 0,641 1,776 0,299 1,636 0,26125
491110100  -- Търговски каталози 0 0 6,961 0,46 0 0,119 1,74025 0,14475
491110900  -- Други 6,647 1,239 4,394 1,309 18,193 3,458 15,302 3,308 11,134 2,3285
491199000  -- Други 6,507 4,842 8,173 6,14 15,743 4,042 7,45 0,62 9,46825 3,911
511111190  ---- Други 2,253 0,39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,56325 0,0975
511119190  ----- Други 3,945 0,436 115,81 13,632 0 0 0 0 29,93875 3,517
511119990  ---- Други 102,822 7,133 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,7055 1,78325
511130100  -- С тегло, непревишаващо 300 g/m2 1,629 0,181 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,40725 0,04525
511130300  -- С тегло, превишаващо 300 g/m2, 33,593 3,318 0,073 218,806 23,486 19,984 1,861 68,114 7,16625
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511130900  -- С тегло, превишаващо 450 g/m2 0,178 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0445 0
511211900  --- Други 0,126 0 0 2,357 0,093 0 0 0,62075 0,02325
511219190  ---- Други 1,295 0,073 10,808 1,075 0 0 0 0 3,02575 0,287
511290990  --- С тегло, превишаващо 375 g/m2 0,087 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02175 0
520100100   - Хигроскопичен или избелен 0 0 0 0 0,168 0,788 0 0 0,042 0,197
520419000   - - Други 0 0 3,535 0,24 0 0 0 0 0,88375 0,06
520512000   - - С линейна плътност, по -малка 0 0 0 0 33,007 73,328 0 0 8,25175 18,332
520513000   - - С линейна плътност, по -малка 0 0 0 0 0,7 1 0 0 0,175 0,25
520812960   - - - - Непревишаваща 165 сm 0 0 86 31,332 33,792 11,714 0 0 29,948 10,7615
520839000   - - Други тъкани 0,247 0,063 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06175 0,01575
540110190  --- Други 0,461 0,647 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,11525 0,16175
540110900  -- Пригодени за продажба на дребно 0 0 0 0 0,216 0,108 0 0 0,054 0,027
540259100  --- От полипропилен 0 0 0 0 0,626 0,12 0 0 0,1565 0,03
540349000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,216 1,2 0,054 0,3
540720110  --- По-малка от 3 m 0 0 0 0 0,3 0,214 7,489 9,363 1,94725 2,39425
540751000  -- Неизбелени или избелени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
540752000  -- Обагрени 7,177 1,498 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,79425 0,3745
540773000  -- От прежди с различни цветове 3,515 0,13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,87875 0,0325
540810000  - Тъкани, получени от прежди с вис 10,864 1,2 0 0 0 0 2,716 0,3
540822100  --- С широчина, превишаваща 135 сm 1,177 0,175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,29425 0,04375
550690900   - - Други 0 0 0 0 0,58 0,1 0 0 0,145 0,025
550700000  Изкуствени щапелни влакна, кардира 0 0 0,55 0,16 0 0 0 0 0,1375 0,04
550810110   - - - От полиестери 0 0 0 0 0,42 0,075 0 0 0,105 0,01875
551511900   - - - Други 0 0 6,729 0,971 7,257 1,03 0 0 3,4965 0,50025
551512900   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 3,174 0,511 0 0 0,7935 0,12775
551513190   - - - - Други 2,156 0,215 60,822 4,518 18,579 1,168 0 0 20,38925 1,47525
551513990   - - - - Други 0,145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,03625 0
551632000   - - Обагрени 8,16 0,39 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,04 0,0975
560110900  -- От други текстилни материали 0,96 0,12 0 0 2,28 2,613 0 0 0,81 0,68325
560121900  --- Друг 0,84 0,066 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,21 0,0165
560122100  --- Рула с диаметър, непревишаващ 0,87 0,23 0 0 0 0 23,81 5,452 6,17 1,4205
560129000  -- Други 0,976 0,072 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,244 0,018
560210190  ---- От други текстилни материали 1,806 2,53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,4515 0,6325
560311100  --- Промазани или покрити 3,635 0,841 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,90875 0,21025
560393900  --- Други 0,327 0,1 0,139 0,056 0 0 0 0 0,1165 0,039
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560741000  -- Свързващи или връзващи канапи 0 0 15,416 14,5 4,443 7,52 0 0 4,96475 5,505
560749190  ---- Други 0,22 0,954 0 0 1,045 0,07 0,55475 0,0175
560749900  --- С линейна плътност 50 000 dtex 0 0 0 0 7,907 10 12,134 16,432 5,01025 6,608
560750300  --- С линейна плътност 50 000 dtex 0 0 0 0 0 0,065 0 0 0 0,01625
560750900  -- От други синтетични влакна 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,7 0 0,425 0
570320990   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,18 1,43 1,795 0,3575
570390000   - От други текстилни материали 0 0 0,086 0 0 0 0 0,0215 0
570500300   - От синтетични или изкуствени те 0 0 0,272 0 0 0 0 0,068 0
580620000   - Други ленти, съдържащи тегловно 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,168 0 0,042 0
580632900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0,527 0 0,13175 0
580639000  -- От други  текстилни материали 2,689 0,192 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,67225 0,048
580710100  -- С надписи или мотиви, получени 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
580710900  -- Други 0,582 0,147 0 0 0,062 0 0 0 0,161 0,03675
580790900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,12 0 0,219 0 0,08475 0
580890000  - Други 0,264 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,066 0
590320900  -- Промазани, покрити или ламинира 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,843 0,055 0,21075 0,01375
590390910  --- С производни на целулозата или 0 0 0 0 0,519 0 0 0 0,12975 0
590390990  --- Други 3,59 0,54 0 0 0,479 0 0 0 1,01725 0,135
590410000  - Линолеуми 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,366 0,16 0,0915 0,04
590699900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,451 0 0,86275 0
590900900  - От други текстилни материали 0 0 1,408 0,088 0 0 0,253 0 0,41525 0,022
591000000  Транспортни ленти или трансмисионн 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
591110000  - Тъкани, филцове и тъкани, съчета 0 0 0 0 3,917 0,12 0,321 0 1,0595 0,03
591110009 -- ДPУГИ TЬKAHИ,ФИЛЦOBE И TЬKAHИ,ЗA 0,071 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,01775 0
591140000  - Филтриращи тъкани от видовете, и 0 0 3,528 0,14 4,787 0,3 0 0 2,07875 0,11
591190900  -- Други 0 0 4 0,07 9 0,12 3,475 0,07 4,11875 0,065
600121000  -- От памук 0 0 8,01 3,408 7,222 3,14 0 0 3,808 1,637
600191100  --- Неизбелени или избелени 20,561 7,908 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,14025 1,977
600191300  --- Обагрени 138,346 32,838 18,315 9,842 11,506 6,46 9,835 8,803 44,5005 14,48575
600220900 -- ДPУГИ TPИKOTAЖHИ ПЛATOBE C ШИPИH 0 0 0 0 0,101 0,056 0 0 0,02525 0,014
600293330 -----OБAГPEHИ ДP.TPИK.ПЛATOBE OT CИ 0 0 0 0 11,996 3,416 0 0 2,999 0,854
610821000  -- От памук 3,004 0,14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,751 0,035
610910000  - От памук 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
611511000  -- От синтетични влакна, с линейна 2,451 0,09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,61275 0,0225
611519000  -- От други текстилни материали 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,636 0,159 0
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620312000  -- От синтетични влакна 0,555 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,13875 0
620323100  --- Работни 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
620413000  -- От синтетични влакна 1,001 0,076 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,25025 0,019
620433900  --- Други 0,23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0575 0
620453000  -- От синтетични влакна 0,15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0375 0
620630000  - От памук 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
620640000  - От синтетични  или от изкуствени 0,06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,015 0
621132100  --- Работни облекла 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,27 0 0,0675 0
621133420  ----- Долни части 0,385 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,09625 0
621133900  --- Други 1,278 0,07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,3195 0,0175
621710000  - Допълнения 0,315 0 0 0,55 0 0 0 0,21625 0
621790000  - Части 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
630120910  --- Изцяло от вълна или от фини жи 0 0 2,1 0,586 2,04 0,607 19,25 4,5 5,8475 1,42325
630120990  --- Други 0 0 4,41 1,32 0 0 0 0 1,1025 0,33
630210100  -- От памук 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,767 1,595 0,94175 0,39875
630222900  --- Друго 1,016 0,35 0 0 0 0 2,073 0,108 0,77225 0,1145
630260000  - Хавлиени кърпи за тоалет  или за 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
630291900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,771 1,941 0,69275 0,48525
630392100  --- От нетъкан текстил 2,689 0,635 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,67225 0,15875
630493000  -- От синтетични влакна, различни 1,642 2,549 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,4105 0,63725
630532110  ---- Трикотажни или плетени 22,666 29,002 0 0 0 0 5,6665 7,2505
630532810  ----- От тъкани с тегло, непревиша 0 0 0 0 118,076 144,436 0 0 29,519 36,109
630699000  -- От други текстилни материали 0 0 0 0 0,689 0 0 0 0,17225 0
630710300  -- От нетъкан текстил 0 0 1,296 0,446 2,023 0,694 2,619 0,866 1,4845 0,5015
630710900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
630790990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
630900000  Артикули и дрехи, употребявани. 0 0 0 0 6,905 13,657 1,002 1,545 1,97675 3,8005
640291000   - - Покриващи глезена 25,294 1,855 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,3235 0,46375
640299980   - - - - - - - За жени 2,756 0,208 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,689 0,052
640359310   - - - - - По -малка от 24 сm 0,428 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,107 0
640391130   - - - - - Обувки, от модела на ко 3,809 0,47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,95225 0,1175
640420900   - - Други 3,44 0,45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,86 0,1125
640510900   - - С външни ходила от други мате 0 0 166,148 2,1 0 0 0 0 41,537 0,525
650590300   - - Каскети, кепета и други подоб 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
660110000   - Градински чадъри и подобни слън 0 0 0 0 0 0 24,566 4,75 6,1415 1,1875
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660199110   - - - - От синтетични или изкуств 0,113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02825 0
660199900   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
680221000  -- Мрамор, травертин и алабастър 18,254 47,852 4,038 17,9 4,336 19,5 0 0 6,657 21,313
680222000  -- Други варовикови камъни 2,808 26,595 0 0 0 0 4,91 20 1,9295 11,64875
680229000  -- Други камъни 0,24 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06 1,75
680291900  --- Други 26,444 119,41 25,124 129,826 21,823 111,96 9,737 75,016 20,782 109,053
680292100  --- Полирани, декорирани или по др 0 0 1,452 2,8 1,304 3,44 0 0 0,689 1,56
680292900  --- Други 0,58 0,9 0 0 4,85 19,1 9,308 39,6 3,6845 14,9
680293100  --- Полиран, декориран или обработ 0 0 0 0 1,546 2,17 0 0 0,3865 0,5425
680422500  ---- От други материали 1,24 0,6 0,41 0,05 2,7 2,364 0 0 1,0875 0,7535
680422900  --- Други 0,462 0,12 0,355 0,05 0 0 0 0 0,20425 0,0425
680530800  -- Други 0,319 0,097 0,275 0,084 0,509 0,106 0 0 0,27575 0,07175
680690000  - Други 0,176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,044 0
680911000  -- Покрити или подсилени само с ха 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,515 22,525 2,62875 5,63125
680919000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,735 1,9 0,18375 0,475
681011100  --- От лек бетон (на основата на н 39,585 424,914 0 0 0,761 16,74 0 0 10,0865 110,4135
681011900  --- Други 28,576 546,845 0 0 0 0 3,689 42,424 8,06625 147,3173
681310100  -- На основата на азбест или други 0 0 1,359 0,345 0 0 0 0 0,33975 0,08625
681310900  -- Други 0,827 0,38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,20675 0,095
690100900   - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,202 1,351 0,3005 0,33775
690790930   - - - От фаянс или от фина керами 3,237 40,182 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,80925 10,0455
690790990   - - - Други 35,045 258,225 26,132 134,171 0,466 2,41 0 0 15,41075 98,7015
690810900   - - Други 0,175 0 0 0,252 0,84 0 0 0,063 0,25375
690890510   - - - - С повърхност, непревишава 0 0 8,836 36,672 1,886 6,3 0 0 2,6805 10,743
690890930   - - - - - От фаянс или от фина ке 35,155 105,903 27,187 91,28 16,194 54,6 5,943 14,89 21,11975 66,66825
690890990   - - - - - Други 54,986 212,739 34,64 173,555 35,179 156,827 25,031 126,665 37,459 167,4465
691010000   - От порцелан 1,128 1,53 2,166 3,152 0 0 0,3 0,3 0,8985 1,2455
691090000   - Други 2,504 0,296 0 0 0,311 0,06 0,58 0,5 0,84875 0,214
691110000   - Артикули за  сервиране или за к 0,105 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02625 0
700231000  -- От кварц или друг стопен силици 0 0 0,33 0 0 0 0 0,0825 0
700312990  ---- Други 4,937 2,5 0 0 0 0 0,63 0,36 1,39175 0,715
700319901  ---- В квадратна или правоъгълна ф 0,618 1,37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1545 0,3425
700319909  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,992 4,625 0,748 1,15625
700490100  -- Оптично стъкло 0 0 0,093 0 0 0 0 0,02325 0
700490989  ---- Други 0,649 0,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,16225 0,125
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700510800  --- Превишаваща 4,5 mm 0 0 0 0 0,346 0,28 0 0 0,0865 0,07
700521300  --- С дебелина, превишаваща 3,5 mm 0 0 2,513 5,8 0 0 0 0 0,62825 1,45
700521800  --- С дебелина, превишаваща 4,5 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,551 11,884 3,13775 2,971
700529350  --- С дебелина, превишаваща 3,5 mm 0 0 0 0 1,152 3 0 0 0,288 0,75
700529800  --- С дебелина, превишаваща 4,5 mm 0 0 0 0 2,953 7,3 0 0 0,73825 1,825
700719800  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,08 4 0,27 1
700721910  ---- С размери и форми, позволяващ 0 0 0 0 0,47 0 0,1175 0
700800200  - Оцветени в масата си, матови, пл 0 0 1,33 0,7 0 0 0 0 0,3325 0,175
700800810  -- Образувани от две стъклени плоч 2,143 0,215 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,53575 0,05375
700800890  -- Други 4,939 8,36 0,863 0,77 0 0 0 0 1,4505 2,2825
700991000  -- Без рамки 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,285 0,21 0,07125 0,0525
700992000  -- С рамки 0 0 0,153 0 0 1,119 0,12 0,318 0,03
701010000  - Ампули 0 0 0 0 35,548 6,384 0 0 8,887 1,596
701090430  -------- Повече от 0,33 l, но по-м 0 0 0 0 0 0 315,097 1610,292 78,77425 402,573
701090450  -------- 0,15 l или повече, но не 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,502 108,543 6,3755 27,13575
701090510  -------- 1 l или повече 0 0 0 0 0 0 506,401 2414,609 126,60025 603,6523
701090530  -------- Повече от 0,33 l, но по-м 0 0 0 0 0 0 1098,879 5043,63 274,71975 1260,908
701090611  --------- Буркани 0 0 0 0 0 0 40,951 154,508 10,23775 38,627
701090991  ------- Бутилки и буркани 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,33 12,93 1,0825 3,2325
701091100 ---БУPKAHИ ЗA CTEPИЛИЗИPAHE C BMECT 0 0 13,702 64,8 37,715 147,616 0 0 12,85425 53,104
701091210 ------БУTИЛKИ OT HEOЦBETEHO CTЬKЛO 0 0 29,08 122,875 0 0 0 0 7,27 30,71875
701091290 ------БУTИЛKИ OT OЦBETEHO CTЬKЛO ЗA 0 0 9,672 56,4 81,372 414,845 0 0 22,761 117,8113
701091909 -----ДPУГИ CTЬKЛEH AMБAЛAЖ ЗA HEXPA 0 0 0 0 0,216 0 0 0 0,054 0
701092100 ---БУPKAHИ ЗA CTEPИЛИЗИPAHE C BMECT 0 0 0 0 18,369 145,6 0 0 4,59225 36,4
701092210 ------БУTИЛKИ OT HEOЦB.CTЬKЛO ЗA XP 248,319 1097,75 321,453 1503,472 425,035 2179,644 0 0 248,70175 1195,217
701092290 ------БУTИЛKИ OT OЦB.CTЬKЛO ЗA XP.П 101,972 479,82 389,043 1786,127 4149,106 19077,58 0 0 1160,03025 5335,882
701092601 ------БУPKAHИ ЗA XPAH.ПPOДУKTИ C BM 0 0 0 0 9,114 32,804 0 0 2,2785 8,201
701092909 -----ДP.CTЬK.AMБAЛAЖ C BMECTИMOCTT 1,08 0,09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,27 0,0225
701093210 ------БУTИЛKИ OT HEOЦB.CTЬKЛO,BMECT 12,332 27,432 6,112 24,171 24,248 94,938 0 0 10,673 36,63525
701093909 -----ДPУГИ CT.AMБAЛAЖ ЗA HEXPAHИTEЛ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
701094200 -----БУTИЛKИ ЗA XP.ПPOДУKTИ C BMECT 0 0 0 0 2,891 16,562 0 0 0,72275 4,1405
701094710 -----CT.AMБAЛAЖ ЗA ФAPM.ПPOДУKTИ,BM 0,164 0,098 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,041 0,0245
701094909 -----ДPУГ CT.AMБAЛAЖ 0,42 0 0 0 0 0,105 0
701329990  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
701590000  - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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701952000  -- С широчина, превишаваща 30 сm, 16 5,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1,3
702000050  - Кварцови тръби и подложки за реа 2,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,55 0
702000800  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1 0 0,025
721070900   - - Други 6,939 17,704 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,73475 4,426
721391700   - - - - Съдържащ тегловно 0,25 % 0,074 0,07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0185 0,0175
721510000   - От автоматни стомани, само полу 0,055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,01375 0
721621000   - - L- профили  (ЕОВС) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,591 0,92 0,39775 0,23
721691300   - - - - - По -малка от 2,5 mm 0 0 0,1 0 0 0 0 0,025 0
721710390   - - - - Други 0,204 0,291 0 0 0 0 2,594 0,33 0,6995 0,15525
721730310   - - - - С медно покритие 0 0 0,065 0 0 0 0 0,01625 0
721923000   - - С дебелина 3 mm или  повече, 0 0 0 0 2,153 1,05 0 0 0,53825 0,2625
721924000   - - С дебелина, по -малка от 3 mm 0 0 0 0 7,197 3,013 0 0 1,79925 0,75325
730439910  ------- Непревишаващ 168,3 mm 2,23 4,286 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5575 1,0715
730650990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,622 0,18 0,1555 0,045
730660310  ---- Непревишаваща 2 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,404 5,256 1,851 1,314
730660390  ---- Превишаваща 2 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,306 1,553 0,8265 0,38825
730711100  --- За тръби от видовете, използва 0 0 0 0 0,43 0 0 0 0,1075 0
730719900  --- Други 0,3 0,11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,075 0,0275
730721000  -- Фланци 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,858 0,05 0,2145 0,0125
730722900  --- Дъги и колена 0 0 0 0 0,128 0 3,041 0,696 0,79225 0,174
730723900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,167 0 0,04175 0
730729100  --- С резба 0,237 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05925 0
730792100  --- Муфи 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,056 0,014 0
730792900  --- Дъги и колена 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,48 0,12 0
730799900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,378 0,237 0,8445 0,05925
730830000  - Врати, прозорци и техните каси, 0,651 0,745 0 0 0,73 0,3 6,872 3,348 2,06325 1,09825
730840900  -- Други 0,166 1,595 1,3 41,065 44,4 29,594 10,421 18,105 14,03025
730890590  ---- Други 0 0 0,12 0,747 0,165 49,88 3,45 12,65675 0,93375
730890990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 43,494 4,395 10,8735 1,09875
730900510  --- Превишаваща 100 000 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 172,68 43,44 43,17 10,86
730900590  --- Непревишаваща 100 000 l 0 0 0 0 0,147 0,14 462,224 123,399 115,59275 30,88475
730900900  - За твърди вещества 0,9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,225 0,75
731010000  - С вместимост 50 l или повече 0 0 8,485 5,3 0 0 4,37 3,69 3,21375 2,2475
731021110  --- Консервни кутии от типовете, и 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
731021910  ---- По-малка от 0,5 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,898 7,737 1,9745 1,93425
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731029100  --- С дебелина на стените, по-малк 15,39 7,619 0,54 0,701 0,487 0,069 0,099 4,04 2,18625
731029900  --- С дебелина на стените, равна и 10,67 13,383 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,6675 3,34575
731100910  -- По-малка от 1 000 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,105 0 0,02625 0
731210590  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
731210710  ------ Без покритие 0 0 44,502 65,115 5,242 7,588 0 0 12,436 18,17575
731210790  ------- Други 0 0 0 0 0,093 0 0,21 0 0,07575 0
731300000  Бодлива тел от желязо или от стома 0 0 0,062 0,052 0 0 0 0 0,0155 0,013
731413000  -- Други непрекъснати метални плат 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
731420900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,52 0,84 0,63 0,21
731439000  -- Други 0,574 0,097 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1435 0,02425
731441900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0,155 0,05 0 0 0,03875 0,0125
731449000  -- Други 0,609 0,582 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,15225 0,1455
731511900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,305 0,25 2,57625 0,0625
731700610  ---- Поцинковани 0,062 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0155 0
731700900  -- Други 0,3 0,16 0 0 0 0 1,58 0,25 0,47 0,1025
731812900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,35 0 0,0875 0
731814990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,282 0 0,3205 0
731815100  --- Винтове, получени чрез стругов 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,126 0,056 0,0315 0,014
731815510  ------- От неръждаеми стомани 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,105 0,45 0,02625 0,1125
731815900  ------ Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,808 0,202 0
731816910  ------ Непревишаващ 12 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,102 0,05 0,0255 0,0125
731819000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,669 0,085 0,41725 0,02125
731822000  -- Други шайби 2,936 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,734 0
731823000  -- Нитове 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,11 0,4 0,0275 0,1
731824000  -- Щифтове и шпонки 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
732020810  --- Пружини, работещи на натиск 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,509 0 0,37725 0
732090900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,103 0,02575 0
732111100  --- С фурна, включително самостоят 0,057 0 0 0 0 0,26 0 0,07925 0
732113000  -- С твърди горива 0,135 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,03375 0
732183000  -- С твърди горива 0,135 0,142 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,03375 0,0355
732219000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 44,79 37,968 47,488 36,373 23,0695 18,58525
732310000  - Желязна или стоманена вълна; гъб 0,332 0,067 1,386 0,304 3,795 0,859 2,945 0,694 2,1145 0,481
732393900  --- Други 0,837 0,096 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,20925 0,024
732399990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
732421000  -- От чугун, дори емайлирани 0,571 0,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,14275 0,03
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732490900  -- Други 0,852 0,053 0 0 0,179 0 0 0 0,25775 0,01325
732510920  --- Артикули, използвани за канали 4,183 0,24 1,554 0,22 1,393 0,229 11,37 1,729 4,625 0,6045
732510990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,512 2,972 0,628 0,743
732599900  --- Други 1,872 0,159 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,468 0,03975
732619100  --- Ковани 0,075 0,075 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,01875 0,01875
732619900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,116 0,08 0,279 0,02
732620300  --- Клетки и кафези 0 0 0,66 0,44 0 0 0 0 0,165 0,11
732620900  --- Други 0 0 0,244 2,26 0,162 0,14 0,1015 0,6
732690400  -- Палети и аналогични плоскости з 0 0 0 0 0,314 0,136 2,056 0,71 0,5925 0,2115
732690600  -- Немеханични вентилационни решет 0,135 0,45 0 0 0 0 1,603 0,33 0,4345 0,195
732690930  --- Щамповани 124,17 28,08 0 0 0 0 0 0 31,0425 7,02
732690970  --- Други 0,336 0,077 0 0 2,173 0,468 0,62725 0,13625
740400100  - От рафинирана мед 17,533 15,154 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,38325 3,7885
740811000  -- Чийто най-голям размер  на напр 749,18 436,724 0 0 215,4 127,822 0 0 241,145 141,1365
741021000  -- От рафинирана мед 0 0 0 0 0,399 0,7 0 0 0,09975 0,175
741220000  - От медни сплави 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
741999000  -- Други 0 0 0,484 0,1 0 0 0 0 0,121 0,025
760410900   - - Профили 0,209 0,055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,05225 0,01375
760429900   - - - Профили 0,264 0,15 0 0 0 0 12,222 3,507 3,1215 0,91425
760511000   - - Чийто най -голям размер на на 271,714 153,812 172,676 97,344 132,463 78,29 0 0 144,21325 82,3615
760612109 ----ДPУГИ ЛEHTИ ЗA BEHEЦИAHCKИ ЩOPИ 0 0 0,06 0 0 0 0 0,015 0
760612500   - - - - Боядисани, лакирани или с 0 0 0 0 1,165 0,66 0 0 0,29125 0,165
760612930   - - - - - 3 mm или повече, но по 0 0 0 0 9,734 1,991 0 0 2,4335 0,49775
760692000   - - От алуминиеви сплави 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,681 1,1 1,42025 0,275
760719100   - - - С дебелина, по -малка от 0, 0 0 52,318 4,15 122,139 11,89 133,905 11,266 77,0905 6,8265
760719990   - - - - Други 23,136 1,706 0 0 10,343 0,67 0 0 8,36975 0,594
760720100   - - С дебелина  (без подложката), 8,771 3,085 2,568 1,067 0 0 0 0 2,83475 1,038
760720990   - - - Други 10,504 0,544 0 0 0,766 0,05 21,117 1,494 8,09675 0,522
760820990   - - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,64 2 4,91 0,5
761010000   - Врати, прозорци и техните каси, 18,733 5,608 23,028 7,743 1,236 0,09 119,475 70,555 40,618 20,999
761090900   - - Други 11,639 4,314 7,465 3,796 12,921 3,528 153,435 39,754 46,365 12,848
761519100   - - - Изляти или формовани 0 0 1,001 0,054 0 0 0 0 0,25025 0,0135
761520000   - Хигиенни или тоалетни артикули 0 0 0,112 0 0 0 0 0,028 0
761610000   - Клинове, пирони, заострени куки 2,88 0,086 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,72 0,0215
761699900   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 1,094 0,2 0,78 0,458 0,4685 0,1645
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780191000   - - Съдържащо антимон като друг п 0 0 1,12 2 1,68 3 0 0 0,7 1,25
800500100 - TЬHKИ ЛИCTOBE И ЛEHTИ OT KAЛAЙ 0,927 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,23175 0
820130000   - Кирки, търнокопи, мотики, мотич 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820150000   - Градинарски ножици за работа с 0,545 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,13625 0
820210000   - Ръчни триони 0,164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,041 0
820231000   - - С работна част от стомана. 0 0 0 0 0,213 0 0 0 0,05325 0
820330000   - Ножици за метал и подобни инстр 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820411000   - - Без възможност за регулиране 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820520000   - Чукове и каменарски чукове 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820559100   - - - Инструменти за зидари, леяр 0,455 0,12 0,101 0 0 0,355 0 0,22775 0,03
820559900   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820570000   - Менгемета, стяги и подобни 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820590000   - Комплекти, състоящи се най -мал 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,085 0,185 0,77125 0,04625
820740900   - - Други 0 0 0,304 0 0 0 0 0,076 0
820750300   - - - Зидарски бургии 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820750600   - - - - - От рапидна стомана 0 0 0,332 0 0 0 0 0,083 0
820750900   - - - - Други 0 0 0 0 3,98 0,1 0 0 0,995 0,025
820760500   - - - - Други 0 0 0,174 0 0 0 0 0,0435 0
820790300   - - - Отвертки-наставки 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
820810000   - За обработка на метали 0,536 0,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,134 0,03
820820000   - За обработка на дърво 0 0 0 0 0,292 0 0 0 0,073 0
820830900   - - Други 0 0 0,402 0 0 0 0 0,1005 0
821191800   - - - Други 0,592 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,148 0
821192000   - - Други ножове с неподвижно ост 1,02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,255 0
821210100   - - Самобръсначки с несменяеми но 0 0 9,7 0,69 14,535 1,225 0 0 6,05875 0,47875
821220000   - Ножчета за самобръсначки (включ 0 0 1,944 0,057 26,888 1,27 0 0 7,208 0,33175
821490000   - Други 0 0 1,539 2,7 0 0 0 0 0,38475 0,675
830110000   - Катинари 1,016 0,179 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,254 0,04475
830130000   - Брави от видовете, използвани з 0 0 0 0 0,589 0,059 0,14725 0,01475
830140190   - - - Други 7,993 1,156 4,943 0,7 4,861 0,578 3,553 0,323 5,3375 0,68925
830140900   - - Други брави; резета 3,527 0,224 0,487 1,525 0,268 0,653 0,07 1,548 0,1405
830150000   - Ключалки и ключалки с обков, им 21,255 1,761 16,37 1,384 12,844 1,215 24,281 1,762 18,6875 1,5305
830160000   - Части 1,094 0,054 0,627 0,052 0 0 0,13 0 0,46275 0,0265
830170000   - Отделно представени ключове 0,093 0 0 0 0,02325 0
830230000   - Други гарнитури, обкови и подоб 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,125 0 0,03125 0
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830241000   - - За сгради 9,588 0,979 9,526 0,644 12,131 1,034 12,506 0,653 10,93775 0,8275
830242900   - - - Други 0 0 3,22 1,343 0 0 1,008 0,4 1,057 0,43575
830250000   - Куки за закачване, закачалки за 2,775 2,796 1,269 1,288 0,582 1,071 0 0,06 1,1565 1,30375
830590000   - Други, включително частите 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
830790900   - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
830910000   - Кроненкоркови капачки 146,426 92,774 0 0 0 0 0 0 36,6065 23,1935
830990100   - - Капсули за запушване или за п 0 0 2,632 0,323 0 0 0 0 0,658 0,08075
830990900   - - Други 1100,675 376,662 365,836 136,198 32,019 7,035 21,828 3,173 380,0895 130,767
831110109   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06 0 0,015 0
831110909   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
840212000  -- Водотръбни  котли  с  часово пр 0 0 0 0 0 0 35,489 3,5 8,87225 0,875
840490000  - Части 0 0 0 0 0,128 0,1 0 0 0,032 0,025
840721910  ---- С мощност, непревишаваща 30 к 0 0 0 0 0,1 0 0 0 0,025 0
840991000  -- Изключително  или главно предна 2,972 0,072 0,612 0,425 0 0,479 0,088 1,122 0,04
840999000  -- Други 0,488 0 0 0,287 0 3,149 0,125 0,981 0,03125
841221910  ---- Хидравлични системи 0 0 6,255 0,364 15,994 1,178 5,642 0,259 6,97275 0,45025
841221990  ---- Други 0 0 1,361 0,111 0 0 0 0 0,34025 0,02775
841229500  ---- Хидравлични системи 0 0 3,492 0,105 0 0 0 0 0,873 0,02625
841231900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 58,574 1,87 14,6435 0,4675
841290900  --- Други 0 0 0,242 0 0 0 0 0,0605 0
841319100  --- Предназначени за гражданската 0 0 0 0 0,06 0 0 0 0,015 0
841319900  --- Други 0,175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,04375 0
841320900  -- Други 0,09 0,191 0,115 0 1,178 0,131 0,34575 0,0805
841330990  --- Други 0,239 0,419 0,094 0,28 0,081 1,079 0,128 0,50425 0,07575
841350790  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 2,4 0,35 0 0 0,6 0,0875
841360600  ---- Винтови (червячни) помпи 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,563 0,39075 0
841370210  ---- Едностъпални 1,12 0,213 3,81 0,226 0 0 0 0 1,2325 0,10975
841370290  ---- Многостъпални 0 0 0 0 0,1 0 0 0 0,025 0
841370690  -------- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06 0 0,015 0
841370910  ------ Едностъпални 0 0 2,55 0,3 0,6 0 3,89 0,129 1,76 0,10725
841370990  ------ Многостъпални 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,882 1,16 3,9705 0,29
841381900  --- Други 1,375 0,385 0,247 0 0 7,049 0,206 2,16775 0,14775
841391909  ---- Други 2,292 0,065 0,356 0,105 0,286 0 5,901 0,35 2,20875 0,13
841392000  -- За елеватори за течности 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,61 0,056 0,6525 0,014
841410800  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,26 0,628 2,315 0,157
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841420990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,525 0,25 0,13125 0,0625
841430301  ---- Работещи с фреони от № 2903 3 0,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,025 0
841430309  ---- Други 0,5 0,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,125 0,025
841430919  ----- Други 0,438 0,1 0,093 0 0 0 0 0,13275 0,025
841440100  -- С дебит, непревишаващ 2 m3/min 0 0 0,865 0,07 0 0 0 0 0,21625 0,0175
841451900  --- Други 0,108 0 0 0 0 0,6 0,12 0,177 0,03
841459900  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,21 0,0525 0
841460000  - Аспирационни чадъри, чиято най-г 0,944 0,344 0 0 0 0 0,142 0 0,2715 0,086
841480900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,824 0,24 0,706 0,06
841490900  -- Други 0,065 0 0 0,531 0 6,629 1,69 1,80625 0,4225
841510000  - Стенни или за прозорци, образува 0 0 1,1 0,1 0 0 0 0 0,275 0,025
841510900  -- От вида "split-system" (с разде 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,119 3,01 2,77975 0,7525
841581900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,754 1,5 3,4385 0,375
841582800  --- Други 0 0 0,336 0,1 11 3,164 0 0 2,834 0,816
841620900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,2 0,15 0,05 0,0375
841720900  -- Други 0 0 14,938 5,92 5,012 3,348 47,954 28,56 16,976 9,457
841790000  - Части 0 0 0 0 0,265 0 0,9 0,116 0,29125 0,029
841810990  --- Други 0 0 3,615 0,558 0 0 0 0 0,90375 0,1395
841821910  ----- Непревишаваща 250 l 0 0 0 0 0,334 0,148 5,932 0,3 1,5665 0,112
841829000  -- Други 0,06 0,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,015 0,025
841850110  --- За замразени хранителни продук 124,578 32,5 20,732 6,98 0 0 0 0 36,3275 9,87
841850190  --- Други 15,334 13,025 0 0 0,966 0,277 0 0 4,075 3,3255
841869990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,55 0,39 3,1375 0,0975
841899109  ---- Други 0,28 0 0 24 0,25 0 0 6,07 0,0625
841920000  - Медико-хирургически или лаборато 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0,068 2,25 0,017
841932000  -- За дървен материал, хартиена ма 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,955 1,1 0,98875 0,275
841940000  - Апарати за дестилация или ректиф 0 0 0 0 85,3 3,9 58,07 5 35,8425 2,225
841950900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 21,2 1,8 0 0 5,3 0,45
841989980  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0,15 0 0 0 0,0375 0
841990800  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,1 0,085 0,525 0,02125
842112000  -- Изстисквачки за бельо 0,412 0,08 2,142 0,526 2,05 0,5 0 0 1,151 0,2765
842121900  --- Други 2,291 0,583 0 0 5,667 0,351 1,9895 0,2335
842122000  -- За филтриране или пречистване н 0 0 0 0 26,94 2,13 23 1,47 12,485 0,9
842123900  --- Други 0,112 0 0,183 0 0,07375 0
842129909  ---- Други 0,073 0 0 0,233 0 0,0765 0
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842131900  --- Други 2,459 1,006 0,752 0,616 0,166 0 0,212 0 0,89725 0,4055
842139300  ---- Апарати за филтриране или пре 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,116 0,029 0
842191900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,26 0 0,065 0
842199000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
842211000  -- За домакински цели 0 0 8,987 1,73 0 0 0,31 0 2,32425 0,4325
842219000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,2 0,05 0,05 0,0125
842220000  - Машини и устройства, служещи за 0 0 15,4 0,535 0 0 8,623 1,1 6,00575 0,40875
842230000  - Машини и устройства за пълнене, 36,161 1,116 215,01 9,101 40,594 1,974 82,4 1,94 93,54125 3,53275
842240000  - Други машини и устройства за пак 0 0 0 0 0 0 21,5 0,22 5,375 0,055
842290100  -- За машини за миене на съдове 0,36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,09 0
842290900  -- Други 7,762 0,23 90,124 3,435 97,749 5,737 110,46 2,314 76,52375 2,929
842330000  - Кантари за претегляне на постоян 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,248 0 0,062 0
842381500  --- Везни  за магазини 1,118 0 0 0 0 6,78 0,282 1,9745 0,0705
842382100  --- Автоматични уреди за контрол, 4,2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,05 1
842390000  - Теглилки за  всякакви уреди за п 0,48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,12 0
842430010  --- Снабдени със загряващо устройс 1,328 0 0 1 0,05 0 0 0,582 0,0125
842481910  ----- Пръскачки или прахоразпръскв 0 0 25,24 9,334 0 0 0 0 6,31 2,3335
842490900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,092 0 0,023 0
842519990  ---- Други 0 0 1,87 1,19 0 0 0 0 0,4675 0,2975
842531900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 3,477 0,4 0 0 0,86925 0,1
842549900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 1,538 0,905 3,668 2,736 1,3015 0,91025
842710100  -- С височина на подема 1 m или по 10 3,5 0 0 4,95 2,5 63,537 22,336 19,62175 7,084
842720900  -- Други 7,85 4,8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,9625 1,2
842790000  - Други кари 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,994 2,6 1,2485 0,65
842810100  -- Предназначени за гражданската а 10,82 5,715 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,705 1,42875
842810910  --- Електрически 2,5 0,5 0 0 0 0 3,16 0,55 1,415 0,2625
842820990  ---- Други 1,32 0,84 0 0 1,2 0,5 2,29 0,563 1,2025 0,47575
842833900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,198 0,1 0,5495 0,025
842839910  ---- Ролкови транспортьори или кон 1,2 0,5 0 0 0 0 1,2 0,19 0,6 0,1725
842839980  ---- Други 0 0 2,22 1,01 0 0 0 0 0,555 0,2525
842890980  ----- Други 0,406 0,43 0,054 0,13 6,975 4,235 9,245 5,56 4,17 2,58875
843110000  - За машини или апарати от № 8425 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,173 0 0,04325 0
843120000  - За машини или апарати от № 8427 16,76 1,578 25,953 2,419 83,556 8,599 54,071 7,545 45,085 5,03525
843131000  -- За асансьори, товароподемници и 7,339 0,525 1,319 0,147 0 0 0 0 2,1645 0,168
843149800  --- Други 0 0 0 0 5,58 0,2 0 0 1,395 0,05
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843229900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,8 1,48 0,95 0,37
843240100  -- На минерални или химични торове 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,5 2,76 1,125 0,69
843280000  - Други машини и устройства 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,703 1,8 1,42575 0,45
843290000  - Части 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,654 0,28 0,4135 0,07
843360000  - Машини за почистване или сортира 0,608 2,4 0,638 1,2 0 0 101,509 26,81 25,68875 7,6025
843390000  - Части 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,47 1,893 3,8675 0,47325
843510009  -- Други 0 0 0 0 320,411 53,723 223,446 70,165 135,96425 30,972
843610000  - Машини и апарати за подготвянето 1,195 0,84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,29875 0,21
843629000  -- Други 12,48 13,78 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,12 3,445
843710000  - Машини за почистване, сортиране 0 0 3,523 2,8 0 0 0 0 0,88075 0,7
843810100  -- За производство на хляб, сладки 11,8 5,057 0 0 0 0 7,146 1,21 4,7365 1,56675
843810900  -- За производство на макаронени и 0 0 3,1 0,26 7,794 2,174 5,98 1,22 4,2185 0,9135
843850000  - Машини и апарати за обработка на 16,57 1,92 23,4 2,93 30,35 5,94 15,06 6,92 21,345 4,4275
843860000  - Машини и апарати за преработка н 0 0 0 0 1,97 2,425 0 0 0,4925 0,60625
843880910  --- За производство на напитки 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 10,8 14,25 2,7
843880990  --- Други 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5 3
843890000  - Части 0 0 8,636 0,577 2,58 0,07 0 0 2,804 0,16175
844010300  -- Машини за шиене или подшиване 0 0 0 0 0,219 0,2 0 0 0,05475 0,05
844010400  -- Машини за подвързване чрез лепе 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1 2 0,25
844010900  -- Други 0 0 2,6 0,075 12,495 3,1 0 0 3,77375 0,79375
844110200  -- Машини за надлъжно или напречно 0 0 0 0 1 0,3 0 0 0,25 0,075
844110800  -- Други 9,628 0,67 0 0 0 0 2 0,7 2,907 0,3425
844230000  - Други машини, устройства и обору 0 0 0,091 0,18 0,309 0,1 0 0 0,1 0,07
844250210  --- За релефен печат 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,488 0,122 0
844250800  -- Други 1,894 0,225 19,066 3,84 5,643 1,284 14,355 2,409 10,2395 1,9395
844319100  ---- Употребявани 0 0 0,05 0 0 2 3 0,5125 0,75
844319900  --- Други 12,2 3,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,05 0,825
844330000  - Флексографски печатарски  машини 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,8 3 2,7 0,75
844351000  -- Печатарски машини, работещи с и 0 0 0 0 11,322 0,117 16,708 0,13 7,0075 0,06175
844359200  --- За печатане на текстилни матер 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,099 0,02475 0
844359700  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,176 0 0,294 0
844360000  - Спомагателни машини 0 0 11,74 0,5 0,221 0 22,125 6,272 8,5215 1,693
844390800  --- Други 0 0 0,192 1,931 0 17,243 0,075 4,8415 0,01875
845011110  ---- С фронтално зареждане 12,71 3,758 20,514 5,393 0,785 0,15 0,35 0,058 8,58975 2,33975
845019000  -- Други 5,55 0,172 36,088 1,143 4,752 0,127 0 0 11,5975 0,3605
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845140000  - Машини за пране, избелване или б 0 0 0,504 0,174 0 0 0 0 0,126 0,0435
845180100  -- Машини за нанасяне на покритие 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,5 0,988 0,625 0,247
845190000  - Части 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,9 0 0,225 0
845229000  -- Други 6,495 1,35 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,62375 0,3375
845620000  - Работещи чрез ултразвук 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,408 0,102 0
846190000  - Други 2,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,625 0
846241900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,11 0 0,0275
846591200  --- Циркулярни триони 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,595 0,2 0,14875 0,05
846592000  -- Машини  за  заглаждане  или стъ 0,96 0,924 0 0 6,611 1 13,881 3,05 5,363 1,2435
846593000  -- Машини за шлифоване или  полира 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,983 0,5 0,49575 0,125
846595000  -- Машини за пробиване или дълбане 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,194 0,85 1,0485 0,2125
846599900  --- Други 7,18 1,15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,795 0,2875
846610100  --- Патронници, цанги и втулки 0 0 0,215 0 0 0 0 0,05375 0
846620990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,263 0,7 1,06575 0,175
846630000  - Делителни глави и други специалн 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,775 0,11 2,19375 0,0275
846711900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,089 0 0,02225 0
846721990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,742 1,784 4,9355 0,446
846722900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,64 0,433 1,16 0,10825
846729510  ------ Ъглови шлайфмашини 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,979 1,72 4,49475 0,43
846789000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,96 0,258 0,49 0,0645
846799000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,1 0,279 1,525 0,06975
846820000   - Други газови машини и  устройст 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,15 0,06 0,2875 0,015
847029000  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,213 0,575 4,80325 0,14375
847050000  - Автоматични регистриращи касови 218,869 5,488 55,94 1,881 16,966 0,405 169,105 5,224 115,22 3,2495
847130000  - Цифрови автоматични машини за об 0 0 0,5 0 0 0 0 0,125 0
847141900  --- Други 0 0 0,956 0 0 0,117 0 0,26825 0
847149900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0,62 0 6,822 0,056 1,8605 0,014
847149990 -----ДPУГИ 0,671 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,16775 0
847150900  -- Други 0 0 26,5 2,945 11,403 1,032 3,448 0 10,33775 0,99425
847150990 ---- ДPУГИ 0,06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,015 0
847160400  --- Печатащи устройства 22,096 1,503 13,836 0,216 7,548 0,188 31,79 1,315 18,8175 0,8055
847160500  --- Клавиатури 1,503 0,201 0 0 0 0 0,835 0,491 0,5845 0,173
847160900  --- Други 4,708 0,326 9,905 0,735 10,494 1,892 73,547 6,84 24,6635 2,44825
847170510  ----- Оптични, включително магнито 0 0 0 0 7,701 0,296 0 0 1,92525 0,074
847170530  ------ Твърди дискови запаметяващи 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,062 0 0,0155 0
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847170900  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
847180000  - Други единици на автоматичните м 0 0 0 0 0,079 0 0 0 0,01975 0
847180100 -- ПEPИФEPHИ EДИHИЦИ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
847290800  -- Други 0,08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02 0
847321100  --- Електронни сглобки 0 0 0,115 0,323 0 0 0 0,1095 0
847321900  --- Други 0,855 0,198 0 0 0 0 0,26325 0
847329100  --- Електронни сглобки 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,358 0,841 0,5895 0,21025
847329101 ---- ЗA ABTOMATИЧHИ PEГИCTPИPAЩИ KA 1,58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,395 0
847329900  --- Други 0 0 0,15 1,201 0,095 1,947 0 0,8245 0,02375
847329901 ---- ЗA ABTOMATИЧHИ PEГИCTPИPAЩИ KA 10,932 2,187 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,733 0,54675
847330100  -- Електронни сглобки 20,044 0,424 74,142 2,161 0 0 13,061 0,404 26,81175 0,74725
847330900  -- Други 29,244 1,259 46,082 0,718 15,547 0,79 50,94 2,255 35,45325 1,2555
847340900  -- Други 0 0 0,344 0 0 0 0 0,086 0
847350100  -- Електронни сглобки 0 0 1,6 0 0 0 0 0,4 0
847350900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 9,176 0,1 14,241 0,146 5,85425 0,0615
847431000  -- Бетонобъркачки  и други смесите 1,812 2,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,453 0,625
847710900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3,65 0,75 0,9125
847720000  - Екструдери 0 0 0 0 47,5 7,2 0 0 11,875 1,8
847730000  - Машини за формоване чрез раздува 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,3 0,365 1,075 0,09125
847740000  - Вакуумформовачни машини и други 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 4,25 6,75 1,0625
847810000  - Машини и апарати 0 0 0 0 37,76 9,56 268,512 49,135 76,568 14,67375
847920000  - Машини и апарати за екстракция и 0 0 4,922 0,8 0 0 70 65,807 18,7305 16,65175
847930900  -- Други 0 0 0,09 0 0 0 0 0,0225 0
847982000   -- За смесване, омесване, раздроб 1,1 11,619 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,275 2,90475
847989980  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 1,296 0 3,514 0 1,2025 0
848041000  -- За  леене под налягане или форм 1147,575 10,7 0 0 0 0 0 0 286,89375 2,675
848110990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,848 0,08 0,212 0,02
848120100  -- Вентили за масленохидравлични т 0 0 0 0 0,306 0 0 0 0,0765 0
848130990  -- Други 0 0 0,09 0 0 0,267 0 0,08925 0
848180110  --- Смесители 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,925 0 0,23125 0
848180190  --- Други 8,142 1,894 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,0355 0,4735
848180690  ----- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,252 0,313 0
848180810  ---- Сферични, конусовидни или цил 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,256 0 0,064 0
848180990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,404 0,113 2,851 0,02825
848210900  -- Други 4,849 0,233 0 0 6,795 0,349 3,403 0,173 3,76175 0,18875
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848220000  - Лагери с конусни ролки, включите 0,114 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0285 0
848240000  - Иглени лагери 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,169 0,122 1,04225 0,0305
848250000  - Лагери с цилиндрични ролки 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,066 0 0,0165 0
848280000  - Други, включително комбинираните 1,176 0,075 1,636 0,094 1,492 0,11 1,974 0,1 1,5695 0,09475
848310600  --- Шарнирни (карданни) валове 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,902 0,15 0,2255 0,0375
848310800  --- Други 0,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,025 0
848330390  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
848340940  ---- Редуктори, мултипликатори и с 0 0 13,015 0,73 0 0 4,402 0,165 4,35425 0,22375
848360990  --- Други 0,198 0,064 0,228 0,091 0,193 0 0 0 0,15475 0,03875
848390921  ----- За редуктори 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,76 0,19 0
848410900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,964 0 1,588 0 0,638 0
848420000  - Механични уплътнители 0 0 0 0 0,135 0 0 0 0,03375 0
848490900  -- Други 0,363 0,614 0,498 0 0,706 0 0,54525 0
848590800  -- Други 2,526 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,6315 0
850110930  --- Двигатели за променлив ток (AC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,942 0,1 0,4855 0,025
850110990  --- Двигатели  за постоянен ток (D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
850131900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 1,69 0,24 0 0 0,4225 0,06
850152910  ---- С мощност, превишаваща 750 W, 0 0 0,052 0,286 0,236 0 0 0,0845 0,059
850161910  ---- С мощност, непревишаваща 7,5 0 0 0 0 4,45 0 0 0 1,1125 0
850300990  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,532 0 0,133 0
850410910  --- Индуктивни бобини, дори свърза 0,054 0,609 0,28 0,204 0,095 0,055 0 0,2305 0,09375
850433900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,126 0,1 0,0315 0,025
850440200  --- От видовете, използвани с апар 0 0 0 0 2,167 0,132 5,661 0,165 1,957 0,07425
850440201 ----EДИHИЦИ ЗA EЛEKT.ЗAXP.,ИЗП. C A 0 0 5,981 0,275 0 0 0 0 1,49525 0,06875
850440300 ---- EДИHИЦИ ЗA EЛEKTPИЧECKO ЗAXPAH 0,265 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,06625 0
850440930  ----- Зареждащи устройства за акум 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,716 0,32 0,929 0,08
850440940  ------ Токоизправители 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,106 0 0,0265 0
850440960  ------- С мощност, непревишаваща 3,355 3,205 0 0 0 0 1,64 0
850450300  --- От видовете, използвани с апар 0 0 0 0 4,437 0,132 0 0 1,10925 0,033
850450800  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,24 0 1,06 0
850490180  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,48 0 0,12 0
850610119  ---- С външен обем, превишаващ 300 0 0 0 0 0 0 11,943 1,054 2,98575 0,2635
850650300  -- Електрически батерии, тип “копч 0,169 0,06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,04225 0,015
850680110  --- Цилиндрични електрически батер 0 0 0,272 0,054 0,447 0 0 0 0,17975 0,0135
850680900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 1,18 0,95 0,168 0 0,337 0,2375
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850710310  ---- Работещи с течен електролит 0 0 1,647 1 0 0 0 0 0,41175 0,25
850710810  ---- Работещи с течен електролит 1479,296 1011,85 990,828 604,743 326,871 204,935 115,104 97,52 728,02475 479,7625
850720310  ---- Работещи с течен електролит 122,069 57,08 31,533 27,725 94,614 64,49 115,094 89,7 90,8275 59,74875
850720390  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 6,4 1,8 0 0 1,6 0,45
850720810  ---- Работещи с течен електролит 2,241 1,6 27,75 18,2 258,219 163,82 0 0 72,0525 45,905
850720890  ---- Други 0 0 14,366 9,6 4,217 3,45 1,782 4,53 5,09125 4,395
850730930  ---- Тягови акумулатори 0 0 58,868 41,83 24,208 7,28 0 0 20,769 12,2775
850730980  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,429 0 0,10725 0
850780990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 2,754 0,12 0,05 0 0,701 0,03
850790910  --- Акумулаторни плочи 0 0 31,857 27,583 117,618 103,06 49,953 47,488 49,857 44,53275
850790930  --- Сепаратори 0 0 2,098 0,574 0 0 1,15 0,28 0,812 0,2135
850790980  --- Други 89,324 62,559 633,678 469,698 572,873 476,795 641,133 520,939 484,252 382,4978
850810990 --- ДPУГИ 14,825 0,564 16,126 1,208 26,892 2,632 0 0 14,46075 1,101
850820100 -- HOЖOBKИ 0,084 2,47 0,151 6,318 0,492 0 0 2,218 0,16075
850820300 -- ЦИPKУЛЯPИ 0 0 0 0 1,137 0 0 0 0,28425 0
850820900 -- ДPУГИ 2,016 0,115 1,14 0,078 0 0 0 0 0,789 0,04825
850880510 ----- ЬГЛOBИ ШЛAЙФMAШИHИ 11,362 0,721 5,625 0,419 0 0 0 0 4,24675 0,285
850880590 ----- ДPУГИ 0 0 11,19 0,939 41,407 3,836 0 0 13,14925 1,19375
850880900 ---- ДPУГИ 0,395 1,123 0,093 2,8 0,388 0 0 1,0795 0,12025
850890000 - ЧACTИ 1,56 0,078 5,219 0,312 9,777 0,537 0 0 4,139 0,23175
850910100  -- За напрежение, равно или превиш 0 0 0,126 1,175 0,325 1,719 0,104 0,755 0,10725
850980000  - Други апарати 0,7 0,082 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,175 0,0205
851110900  -- Други 0,071 0,055 0,173 0 0,161 0 0,115 0
851140900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,075 0 0,474 0,072 0,13725 0,018
851190000  - Части 0,118 0 0 0 0 0,172 0 0,0725 0
851220000  - Други апарати  за  осветление ил 0,705 0,13 0,19 0 0,616 0 0,41025 0
851240000  - Стъклочистачки  и  устройства  п 0 0 0 0 0,106 0 0 0 0,0265 0
851290000  - Части 0,182 0,071 0,142 0 0 0 0,09875 0
851310000  - Лампи 1,839 0,144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,45975 0,036
851519000  -- Други 0,228 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,057 0
851580910  ---- За електросъпротивително зава 0 0 0,395 0 0 0 0 0,09875 0
851610190  --- Други 12,368 8,607 93,626 58,642 102,121 56,821 52,859 26,825 65,2435 37,72375
851610910  --- За домакински цели 0 0 0,881 0,52 0 0 0 0 0,22025 0,13
851610990  --- Други 0 0 2,186 2,38 0 0 0 0 0,5465 0,595
851629100  --- Радиатори, отопляващи чрез цир 0 0 0,067 0 0 0 0 0,01675 0
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851629910  ---- С вграден вентилатор 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
851629990  ---- Други 0,112 0 0 0 0 0,099 0 0,05275 0
851660100   -- Готварски печки 0 0 0 0 0 0,1 0 0 0 0,025
851680910  --- Монтирани върху основа от изол 0,856 0,215 0 0 2,33 0,12 0 0 0,7965 0,08375
851680990  --- Други 0,408 0,3 0 0 0,054 0 0,1905 0
851690000  - Части 0,197 2,774 0,423 2,228 0,14 0,21 0 1,35225 0,14075
851711000  -- Кабелни телефонни апарати с без 0 0 0 0 1,372 0 0,921 0 0,57325 0
851719900  --- Други 2,3 0,4 0 0 0,401 0,066 0 0 0,67525 0,1165
851721000  -- Телекопиращи устройства (факс) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
851730000  - Комутационни системи за телефони 0 0 0 0 74,124 0,875 483,329 3,622 139,36325 1,12425
851750100  -- За телекомуникация чрез носещ т 38,54 0,192 10,495 0,079 2,127 0 0 0 12,7905 0,06775
851750900  -- Други 0 0 53,86 0,52 106,316 0,588 0 0 40,044 0,277
851790880  --- Други 7,704 1,411 0 0 12,165 1,812 41,39 0,651 15,31475 0,9685
851810200  --- Микрофони, чиито честотен обхв 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,096 0,024 0
851821900  --- Други 0 0 0,408 0,298 0 0 0,275 0 0,17075 0,0745
851822900  --- Други 1,267 0,108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,31675 0,027
851829800  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,5 0,05 0,375 0,0125
851993810  ---- С аналогово-цифрова четяща си 0 0 0,2 0 0 0 0 0,05 0
852110800  --- Други 0,65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1625 0
852190000  - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,254 0 0,0635 0
852311000  -- С широчина, непревишаваща 4 mm 3,443 0,652 8,399 1,618 25,86 8,754 0 0 9,4255 2,756
852312000  -- С широчина, превишаваща  4 mm, 0,479 0,097 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,11975 0,02425
852313000  -- С широчина, превишаваща 6,5 mm 0 0 0 0 0,927 0,21 0 0 0,23175 0,0525
852320900  -- Други 15,961 1,301 15,419 1,15 0,37 0,051 0,92 0,08 8,1675 0,6455
852390000  - Други 132,16 44,187 161,812 49,592 1,08 0,155 0 0 73,763 23,4835
852431000  -- За възпроизвеждане на явления, 0 0 0,28 0 0 0 0 0,07 0
852439100  --- За възпроизвеждане на команди, 0 0 0 0 2,75 0 0 0 0,6875 0
852451000  -- С широчина, непревишаваща 4 mm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
852491000  -- За възпроизвеждане на явления, 0 0 0 0 0,85 0 0 0 0,2125 0
852510500  --- Предавателни апарати за радиот 0 0 2,615 24,474 0,1 1,206 0 7,07375 0,025
852520990  --- Други 0 0 13,178 0,099 38,578 0,147 5,655 0 14,35275 0,0615
852540110  --- Цифрови 0 0 0,671 0 0 0 0 0,16775 0
852691190  ---- Други (1) 25,057 0,088 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,26425 0,022
852691900  --- Други 0 0 1,685 0,059 0 0 0 0 0,42125 0,01475
852692900  --- Други 1,667 8,415 0 0 0 0 2,5205 0
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852731930  ----- С касети и с аналогово-цифро 0 0 1,93 0,136 0 0 0 0 0,4825 0,034
852812520  ------ Не превишава 42 cm 1,21 0,115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,3025 0,02875
852812540  ------ Превишава 42 cm, но не прев 3,744 0,46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,936 0,115
852812560  ------ Превишава 52 cm, но не прев 4,212 0,49 1,323 0,055 0,417 0 0 0 1,488 0,13625
852821900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,814 0,954 1,7035 0,2385
852910310  ----- За приемане на спътникови пр 10,421 3,37 17,516 5,255 15,25 4,9 0 0 10,79675 3,38125
852990100  -- Комплекти и елементи от комплек 60,136 2,718 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,034 0,6795
852990400  --- Части за апаратите, посочени в 0 0 0,11 0,139 0 8,235 0,087 2,121 0,02175
852990819  ------ Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,102 0 0,2755 0
853120800  ---- Други 1,742 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,4355 0
853190100 -- ЗA AПAPATИTE OT N 8531 20 11,316 0,19 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,829 0,0475
853190200  -- За апаратите от подпозиция 8531 0 0 23,511 0,792 35,421 1,476 7,844 0,214 16,694 0,6205
853190800  -- Други 3,595 0,079 1,49 0 0 0,265 0 1,3375 0,01975
853210000  -  Постоянни кондензатори, предназ 3,017 0,36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,75425 0,09
853223000  -- С керамичен диелектрик, едносло 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
853224000  -- С керамичен диелектрик, многосл 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
853225000  -- С  хартиен или пластмасов диеле 9,959 0,858 2,092 0,145 0 0 42,921 2,155 13,743 0,7895
853229000  -- Други 0 0 29,73 1,795 37,224 1,964 2,202 0,1 17,289 0,96475
853290000  - Части 0 0 5,26 0,47 0 0 0 0 1,315 0,1175
853331000  -- За мощност, непревишаваща 20 W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,406 0 0,1015 0
853400110  -- Многослойни платки 3,731 0 0 3,68 0 0 0 1,85275 0
853400190  -- Други 0 0 45,828 0,485 42,623 0,989 6,424 0,191 23,71875 0,41625
853400900  - Съдържащи други пасивни елементи 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,088 0 0,272 0
853521000  -- За напрежение, по-малко от  72, 0,444 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,111 0
853530100  -- За напрежение, по-малко от 72,5 114,047 0,085 0 0 0 0 0 0 28,51175 0,02125
853610100  -- За ток със сила, непревишаваща 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
853610500  -- За ток със сила, превишаваща 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,876 0 0,219 0
853620100  -- За ток със сила, непревишаваща 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,688 1,4 0,922 0,35
853630300  -- За ток със сила, превишаваща 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,179 0,04475 0
853630900  -- За ток със сила, превишаваща 12 0 0 0 0 0,705 0 0 0 0,17625 0
853641900  --- За ток със сила, превишаваща 2 0,684 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,171 0
853649000  -- Други 0,305 0 0 4,771 0 1,269 0
853650070  -- Eлектромеханични прекъсвачи с в 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
853650110  ---- С клавиш или бутон 0,326 0,995 0,054 0,078 0 0 0 0,34975 0,0135
853650190  ---- Други 0,066 0 0 0,301 0 0,09175 0
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853650800  --- Други 0 0 38,309 0,672 43,705 0,55 8,093 0,384 22,52675 0,4015
853661900  --- Други 0,063 0 0 0,215 0 0,0695 0
853690100  -- Свръзки и контактни елементи за 0,226 0 0 0,149 0 1,098 0,062 0,36825 0,0155
853690850  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,812 0,106 0,203 0,0265
853710910  --- Уреди за управление с програми 1,2 0 0 0 0 0,4 0,1 0,4 0,025
853710990  --- Други 4,8 1 0 0 0 0 1,674 0,214 1,6185 0,3035
853810000  - Табла, панели, конзоли, пултове, 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,11 0,108 0,5275 0,027
853890910  --- Електронни сглобки 0 0 0 0 9,57 0 0 0 2,3925 0
853890990  --- Други 0 0 0,367 0,533 0 0 0 0,225 0
853910900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,525 0,235 0,13125 0,05875
853921920  ---- Превишаващо 100 V 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,225 0,203 0,30625 0,05075
853921980  ---- Непревишаващо 100 V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,485 0,061 0,12125 0,01525
853922900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
853929920  ---- Превишаващо 100 V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,299 0 0,07475 0
853931100  --- С два цокъла 0 0 0,203 0,276 0 0,216 0 0,17375 0
853931900  --- Други 0,3 0,591 0 0 0,433 0 0,331 0
853932100  --- С живачни пари 0 0 0,126 0,726 0 0 0 0,213 0
853932500  --- С натриеви пари 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
853932900  --- С метални халогениди 0 0 0,096 0 0 0,627 0 0,18075 0
853990900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
854060000  - Други електроннолъчеви тръби 0,576 0,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,144 0,03
854079000  -- Други 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,5 0
854089000  -- Други 2,166 0,116 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5415 0,029
854110000  - Диоди, различни от фотодиодите и 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,75 0 0,1875 0
854129000  -- Други 1,666 0 0 0 0 2,277 0 0,98575 0
854260000  - Хибридни интегрални схеми 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,201 0 0,05025 0
854290000  - Части 0 0 1 0,524 0 0 0 0 0,25 0,131
854330800  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,4 0 0,35 0 0,1875 0
854411100  --- Емайлирани или лакирани 0 0 0 0 7,076 3,101 0 0 1,769 0,77525
854430900  -- Други 0 0 3,17 0 0 2,281 0,792 1,36275 0,198
854441100  --- От видовете, използвани за тел 0 0 6,48 0,36 0 0 0 0 1,62 0,09
854441900  --- Други 14,91 1,03 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,7275 0,2575
854449200  --- От видовете, използвани за тел 0 0 0 0 1,2 0,125 5,25 0,974 1,6125 0,27475
854449800  --- Други 0,121 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,03025 0
854451900  --- Други 0,276 0 0 0 0 2,102 4,671 0,5945 1,16775



MITN № NAME 1999USD'000 1999TNE 2000USD'000 2000TNE 2001USD'000 2001TNE 2002USD'000 2002TNE Avr. USD Avr.TNE
854459100  --- Проводници и кабели, с диаметъ 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,458 0,889 1,6145 0,22225
854459800  ---- За напрежение, превишаващо 80 5,906 3,65 0,128 0,083 0 0 37,523 3,004 10,88925 1,68425
854690900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
870321901  ---- Пътнически автомобили 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,721 0,68 0,18025 0,17
870322901  ---- Пътнически автомобили 0 0 0,491 0,85 0 0 0,917 4,03 0,352 1,22
870323191  ----- Пътнически автомобили 14 1,245 10,85 1,363 0 0 0 0 6,2125 0,652
870323901  ---- Пътнически автомобили 0 0 4,371 3,895 9,56 3,345 11,399 6,856 6,3325 3,524
870324901  ---- Пътнически автомобили 0 0 0 0 22,441 3,2 0 0 5,61025 0,8
870332191  ----- Пътнически автомобили 8,755 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,18875 0,3
870332199  ----- Други 19,129 1,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,78225 0,3
870332901  ---- Пътнически автомобили 0 0 0,982 1,15 0,899 0,95 3,622 1,5 1,37575 0,9
870410900  -- Други 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
870432990  ---- Употребявани 0 0 0 0 0,873 5,6 0 0 0,21825 1,4
870810900  -- Други 0,071 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,01775 0
870829900  --- Други 0,946 0,678 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,2365 0,1695
870831100  --- Предназначени за индустриален 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,52 0,085 0,38 0,02125
870831910  ---- За дискови спирачки 0,741 0,257 0,06 0,073 0 0,168 0 0,2605 0,06425
870831990  ---- Други 0,279 0,301 0,055 0,549 0,077 0,902 0,134 0,50775 0,0665
870839900  --- Други 0,061 0,821 0,64 0,23 0 0,173 0 0,306 0,17525
870860990  --- Други 1,051 0,287 0,688 0,219 1,233 0,203 3,67 0,201 1,6605 0,2275
870870990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 19,43 3,272 4,8575 0,818
870880900  -- Други 0,287 0,123 0,162 0,08 0,455 0,127 3,002 0,219 0,9765 0,13725
870891900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
870892100  --- Предназначени за индустриален 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
870892900  --- Други 2,345 3,211 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,58625 0,80275
870893900  --- Други 0,342 0,056 0,136 0,298 0 0,586 0,06 0,3405 0,029
870894900  --- Други 0,316 0,124 0,238 0,072 0,221 0 0 0 0,19375 0,049
870899300  ---- Стабилизиращи щанги 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
870899980  ----- Други 1,134 0,071 16,141 6,015 26,756 9,06 35,954 7,035 19,99625 5,54525
870911900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,9 3 2,475 0,75
870990000  - Части 0 0 0 0 3,051 0,06 0 0 0,76275 0,015
871631000  -- Цистерни 0 0 28,302 15 22,825 14,4 0 0 12,78175 7,35
871639800  ---- Употребявани 0 0 0 0 0,123 3,9 0 0 0,03075 0,975
871680000  - Други превозни средства 0 0 0 0 0,57 0,21 0 0 0,1425 0,0525
880211100  --- За гражданска употреба(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1,95 0,5 0,4875



MITN № NAME 1999USD'000 1999TNE 2000USD'000 2000TNE 2001USD'000 2001TNE 2002USD'000 2002TNE Avr. USD Avr.TNE
880220100  -- За гражданска употреба(1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,175 1 0,54375 0,25
880330100  -- Предназначени за гражданската 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,349 0,065 0,08725 0,01625
880400000  Парашути (включително управляемите 0 0 11,4 0,217 0 0 0 0 2,85 0,05425
900290900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
900311000  -- От пластмаси 1,153 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,28825 0
900319300  --- От неблагородни метали 1,54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,385 0
901010000  - Апарати и оборудване за автомати 0 0 3,532 0,168 0 0 2,85 0,33 1,5955 0,1245
901310000  - Оптични мерници за оръжия; перис 0 0 0 0 0,4 0 0 0 0,1 0
901380900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0,232 0 0,644 0 0,219 0
901590000  - Части и принадлежности 0 0 0 0 0 0 16,39 0,335 4,0975 0,08375
901831100  --- Пластмасови 104,466 20,195 39,601 13,708 136,802 34,662 28,288 8,299 77,28925 19,216
901832100  --- Тръбовидни метални игли 0,966 0,08 0,864 0,151 0,384 0,076 2,7 0,3 1,2285 0,15175
901839000  -- Други 16,512 3,082 12,237 2,358 48,756 10,09 0 0 19,37625 3,8825
901841000  -- Зъболекарски бормашини, дори ко 0 0 39,19 1,769 0 0 0 0 9,7975 0,44225
901849900  --- Други 0,537 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,13425 0
902129000  -- Други 0,55 0,085 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1375 0,02125
902511990  ---- Други 0 0 0,54 0 0 0 0 0,135 0
902519910  ---- Електронни 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,228 0 0,057 0
902580990  ---- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
902610590  ---- Други 2,25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,5625 0
902610910  ---- Дебитомери 3,107 0,102 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,77675 0,0255
902610990  ---- Други 770,092 48,317 0 0 0 0 0 0 192,523 12,07925
902620900  ---- Други 0,188 0,33 0,089 0 0 0,1295 0,02225
902680990  --- Други 0,42 0,09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,105 0,0225
902690900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
902820000  - Броячи за течности 94,569 5,52 94,68 6,836 0 0 0 0 47,31225 3,089
902890900  -- Други 0 0 0,249 0 0 0 0 0,06225 0
902910900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0,75 0
902920100  --- Предназначени за гражданската 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
902920310  ---- Скоростомери за сухопътни пре 0,075 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,01875 0
902990100  -- За броячи на обороти за скорост 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
902990900  -- Други 0 0 0,06 0 0 0 0 0,015 0
903020900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
903190800  --- Други 5,5 0,69 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,375 0,1725
903210300  --- Електронни 0,064 0 0 0 0 0,016 0



MITN № NAME 1999USD'000 1999TNE 2000USD'000 2000TNE 2001USD'000 2001TNE 2002USD'000 2002TNE Avr. USD Avr.TNE
903210999  ----- Други 0 0 0,244 0 0,38 0 0,156 0
903289900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 1,375 0 0,149 0 0,381 0
910511000  -- С  електрически принцип на дейс 0 0 0 0 0,518 0 0 0 0,1295 0
910919900  --- Други 0,081 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,02025 0
930200100  - С калибър 9 mm или повече 12,202 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,0505 0
930330000  - Други пушки  и  карабини  за  ло 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,817 0 0,70425 0
940130100   - - Тапицирани, с облегалка, с ко 0,655 0,49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,16375 0,1225
940161000   - - Тапицирани 0,1 0,18 0 0 0 0 1,052 0,283 0,288 0,11575
940171000   - - Тапицирани 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,836 0,6 0,209 0,15
940180000   - Други столове 0,732 0,5 0 0 0 0 0,64 0,2 0,343 0,175
940210000   - Зъболекарски столове, столове 1,215 0,24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,30375 0,06
940290000   - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
940310510   - - - - Бюра 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
940310590   - - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
940310910   - - - - Шкафове с врати или рулет 0,25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0625
940320990   - - - Други 2,686 1,295 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,6715 0,32375
940330110   - - - Бюра 0,088 0,22 0 0 0,06 0,06 3,182 1,495 0,8325 0,44375
940330190   - - - Други 0,9 1,55 0 0 0 0 0,106 0,08 0,2515 0,4075
940330910   - - - Шкафове, класьори и картоте 0,387 0,23 0 0 0 0 0,76 0,201 0,28675 0,10775
940330990   - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,22 1,089 0,055 0,27225
940340100   - - Модули за кухненско обзавежда 0 0 0 0 0,568 2,2 0,345 0,16 0,22825 0,59
940340900   - - Други 0,132 0 0 0 0 2,051 0,55 0,54575 0,1375
940350000   - Мебели от дърво от  видовете, и 10 6,6 0 0 2,276 1,515 11,793 8,509 6,01725 4,156
940360100   - - Мебели от дърво от видовете, 74,863 35,275 16,032 6,4 0 0 2,301 2,402 23,299 11,01925
940360300   - - Мебели от дърво от видовете, 0,195 0,33 0 0 0 0 5,34 2,945 1,38375 0,81875
940360900   - - Други мебели от дърво 0 0 1,105 0,29 0,054 0,09 14,778 2,559 3,98425 0,73475
940370900   - - Други 0,452 0,142 0 0 1,715 0,5 0 0 0,54175 0,1605
940380000   - Мебели от други материали, вклю 0 0 0 0 0 0,07 0 0 0 0,0175
940390100   - - От метал 8,544 5,431 3,85 2,7 0 0 0,258 0 3,163 2,03275
940390300   - - От дърво 0,293 0,195 0 0 0 0 7,202 0,955 1,87375 0,2875
940390900   - - От други материали 1,419 1,988 0,462 0,77 0 0 0 0 0,47025 0,6895
940429100   - - - С метални пружини 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,587 0,415 0,64675 0,10375
940429900   - - - Други 1,07 0,74 0,24 0 0 0,15 0 0,365 0,185
940430900 -- ДPУГИ CПAЛHИ ЧУBAЛИ 0,579 0,32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,14475 0,08
940490900   - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,7 1,683 0,425 0,42075



MITN № NAME 1999USD'000 1999TNE 2000USD'000 2000TNE 2001USD'000 2001TNE 2002USD'000 2002TNE Avr. USD Avr.TNE
940510210   - - - - От видовете, работещи с к 0 0 0 0 16,588 0,53 0 0 4,147 0,1325
940510290   - - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,605 0,748 2,15125 0,187
940510500   - - - От стъкло 0,11 0,055 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0275 0,01375
940510910   - - - - От видовете, работещи с 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
940510990   - - - - Други 0 0 1,624 0,24 1,04 0,372 4,341 0,491 1,75125 0,27575
940540350   - - - - От видовете, работещи с л 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,341 0,15 0,08525 0,0375
940540390   - - - - Други 0 0 0 0 0,198 0 0,621 0,112 0,20475 0,028
940540910   - - - - От видовете, работещи с к 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,058 0,3 0,5145 0,075
940540990   - - - - Други 0 0 0,793 0,287 4,283 1,553 0,436 0,057 1,378 0,47425
940560100   - - Светлинни реклами, светлинни 0 0 0,063 0 0 0 0 0 0,01575
940560910   - - - От пластмаси 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,103 1,18 0,02575 0,295
940560990   - - - От други материали 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,127 0,16 0,28175 0,04
940600390   - - Други 16,867 21,12 0 0 30,16 38,534 17,801 22,45 16,207 20,526
940600900   - От други материали 1,313 0,5 0 0 0 0 1,029 0,205 0,5855 0,17625
950430100  -- Игри с монитор 0 0 0 0 4,501 1,87 0 0 1,12525 0,4675
950430900  -- Части 1,601 2,533 0,06 0 0,225 0 1,10475 0
950490900  -- Други 0 0 1,3 0,75 0 0 0 0 0,325 0,1875
950662900  --- Други 1,394 0,461 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,3485 0,11525
950669900  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
950691100  --- Уреди за физически упражнения 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,1 0 0,025
950699900  --- Други 6,63 0,82 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,6575 0,205
960321000  -- Четки за  зъби, включително зъб 2,694 0,076 0 0 0,41 0,07 0,776 0,0365
960340100  -- Четки за боядисване и баданосва 0,216 0,092 0 0 1,768 0,217 0,519 0,05425
960340900  -- Бояджийски тампони и валяци 0,314 0,215 2,547 1,689 4,077 2,135 1,7345 1,00975
960390910  --- Четки и метли-четки за почиств 0 0 0,181 0 0 0 0 0,04525 0
960390990  --- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
960621000  -- От  пластмаси, непокрити  с тек 0,696 0,178 1,806 3,162 0 0 0 1,416 0,0445
960719000  -- Други 1,302 0,128 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,3255 0,032
960720900  -- Други 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
960810100  -- С течно мастило 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
960810910  ---- Със сменяем пълнител 0 0 0 0 0,499 0 0 0 0,12475 0
960810990  ---- Други 0 0 56,593 0,122 0 0 0,065 0 14,1645 0,0305
960820000  - Флумастери и маркери с  филцов ф 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
961210100  -- От пластмаси 2,813 5,718 0,105 3,921 0,121 3,352 0,077 3,951 0,07575
961220000  - Тампони 0 0 0,435 0 0 0 0 0,10875 0
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961310000  - Газови джобни запалки  за еднокр 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
961610100  -- Тоалетни пулверизатори 0,266 0 0 0,1 0 0 0 0,0915 0
970400000  Пощенски и таксови  марки, първодн 0,25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0625 0

ИЗНОС ОБЩО МОЛДОВА 19223,6 16788,3 15915,8 16816,6
ОБЩО ЗА СВЕТА 4006367,2 4825581



CN CODE DESCRIPTI
ON TQ

Import in 
Moldova

MFN 
Moldova CN CODE

0303 74 11 0 348,345 0303 0303 0303 74 11 0 #N/A
0303 74 20 0 28,38 0303 0303 0303 74 20 0 #N/A
0602 90 45 0 1,284 0602 0602 0602 90 45 0 #N/A
0603 10 13 0 1,096 0603 0603 0603 10 13 0 #N/A
0603 10 29 0 1,05 0603 0603 0603 10 29 0 #N/A
0708 20 20 0 1,5 0708 0708 0708 20 20 0 #N/A
0713 33 90 0 2,99 0713 0713 0713 33 90 0 #N/A
0802 90 85 0 1,046 0802 0802 0802 90 85 0 #N/A
0806 20 98 0 7,518 0806 0806 0806 20 98 0 #N/A
0810 90 85 0 8,007 0810 0810 0810 90 85 0 #N/A
0901 21 00 0 7,729 0901 0901 0901 21 00 0 #N/A
0904 11 90 0 2,47 0904 0904 0904 11 90 0 #N/A
1006 30 98 0 2,216 1006 1006 1006 30 98 0 #N/A
1101 00 15 0 4,575 1101 1101 1101 00 15 0 1101 00
1210 10 00 0 9,305 1210 1210 1210 10 00 0 1210
1210 20 10 0 83,281 1210 1210 1210 20 10 0 1210
1210 20 90 0 103,116 1210 1210 1210 20 90 0 1210
1512 19 91 0 3,618 1512 1512 1512 19 91 0 #N/A
1604 20 90 0 3,2 1604 1604 1604 20 90 0 1604 12
1701 99 10 0 1,65 1701 1701 1701 99 10 0 #N/A
1702 30 99 0 6,72 1702 1702 1702 30 99 0 1702 40
1902 19 10 0 2,37 1902 1902 1902 19 10 0 1902
1905 30 59 0 10,68 1905 1905 1905 30 59 0 1905
2008 11 96 0 3,918 2008 2008 2008 11 96 0 2008
2008 19 99 0 1 2008 2008 2008 19 99 0 2008
2009 19 19 0 11,918 2009 2009 2009 19 19 0 2009
2009 19 99 0 6,883 2009 2009 2009 19 99 0 2009
2009 20 19 0 3,575 2009 2009 2009 20 19 0 2009
2009 20 99 0 1,493 2009 2009 2009 20 99 0 2009
2009 30 95 0 1,485 2009 2009 2009 30 95 0 2009
2009 40 19 0 10,173 2009 2009 2009 40 19 0 2009
2009 40 99 0 4,159 2009 2009 2009 40 99 0 2009
2009 70 93 0 1,137 2009 2009 2009 70 93 0 2009
2009 80 38 0 7,27 2009 2009 2009 80 38 0 2009
2009 80 88 0 2,264 2009 2009 2009 80 88 0 2009
2009 80 89 0 3,138 2009 2009 2009 80 89 0 2009
2009 90 29 0 20,694 2009 2009 2009 90 29 0 2009
2009 90 96 0 3,573 2009 2009 2009 90 96 0 2009
2009 90 97 0 1,366 2009 2009 2009 90 97 0 2009
2009 90 98 0 6,254 2009 2009 2009 90 98 0 2009
2101 11 19 0 4,241 2101 2101 2101 11 19 0 #N/A
2102 10 39 0 1,808 2102 2102 2102 10 39 0 #N/A
2106 90 98 0 42,899 2106 2106 2106 90 98 0 #N/A
2204 29 58 1 129,987 2204 2204 2204 29 58 1 2204 10
2208 20 29 4 193,876 2208 2208 2208 20 29 4 2208 20
2208 20 40 0 1099,446 2208 2208 2208 20 40 0 2208 20
2208 90 74 0 6,68 2208 2208 2208 90 74 0 2208 20
2401 10 60 0 368,25 2401 2401 2401 10 60 0 2401
2401 10 90 0 2536,642 2401 2401 2401 10 90 0 2401
2401 20 10 0 21,645 2401 2401 2401 20 10 0 2401
2403 10 10 0 13,702 2403 2403 2403 10 10 0 2403
2403 10 90 0 88,592 2403 2403 2403 10 90 0 2403
1512 19 91 0 3,618
1701 99 10 0 1,65



2101 11 19 0 4,241
2102 10 39 0 1,808
2106 90 98 0 42,899



Първоначално искане за внос на  
селскостопански стоки с български произход в 

Република Молдова 

CN code DESCRIPTION TQ
Avr.exp. 
000'USD

MFN 
Moldova

0203 21
Цели или половин трупове от животни от рода на 
свинете, замразени 0 15

0204
Меса от животни от рода на овцете или козите, 
пресни, охладени или замразени: 0 15

0207 11 Месо от петли и кокошки,неразфасовано,прясно или 
охладено 15

0207 12 Месо от петли и кокошки,неразфасовано,замразено 24,57 15

0207 13 Месо от петли и кокошки,разфасовано и карантии,прясно 
или охладено 0 15

0207 14 Месо от петли и кокошки,разфасовано и карантии, 
замразено 0 15

0302 11 Пъстърви, пресни или охладени 0 10

0302 69 Други риби пресни или охладени, с изключение на черния 
дроб и хайвера 0 10

0303 74 11 0
-- Скумрии (Scomber scombrus, Scomber australasicus, 
Scomber japonicus): 348,35 10

0303 74 20 0
-- Скумрии (Scomber scombrus, Scomber australasicus, 
Scomber japonicus): 28,38 10

0403 10 Кисело мляко 0 15
0403 90 Други  млека 0 15
0405 10 Масло 0 15
0406 Сирена и извара: 0 15
0409 00 00 Естествен мед 0 15
0603 10 13 0   - Свежи цветя: 1,10 15
0603 10 29 0   - Свежи цветя: 1,05 15
0602 90 45 0   - - - - - - Вкоренени издънки и млади растения 1,28 15
0701 90 Други картофи, пресни или охладени 0,55 5, 15
0702 00 00 Домати, пресни или охладени 0 10,15,20

0703 Лук, шалот, чесън, праз и други лукови зеленчуци, пресни 
или охладени 1 15

0707 00 Краставици и корнишони, пресни или охладени 0 10, 15
0709 30 Патладжани, пресни или охладени 0 15

0709 51 00 0 Гъби от вида Agaricus (култивирани гъби), пресни или 
охладени 0 15

0709 59 Други гъби, пресни или охладени 0 15

0709 60
Пиперки от вида Capsicum илиPimenta, пресни или 
охладени 0 15

0709 90 Други зеленчуци, пресни или охладени 0 15
0708 20 20 0 1,50 15

0710
Зеленчуци, неварени или варени във вода или на пара, 
замразени: 0 15

0713 33 90 0  --- Друг    2,99 15
0802 90 85 0  -- Други 1,05 10
0806 20 98 0  --- Друго 7,52 0
0810 90 85 0  - Други пресни плодове: 8,01 10
0811
0901 21 00 0   - - Недекофеинизирано 7,73 10
0904 11 90 0   - - Несмлян, нито пулверизиран 2,47 10
1006 30 98 0   - - - - - Със съотношение дължина/широчина на зърната 3 ил 2,22 5



1101 00 Брашно пшенично или брашно от смес от пшеница и ръж 0,39 15

1210 Шишарки от хмел, пресни или сушени, дори надробени, 
смлени или под формата на гранули; прах от хмел 102,23 0

1512 19  ---- От слънчоглед  3,62 15

1601 00 Колбаси и подобни продукти от месо, карантии или кръв; 
приготвени храни на база на тези продукти: 0 15

1602 Други приготвени храни и консерви от месо, карантии или 
кръв: 2,71 15

1604 12 Консерви от херинги 0 10

1604 13 Консерви от сардини, сардинели, шпрот, трицона или цаца: 0 10
1604 15 Консерви от скумрии 0 10
1604 20 Други приготвени храни и консерви от риби 0 10
1604 30 Хайвер и неговите заместители 0 10
1702 30  ---- Други 6,72 15
1702 40 Глюкоза и сироп от глюкоза 0 15
1702 50 00 0 Фруктоза, химически чиста 0 15
1702 60 Други видове фруктоза и сироп от фруктоза 4,89 15
1702 90 10 0 Химически чиста малтоза 0 15
1702 90 30 0 Изоглюкоза 0 15
1702 90 50 0 Малтодекстрин и сироп от малтодекстрин 0 15

1704 Захарни изделия без какао (включително белия шоколад):

1704 90 Други 21,31 15

1806 Шоколад и други хранителни продукти, съдържащи какао 0,82 15

1902

Макаронени изделия, дори варени или пълнени (с месо или 
други продукти) или обработени по друг начин, такива като 
спагети, макарони, юфка, лазаня, равиоли, канелони; кус-
кус, дори приготвен 1,55 15

1904

Продукти на базата на приготвени чрез набъбване или 
печене житни растения (например corn flakes); житни 
растения (различни от царевицата) на зърна или под 
формата на люспи или други преработени зърна (с 
изключение на брашно и едрозърнест или дребнозърнест 
грис), варени или приготвени по друг начин, неупоменати, 
нито включени другаде 19,89 15

1905

Хлебарски, тестени  сладкарски или бисквитни продукти, 
дори с прибавка на какао; нафора, празни капсули  от тесто 
за медикаменти, тесто за запечатване, сухи тестени листа 
от брашно, скорбяла или нишесте и подобни продукти 5,68 15

2001 10 00 0 Краставици и корнишони, приготвени или консервирани с 
оцет или с оцетна киселина 12,4 15

2001 90 20 0 Плодове от вида Capsicum, различни от сладките пиперки, 
приготвени или консервирани с оцет или с оцетна киселина 0 15

2001 90 50 0 Гъби, приготвени или консервирани с оцет или с оцетна 
киселина 0,05 15

2001 90 70 0 Сладки пиперки, приготвени или консервирани с оцет или с 
оцетна киселина 1,44 15

2001 90 96 Други 3,88 15

2002 Домати, приготвени или консервирани по начин, различен 
от този с оцет или с оцетна киселина 5,87 15



2003 10
Гъби от вида Agaricus, приготвени  или консервирани 
по начин, различен от този с оцет или с оцетна 
киселина: 0,61 15

2005
Други зеленчуци, приготвени или консервирани по начин, 
различен от този с оцет или с оцетна киселина, 
незамразени, различни от продуктите от № 2006: 9,78 15

2007
Конфитюри, желета, мармелади, пюрета и каши от плодове, 
приготвени чрез варене, със или без прибавка на захар или 
други подсладители: 3,77 0,10

2008

Плодове и други части от растения, годни за консумация, 
приготвени или консервирани по друг начин, със или  без 
прибавка на захар  или други подсладители или алкохол, 
неупоменати, нито включени другаде 6,67 10

2009

Плодови сокове  (включително мъст от грозде) или 
зеленчукови сокове, неферментирали, без прибавка на 
алкохол, със или без прибавка на захар или други 
подсладители 90,05 5, 15

2101 11 19 0   - - - Други 4,24 5
2102 10 39 0   - - - Други 1,81 15

2103  Препарати за сосове и готови сосове; комбинирани 
подправки; синапено брашно и готова горчица: 3,62 15

2106 90 98 0   - - - Други 42,90 0

2201 Води, минерални и газирани, неподсладени, нито 
ароматизирани 0,37 15

2202

Води, включително минералните води и газираните води, 
подсладени със захар или други подсладители или 
ароматизирани, други безалкохолни напитки, с изключение 
на плодовите и зеленчуковите сокове от № 2009 7,6 15

2203 00 Бири от малц 0
1eur/1 de 
alcohol

2204 10 Пенливи вина 0
1eur/1 de 
alcohol

2204 21
Други вина; гроздова мъст, чиято ферментация е била 
прекъсната или  спряна чрез прибавка на алкохол, в съдове 
с вместимост, непревишаваща 2 l:                                           86,71

1eur/1 de 
alcohol

2208 20 Спиртни напитки  от вино или от гроздови джибри 363,71
1eur/1 de 
alcohol

2208 70 Ликьори 0
1eur/1 de 
alcohol

2208 90 Други спиртни напитки 5,54
1eur/1 de 
alcohol

2309 Препарати от видовете, използвани за храна на животни 5,36 10

2401 Сурови или необработени тютюни; отпадъци от тютюн 207,25 15
2402 20 Цигари, съдържащи тютюн 176,57 3 eur/1000
2402 90 00 0 Други цигари, различни от тези съдържащи тютюн 0 3 eur/1000

2403
Други видове тютюн и заместители на тютюна, обработени; 
"хомогенизирани" или "възстановени" тютюни; тютюневи 
екстракти и сокове: 15,92 15

в жълта клетка - съвпадащите позиции по нашето искане и техните данни за вноса
в син текст - допълнителни позиции по данните за техния внос



CN code DESCRIPTION
0203 21 Pork meat, frozen
0204 Sheep and goat meat, fresh, chilled, frozen
0207 11, 12, 
13, 14 Poultry meat

0302 11 Trout, fresh or chilled
0302 69 Other fish, fresh or chilled
0403 Yogurt and other milk
0405 Butter 
0406 Cheese and curd
0408 Eggs
0409 00 00 Natural honey
0603 Cut flowers
0701 90 Potatoes, other
0702 00 00 Tomatoes, fresh or chilled
0703 Onions, shallots, garlic, etc., fresh or chilled
0707 00 Cucumbers and gerkins, fresh or chilled
0708 Leguminous vegetables, fresh or chilled
0709 30 Aubergines, fresh or chilled
0709 51 00 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus, fresh or chilled
0709 59 Other mushrooms, fresh or chilled
0709 60 Fruits of the genus Capsicum or Pimenta
0709 90 Other vegetables
0710 Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water) frozen
0713 Leguminous vegetables, dried

0811
Fruit and nuts, (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water), frozen, whether or not containing added 
sugar

1512 19 Sunflower-seed oil
1517 Margarine
1601 00 Sausages and similar products
1602 Other prepared or preserved meat
1604 Prepared or preserved fish, caviar
1702 Glucose and glucose sirup
1704 Sugar confectionery, (incl. white chocolate) not containig cocoa
1806 Chocolate and other fruit preparations, containing cocoa
1902 Pasta, whether or not cooked
1904 Prepared foods obtained by swelling or roasting of cereals 
1905 Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers'  wares
2001 10 00 Cucumbers and gerkins, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid
2001 90 20 Fruits of the genus Capsicum, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 
2001 90 50 Mushrooms, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid
2001 90 70 Sweet peppers, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid
2001 90 96 Other
2002 Tomatoes, prepared or preserved
2003 10 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus, prepared or preserved
2005 Other vegetables, prepared or preserved
2007 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, obtained by cooking
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2008 Fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved
2009 Fruit juices and vegetable juices
2102 10 39 Bakers' yeast
2103 Sauces and preparations therefor
2106 90 92 Food preparations
2106 90 98 Food preparations
2201, 2202 Waters and mineral waters
2203 00 Beer made from malt
2204 10 Sparkling wine
2204 21 Other wine
2208 20 Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc
2208 70 Liqueurs
2208 90 Other spirits
2309 Preparations of a kind used in animal feeding
2401 Unmanufactured tobacco
2402 20 Cigarettes
2403 Other manufactured tobacco



ANNEX 2a TO PROTOCOL A

CN code DESCRIPTION  TQ Duty
0203 21         
0203 22         
0203 29

Pork meat, frozen 150t free

0204 Sheep and goat meat, fresh, chilled, frozen 150t free
0302 11 Trout, fresh or chilled
0302 69 Other fish, fresh or chilled
030374 Mackarel, frozen
0403 10 Yogurt and other milk 300 t free
0408 Eggs 100 t free
0409 00 000 Natural honey 150 t free
0603 10 Cut flowers 100 t free
0701 90 Potatoes, other 200 t free
0702 00 Tomatoes, fresh or chilled 350 t free
0703 10 Onions and shallots
0703 20 000 Garlic
0703 90 000 Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables
0707 00 Cucumbers and gerkins, fresh or chilled 300 t free
0708 Leguminous vegetables, fresh or chilled 100 t free
0709 30 000 Aubergines, fresh or chilled
0709 51 Mushrooms of the genius Agaricus and other, fresh or chilled
0709 60 Fruits of the genus Capsicum or Pimenta
0709 90 Other vegetables
0710 Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water) frozen 100 t free
0713 Leguminous vegetables, dried 150 t free
0811 10         
0811 90

Fruit and nuts, (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water), frozen, 
whether or not containing added sugar 100 t free

1512 19 Sunflower-seed oil 200 t free
1517 Margarine 100 t free
1601 00 Sausages and similar products 100t 50% red.
1602 10 00 Homogenized preparations
1602 20 Of liver of any animal
1602 31 Of turkeys
1602 32 Of fowls of the species Gallus domesticus
1602 39 Other
1602 42 Shoulders and cuts thereof
1602 49 Other, including mixtures
1604 12 Herrings
1604 13 Sardines, sardinella and brisling or sprats
1604 14 Tunas, skipjack and bonito (Sarda spp.)
1604 15 Mackerel
1604 20 Other prepared or preserved fish
1604 30 Caviar and caviar substitutes
1702 30 Clucose and glucose sirup
1702 40 Clucose and glucose sirup
1702 50 000 Chemically pure fructose
1702 60 Other fructose and fructose sirup
1702 90 100 Chemically pure maltose
1702 90 300 Isoglucose
1702 90 500 Maltodextrine and maltodextrine sirup
1704 90 710 Boiled sweets,whether or not filled
1704 90 750 Toffees, caramels and similar sweets
1704 90 990 Other

free150 t

100t 50% red.

free

free

150t free

150

150t 50% red.

150t free

150 t

1



CN code DESCRIPTION  TQ Duty

1806 20 100 Containing 31 % or more by weight of cocoa butter or containing a combined 
weight of 31 % or more of cocoa butter and milk fat

1806 20 300 Containing a combined weight of 25 % or more, but less than 31 % of cocoa 
butter and milk fat

1806 20 800 Chocolate flavour coating
1806 20 950 Other
1806 32 100 With added cereal, fruit or nuts
1806 32 900 Other
1806 90 Other
1902 19 Other
1902  20 Stuffed pasta, whether or not cooked or otherwise prepared
1902 30 Other pasta

1904 10 Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal products

1904 20 Prepared foods obtained from unroasted cereal flakes or from mixtures of 
unroasted cereal flakes and roasted cereal flakes or swelled cereal

1904 90 Other
1905 30 Sweet biscuits
1905 90 Other
2001 10 000 Cucumbers and gerkins, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid

2001 90 200 Fruits of the genus Capsicum, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 

2001 90 500 Mushrooms, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid
2001 90 700 Sweet peppers, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid
2001 90 960 Other
2002 Tomatoes, prepared or preserved 200 t free
2003 10 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus, prepared or preserved 150 t free
2005 10 00 Homogenized vegetables
2005 40 000 Peas (Pisum sativum
2005 90 Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables
2007 99 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, obtained by cooking 150 t free
2008 11 Ground-nuts
2008 19 Other, including mixtures
2008 40 Pears
2008 60 Cherries
2008 70 Peaches, including nectarines
2008 99 Other
2009 Fruit juices and vegetable juices 300 t free
2102 10 390 Bakers' yeast 100 t free
2103 Sauces and preparations therefor 150t free
2201 Waters and mineral waters, not containing added sugar nor flavoured 200t free
2202 Waters and mineral waters, containing added sugar or flavoured 200 t free

2309 10 510 Containing no milk products or containing less than 10 % by weight of such 
products

2309 10 900 Other

2309 90 310 Containing no milk products or containing less than 10 % by weight of such 
products

2309 90 410 Containing no milk products or containing less than 10 % by weight of such 
products

2401 10 100 Flue-cured Virginia type
2401 10 60 Sun-cured Oriental type tobacco
2401 10 700 Dark air-cured tobacco
2401 20 100 Flue-cured Virginia type
2401 20 60 Sun-cured Oriental type tobacco
2401 20 700 Dark air-cured tobacco
2402 20 Cigarettes 100t 50% red.

free100 t

100 t

free

free

free150 t

200t free

100t free

150t free

200t free

100 t free

100t
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CN code DESCRIPTION TQ Duty

1512 11 Crude oil 200t free

1601 Sausages and similar products, of meat, meat offal or blood; 
food preparations based on these products 100t 50% red.

1602 39     Other preapared or preserved meat of poultry of heading No 
0105                                                                                                

1602 42    Other preapared or preserved meat of shoulders and cuts of of 

1602 49  Other preapared or preserved meat of swine, including mixtures 

1602 50 Other preapared or preserved meaof bovine animals

1603 Extracts and juices of meat, fish or crustaceans, molluscs or 
other aquatic invertebrates 50t free

1702 30      Glucose and glucose syrup, not containing fructose    
1702 40 Glucose and glucose syrup, containing fructose    
1702 50 00 Chemically pure fructose

1702 60 Other fructose and fructose syrup, containing in the dry state 
more than 50 % by weight of fructose, excluding invert sugar

1703 Molasses resulting from the extraction or refining of sugar 100t free
1704 90 71 Boiled sweets, whether or not filled
1704 90 75 Toffees, caramels and similar sweets
1704 90 99 Other
1806 Chocolate and other food preparations, containing cocoa 100t free
2001 10 00 Cucumbers and gherkins
2001 90 10 Mango chutney

2001 90 20 Fruit of the genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers or 
pimentos

2001 90 99 Others

2002 Tomatoes prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid 100t free

2003 10 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 150t free
2004 10 99  
2004 90 91  
2004 90 98

Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by 
vinegar or acetic acid, frozen, other than products of heading 
No 2006

50t free

2005 10 Homogenized vegetables
2005 51 Beans, shelled
2005 90 60 Carrots

2006 Vegetables, fruit, nuts, fruit- peel and other parts of plants, 
preserved by sugar (drained, glacé or crystallised) 50t free

2007 99
Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, fruit or nut purйe and fruit or nut 
pastes, being cooked preparations, whether or not containing 
added sugar or other sweetening matter

100t free

2008 50 Apricots
2008 60 Cherries
2008 70 Peaches, including nectarines
2008 99 Other

2009
Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, 
unfermented and not containing added spirit, whether or not 
containing added sugar or other sweetening matter

100t free

2206 00 51  
2206 00 59

Other fermented beverages (for example, cider, perry, mead); 
mixtures of fermented beverages and mixtures of fermented 
beverages and non- alcoholic beverages, not elsewhere specified 
or included

500hl free

2402 20 Cigarettes containing tobacco 100t 50% red. 

150t free

100t free

ANNEX 2b TO PROTOCOL A

100t 50% red.

100t free

150t free

100t 50% red.
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TITLE I 



GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 

Article 1 
Definitions 

 
For the purposes of this Protocol: 
 
a) "manufacture" means any kind of working or processing including assembly 

or specific operations; 
b) "material" means any ingredient, raw material, component or part, etc., used 

in the manufacture of the product; 
c) "product" means the product being manufactured, even if it is intended for 

later use in another manufacturing operation; 
d) "goods" means both materials and products; 
e) "customs value" means the value as determined in accordance with the 1994 

Agreement on implementation of Article VII of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (WTO Agreement on customs valuation); 

f) "ex-works price" means the price paid for the product ex works to the manufacturer in the 
Contracting Party in whose undertaking the last working or processing is carried out, 
provided the price includes the value of all the materials used, minus any internal taxes 
which are, or may be, repaid when the product obtained is exported; 

g) "value of materials" means the customs value at the time of importation of 
the non-originating materials used, or, if this is not known and cannot be 
ascertained, the first ascertainable price paid for the materials in the 
Contracting Party; 

h) "value of originating materials" means the value of such materials as defined 
in (g) applied mutatis mutandis; 

i) "value added" shall be taken to be the ex works price minus the customs 
value of each of the materials incorporated which originate in the other 
Contracting Party or, where the customs value is not known or can not be 
ascertained, the first ascertainable price paid for the materials in the 
Contracting Party; 

j) "chapters" and "headings" mean the chapters and the headings (four-digit 
codes) used in the nomenclature which makes up the Harmonized 
Commodity Description and Coding System, referred to in this Protocol as 
"the Harmonized System" or "HS"; 

k) "classified" refers to the classification of a product or material under a 
particular heading; 
l) "consignment" means products which are either sent simultaneously from 

one exporter to one consignee or covered by a single transport document 
covering their shipment from the exporter to the consignee or, in the absence 
of such a document, by a single invoice; 

m) "territories" includes territorial waters; 
n) “euro” means the single currency of the European Monetary Union. 



 
TITLE II 

DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPT OF "ORIGINATING PRODUCTS" 
 

Article 2 
General requirements 

 
For the purpose of implementing this Agreement, the following products shall 
be considered as originating in a Contracting Party: 
 
a) products wholly obtained in that Contracting Party within the meaning of 
Article 4; 
 
b) products obtained in that Contracting Party incorporating materials which 

have not been wholly obtained there, provided that such materials have 
undergone sufficient working or processing in that Contracting Party within 
the meaning of Article 5. 

 
Article 3 

Bilateral cumulation of origin 
 

Materials originating in a Contracting Party shall be considered as materials 
originating in the other Contracting Party when incorporated into a product 
obtained there. It shall not be necessary that such materials have undergone 
sufficient working or processing, provided they have undergone working or 
processing going beyond that referred to in Article 6(1) of this Protocol. 

 
Article 4 

Wholly obtained products 
 
1. The following shall be considered as wholly obtained in a Contracting Party: 
 

a) mineral products extracted from its soil or from its seabed; 
b) vegetable products harvested there; 
c) live animals born and raised there; 
d) products from live animals raised there; 
e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted there; 
f) products of sea fishing and other products taken from the sea outside the 

territorial waters of a Contracting Party by its vessels; 
g) products made aboard its factory ships exclusively from products referred 

to in (f); 
h) used articles collected there fit only for the recovery of raw materials, 

including used tyres fit only for retreading or for use as waste; 
i) waste and scrap resulting from manufacturing operations conducted there; 



j) products extracted from marine soil or subsoil outside its territorial waters 
provided that it has sole rights to work that soil or subsoil; 

k) goods produced there exclusively from the products specified in (a) to (j). 
 
2. The terms "its vessels" and "its factory ships" in paragraph 1(f) and (g) shall 

apply only to vessels and factory ships: 
 

a) which are registered or recorded in a Contracting Party; 
b) which sail under the flag of that Contracting Party; 
c) which are owned to an extent of at least 50 per cent by nationals of that 

Contracting Party, or by a company with its head office in one of the  
Contracting Parties, of which the manager or managers, Chairman of the 
Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board, and the majority of the 
members of such boards are nationals of that Contracting Party and of 
which, in addition, in the case of partnerships or limited companies, at 
least half the capital belongs to that Contracting Party or to public bodies 
or nationals of  that Contracting Party; 

d) of which the master and officers are nationals of  that Contracting Party; 
and 

e) of which at least 75 per cent of the crew are nationals of that Contracting 
Party. 

Article 5 
Sufficiently worked or processed products 

 
1. For the purposes of Article 2, products which are not wholly obtained are 

considered to be sufficiently worked or processed when the conditions set out 
in the list in Annex II are fulfilled.  
The conditions referred to above indicate, for all products covered by the 
Agreement, the working or processing which must be carried out on non-
originating materials used in manufacturing and apply only in relation to 
such materials. It follows that if a product, which has acquired originating 
status by fulfilling the conditions set out in the list is used in the manufacture 
of another product, the conditions applicable to the product in which it is 
incorporated do not apply to it, and no account shall be taken of the non-
originating materials which may have been used in its manufacture. 

 
2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, non-originating materials which, according to 

the conditions set out in the list, should not be used in the manufacture of a 
product may nevertheless be used, provided that: 
a) their total value does not exceed 10 per cent of the ex-works price of the 

product; 



b) any of the percentages given in the list for the maximum value of non-
originating materials are not exceeded through the application of this 
paragraph.  

 
This paragraph shall not apply to products falling within Chapters 50 to 63 of 
the Harmonized System. 

 
3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall apply subject to the provisions of Article 6. 
 

Article 6 
Insufficient working or processing 

 
1. Without prejudice to paragraph 2, the following operations shall be 

considered as insufficient working or processing to confer the status of 
originating products, whether or not the requirements of Article 5 are 
satisfied: 

 
a) preserving operations to ensure that the products remain in good condition during 

transport and storage; 
b) breaking-up and assembly of packages; 
c) washing, cleaning; removal of dust, oxide, oil, paint or other coverings; 
d) ironing or pressing of textiles; 
e) simple painting and polishing operations; 
f) husking, partial or total bleaching, polishing, and glazing of cereals and 

rice; 
g) operations to colour sugar or form sugar lumps; 
h) peeling, stoning and shelling, of fruits, nuts and vegetables; 
i) sharpening, simple grinding or simple cutting; 
j) sifting, screening, sorting, classifying, grading, matching; (including the 

making-up of sets of articles); 
k) simple placing in bottles, cans, flasks, bags, cases, boxes, fixing on cards 

or boards and all other simple packaging operations; 
l) affixing or printing marks, labels, logos and other like distinguishing 

signs on products or their packaging; 
m) simple mixing of products, whether or not of different kinds, 
n) simple assembly of parts of articles to constitute a complete article or 

disassembly of products into parts; 
o) a combination of two or more operations specified in (a) to (n); 
p) slaughter of animals. 

 
2. All operations carried out in the Contracting Parties on a given product shall 

be considered together when determining whether the working or processing 
undergone by that product is to be regarded as insufficient within the 
meaning of paragraph 1. 



 
Article 7 

Unit of qualification 
 
1. The unit of qualification for the application of the provisions of this Protocol 

shall be the particular product which is considered as the basic unit when 
determining classification using the nomenclature of the Harmonized System. 
It follows that: 

 
a) when a product composed of a group or assembly of articles is classified under the 

terms of the Harmonized System in a single heading, the whole constitutes the unit of 
qualification; 

b) when a consignment consists of a number of identical products classified 
under the same heading of the Harmonized System, each product must be 
taken individually when applying the provisions of this Protocol. 

2. Where, under General Rule 5 of the Harmonized System, packaging is 
included with the product for classification purposes, it shall be included for 
the purposes of determining origin. 

 
Article 8 

Accessories, spare parts and tools 
 
Accessories, spare parts and tools dispatched with a piece of equipment, 
machine, apparatus or vehicle, which are part of the normal equipment and 
included in the price thereof or which are not separately invoiced, shall be 
regarded as one with the piece of equipment, machine, apparatus or vehicle in 
question. 
 

Article 9 
Sets 

 
Sets, as defined in General Rule 3 of the Harmonized System, shall be regarded 
as originating when all component products are originating. Nevertheless, when 
a set is composed of originating and non-originating products, the set as a whole 
shall be regarded as originating, provided that the value of the non-originating 
products does not exceed 15 per cent of the ex-works price of the set. 
 

Article 10 
Neutral elements 

 
In order to determine whether a product originates, it shall not be necessary to 
determine the origin of the following which might be used in its manufacture: 
 
a) energy and fuel; 



b) plant and equipment; 
c) machines and tools; 
d) goods which do not enter and which are not intended to enter into the final 

composition of the product. 
 

TITLE III 
TERRITORIAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
Article 11 

Principle of territoriality 
 
1. Except as provided for in Article 3 and paragraph 3 of this Article, the 

conditions for acquiring originating status set out in Title II must be fulfilled 
without interruption in the Contracting Parties. 

 
2. Except as provided for in Article 3, where originating goods exported from 

one of the Contracting Parties to another country return, they must be 
considered as non-originating, unless it can be demonstrated to the 
satisfaction of the customs authorities that: 

 
a) the returning goods are the same as those exported; and 
b) they have not undergone any operation beyond that necessary to preserve 

them in good condition while in that country or while being exported. 
 

3. The acquisition of originating status in accordance with the conditions set out 
in Title II shall not be affected by working or processing done outside the 
Contracting Parties on materials exported from one of the Contracting Parties 
and subsequently reimported there, provided: 

 
a) the said materials are wholly obtained in one of the Contracting Parties or have 

undergone working or processing beyond the operations referred to in Article 6 prior 
to being exported; and 

b) it can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the customs authorities that: 
 

i) the reimported goods have been obtained by working or processing the 
exported materials; and 

ii) the total added value acquired outside the Contracting Parties by applying the 
provisions of this Article does not exceed 10 per cent of the ex-works price of the 
end product for which originating status is claimed. 

 
4. For the purposes of paragraph 3, the conditions for acquiring originating status set out in 

Title II shall not apply to working or processing done outside the Contracting Parties. But 
where, in the list in Annex II, a rule setting a maximum value for all the non-originating 
materials incorporated is applied in determining the originating status of the end product, 
the total value of the non-originating materials incorporated in the territory of the 



Contracting Party concerned, taken together with the total added value acquired outside 
the Contracting Parties by applying the provisions of this Article, shall not exceed the 
stated percentage. 

 
5. For the purposes of applying the provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4, “total added value” 

shall be taken to mean all costs arising outside the Contracting Parties, including the value 
of the materials incorporated there. 

 
6. The provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 shall not apply to products which do 

not fulfill the conditions set out in the list in Annex II or which can be 
considered sufficiently worked or processed only if the general tolerance 
fixed in Article 5(2) is applied. 

 
7. The provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 shall not apply to products of Chapters 50 to 63 of 

the Harmonized System. 
 
8. Any working or processing of the kind covered by the provisions of this 

Article and done outside the Contracting Parties shall be done under the 
outward processing arrangements, or similar arrangements. 

 
Article 12 

Direct transport 
 
1. The preferential treatment provided for under the Agreement applies only to 

products, satisfying the requirements of this Protocol, which are transported 
directly between the Contracting Parties. However, products constituting one 
single consignment may be transported through other territories with, should 
the occasion arise, trans-shipment or temporary warehousing in such 
territories, provided that they remain under the surveillance of the customs 
authorities in the country of transit or warehousing and do not undergo 
operations other than unloading, reloading or any operation designed to 
preserve them in good condition. 
Originating products may be transported by pipeline across territory other 
than that of the Contracting Parties. 
 

2. Evidence that the conditions set out in paragraph 1 have been fulfilled shall 
be supplied to the customs authorities of the importing country by the 
production of: 

 
a) a single transport document covering the passage from the exporting country through 

the country of transit; or 
b) a certificate issued by the customs authorities of the country of transit: 

 
i) giving an exact description of the products; 



ii) stating the dates of unloading and reloading of the products and, where 
applicable, the names of the ships, or the other means of transport 
used; and 

iii) certifying the conditions under which the products remained in the 
transit country; or 

 
c) failing these, any substantiating documents. 

 
Article 13 
Exhibitions 

 
1. Originating products, sent for exhibition in a country other than a 

Contracting Party and sold after the exhibition for importation in a 
Contracting Party shall benefit on importation from the provisions of the 
Agreement provided it is shown to the satisfaction of the customs authorities 
that: 

 
a) an exporter has consigned these products from a Contracting Party to the country in 

which the exhibition is held and has exhibited them there; 
b) the products have been sold or otherwise disposed of by that exporter to a 

person in a Contracting Party; 
c) the products have been consigned during the exhibition or immediately 

thereafter in the state in which they were sent for exhibition; and 
d) the products have not, since they were consigned for exhibition, been used 

for any purpose other than demonstration at the exhibition. 
 

2. A proof of origin must be issued or made out in accordance with the 
provisions of Title V and submitted to the customs authorities of the 
importing country in the normal manner. The name and address of the 
exhibition must be indicated thereon. Where necessary, additional 
documentary evidence of the conditions under which they have been 
exhibited may be required. 

 
3. Paragraph 1 shall apply to any trade, industrial, agricultural or crafts 

exhibition, fair or similar public show or display which is not organized for 
private purposes in shops or business premises with a view to the sale of 
foreign products, and during which the products remain under customs 
control. 

 
TITLE IV 

DRAWBACK OR EXEMPTION 
 

Article 14 
Prohibition of drawback of, or exemption from, customs duties 



 
1. Non-originating materials used in the manufacture of products originating in 

a Contracting Party for which a proof of origin is issued or made out in 
accordance with the provisions of Title V shall not be subject in that 
Contracting Party to drawback of, or exemption from, customs duties of 
whatever kind. 

 
2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall apply to any arrangement for refund, 

remission or non-payment, partial or complete, of customs duties or charges 
having an equivalent effect, applicable in a Contracting Party to materials 
used in the manufacture, where such refund, remission or non-payment 
applies, expressly or in effect, when products obtained from the said 
materials are exported and not when they are retained for home use there. 

 
3. The exporter of products covered by a proof of origin shall be prepared to 

submit at any time, upon request from the customs authorities, all appropriate 
documents proving that no drawback has been obtained in respect of the non-
originating materials used in the manufacture of the products concerned and 
that all customs duties or charges having equivalent effect applicable to such 
materials have actually been paid. 

 
4. The provisions of paragraphs 1 to 3 shall also apply in respect of packaging 

within the meaning of Article 7 (2), accessories, spare parts and tools within 
the meaning of Article 8 and products in a set within the meaning of Article 9 
when such items are non-originating. 

 
5. The provisions of paragraphs 1 to 4 shall apply only in respect of materials 

which are of the kind to which the Agreement applies. Furthermore, they 
shall not preclude the application of an export refund system for agricultural 
products, applicable upon export in accordance with the provisions of the 
Agreement. 

6. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, the Contracting Parties may apply 
arrangements for drawback of, or exemption from, customs duties or charges 
having an equivalent effect, applicable to materials used in the manufacture 
of originating products, subject to the following provisions: 

 
a) a 5 per cent rate of custom charge shall be retained in respect of products falling 

within Chapters 25 to 49 and 64 to 97 of the Harmonized System, or such lower rate 
as in force in Moldova or Bulgaria; 

b) a 10 per cent rate of custom charge shall be retained in respect of products 
falling within Chapters 50 to 63 of the Harmonized System, or such lower 
rate as in force in Moldova or Bulgaria. 

 



7. The provisions of this Article shall apply from 1 January 2005. The 
provisions of the paragraph 6 shall apply until 31 December 2005 and may 
be reviewed by common accord. 

 
TITLE V 

PROOF OF ORIGIN 
 

Article 15 
General requirements 

 
1. Products originating in a Contracting Party shall, on importation into the 

other Contracting Party benefit from the Agreement upon submission of 
either: 

 
a) a movement certificate EUR.1, a specimen of which appears in Annex IIIa 

and Annex IIIb ; or 
b) in the cases specified in Article 21(1), a declaration, subsequently referred 

to as the “invoice declaration”, given by the exporter on an invoice, a 
delivery note or any other commercial document which describes the 
products concerned in sufficient detail to enable them to be identified; the 
text of the invoice declaration appears in Annex IV. 

 
2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, originating products within the meaning of this 

Protocol shall, in the cases specified in Article 26, benefit from the 
Agreement without it being necessary to submit any of the documents 
referred to above. 

 
Article 16 

Procedure for the issue of a movement certificate EUR.1 
 
1. A movement certificate EUR.1 shall be issued by the customs authorities of 

the Republic of Bulgaria and by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
the Republic of Moldova,  verified by the customs authorities of the 
Republic of Moldova (hereinafter referred to as “authorized authorities”), on 
application having been made in writing by the exporter or, under the 
exporter's responsibility, by his authorized representative.  

 
2. For this purpose, the exporter or his authorized representative shall fill out 

both the movement certificate EUR.1 and the application form, specimens of 
which appear in Annex IIIa and Annex IIIb. These forms shall be completed 
in one of the official languages of the Contracting Parties or in English 
language and in accordance with the provisions of the domestic law of the 
exporting country. If they are handwritten, they shall be completed in ink in 



printed characters. The description of the products must be given in the box 
reserved for this purpose without leaving any blank lines. Where the box is 
not completely filled, a horizontal line must be drawn below the last line of 
the description, the empty space being crossed through. 

 
3. The exporter applying for the issue of a movement certificate EUR.1 shall be 

prepared to submit at any time, at the request of the authorized authorities of 
the exporting country where the movement certificate EUR.1 is issued, all 
appropriate documents proving the originating status of the products 
concerned as well as the fulfillment of the other requirements of this 
Protocol. 

 
4. A movement certificate EUR.1 shall be issued by the authorized authorities 

of a Contracting Party if the products concerned can be considered as 
products originating in a Contracting Party and fulfill the other requirements 
of this Protocol. 

 
5. The authorized authorities issuing movement certificate EUR.1 shall take any 

steps necessary to verify the originating status of the products and the 
fulfilment of the other requirements of this Protocol. For this purpose, they 
shall have the right to call for any evidence and to carry out any inspection of 
the exporter's accounts or any other check considered appropriate. They shall 
also ensure that the forms referred to in paragraph 2 are duly completed. In 
particular, they shall check whether the space reserved for the description of 
the products has been completed in such a manner as to exclude all 
possibility of fraudulent additions. 

 
6. The date of issue of the movement certificate EUR.1 shall be indicated in 

Box 11 of the certificate. 
 
7. A movement certificate EUR.1 shall be issued by the authorized authorities 

and made available to the exporter as soon as actual exportation has been 
effected or ensured. 

 
Article 17 

Movement certificates EUR.1 issued retrospectively 
 
1. Notwithstanding Article 16(7), a movement certificate EUR.1 may 

exceptionally be issued after exportation of the products to which it relates if: 
 

a) it was not issued at the time of exportation because of errors or involuntary omissions 
or special circumstances; or 



b) it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the authorized authorities that a 
movement certificate EUR.1 was issued but was not accepted at 
importation for technical reasons. 

 
2. For the implementation of paragraph 1, the exporter must indicate in his 

application the place and date of exportation of the products to which the 
movement certificate EUR.1 relates, and state the reasons for his request. 

 
3. The authorized authorities may issue a movement certificate EUR.1 

retrospectively only after verifying that the information supplied in the 
exporter's application agrees with that in the corresponding file. 

 
4. Movement certificates EUR.1 issued retrospectively must be endorsed with 

one of the following phrases: 
 

BG  “ИЗДАДЕН ВПОСЛЕДСТВИЕ” 
EN  “ISSUED RETROSPECTIVELY” 
MD “EMIS RETROSPECTIV” 

 
5. The endorsement referred to in paragraph 4 shall be inserted in the 

"Remarks" box of the movement certificate EUR.1. 
 

Article 18 
Issue of a duplicate movement certificate EUR.1 

 
1. In the event of theft, loss or destruction of a movement certificate EUR.1, the 

exporter may apply to the authorized authorities which issued it for a 
duplicate made out on the basis of the export documents in their possession. 

 
2. The duplicate issued in this way must be endorsed with one of the following 
words: 

 
BG “ДУБЛИКАТ” 
EN  “DUPLICATE” 
MD “DUPLICAT” 

 
3. The endorsement referred to in paragraph 2 shall be inserted in the 

"Remarks" box of the duplicate movement certificate EUR.1. 
 
4. The duplicate, which must bear the date of issue of the original movement 

certificate EUR.1, shall take effect as from that date. 
 

Article 19 



Issue of movement certificates EUR.1 on the basis of 
a proof of origin issued or made out previously 

 
When originating products are placed under the control of a customs office in a 
Contracting Party, it shall be possible to replace the original proof of origin by 
one or more movement certificates EUR.1 for the purpose of sending all or some 
of these products elsewhere within one of the Contracting Parties. The 
replacement movement certificate(s) EUR.1 shall be issued by the customs 
office under whose control the products are placed. 
 

Article 20 
Accounting segregation 

 
1. Where considerable cost or material difficulties arise in keeping separate 

stocks of originating and non-originating materials which are identical and 
interchangeable, the customs authorities may, at the written request of those 
concerned, authorise the so-called "accounting segregation" method to be 
used for managing such stocks. 

 
2. This method must be able to ensure that, for a specific reference-period, the 

number of products obtained which could be considered as "originating" is 
the same as that which would have been obtained if there had been physical 
segregation of the stocks. 

 
3. The customs authorities may grant such authorisation, subject to any 

conditions deemed appropriate. 
 
4. This method is recorded and applied on the basis of the general accounting 

principles applicable in the country where the product was manufactured. 
 
5. The beneficiary of this facilitation may issue or apply for proofs of origin, as 

the case may be, for the quantity of products which may be considered as 
originating. At the request of the customs authorities, the beneficiary shall 
provide a statement of how the quantities have been managed. 

 
6. The customs authorities shall monitor the use made of the authorisation and 

may withdraw it at any time whenever the beneficiary makes improper use of 
the authorisation in any manner whatsoever or fails to fulfil any of the other 
conditions laid down in this Protocol. 

 
Article 21 

Conditions for making out an invoice declaration 
 
1. An invoice declaration as referred to in Article 15(1)(b) may be made out: 



 
a) by an approved exporter within the meaning of Article 22, or 
b) by any exporter for any consignment consisting of one or more packages 

containing originating products whose total value does not exceed EUR 6 
000. 

 
2. An invoice declaration may be made out if the products concerned can be 

considered as products originating in a Contracting Party and fulfill the other 
requirements of this Protocol. 

 
3. The exporter making out an invoice declaration shall be prepared to submit at 

any time, at the request of the customs authorities of the exporting country, 
all appropriate documents proving the originating status of the products 
concerned as well as the fulfillment of the other requirements of this 
Protocol. 

 
4. An invoice declaration shall be made out by the exporter by typing, stamping 

or printing on the invoice, the delivery note or another commercial document, 
the declaration, the text of which appears in Annex IV, using one of the 
linguistic versions set out in that Annex and in accordance with the 
provisions of the domestic law of the exporting country. If the declaration is 
handwritten, it shall be written in ink in printed characters. 

 
5. Invoice declarations shall bear the original signature of the exporter in 

manuscript. However, an approved exporter within the meaning of Article 22 
shall not be required to sign such declarations provided that he gives the 
customs authorities of the exporting country a written undertaking that he 
accepts full responsibility for any invoice declaration which identifies him as 
if it had been signed in manuscript by him. 

 
6. An invoice declaration may be made out by the exporter when the products to 

which it relates are exported, or after exportation on condition that it is 
presented in the importing country no longer than two years after the 
importation of the products to which it relates. 

 
Article 22 

Approved exporter 
 
1. The customs authorities of the exporting country may authorize any exporter, 

hereinafter referred to as “approved exporter”, who makes frequent 
shipments of products under this Agreement to make out invoice declarations 
irrespective of the value of the products concerned. An exporter seeking such 
authorisation must offer to the satisfaction of the customs authorities all 



guarantees necessary to verify the originating status of the products as well as 
the fulfillment of the other requirements of this Protocol. 

 
2. The customs authorities may grant the status of approved exporter subject to 

any conditions which they consider appropriate. 
 
3. The customs authorities shall grant to the approved exporter a customs 

authorization number which shall appear on the invoice declaration. 
 
4. The customs authorities shall monitor the use of the authorization by the 
approved exporter. 
 
5. The customs authorities may withdraw the authorization at any time. They 

shall do so where the approved exporter no longer offers the guarantees 
referred to in paragraph 1, no longer fulfills the conditions referred to in 
paragraph 2 or otherwise makes an incorrect use of the authorization. 

 
6. The customs authorities competent for the implementation of the verification 

of proof of origin within the meaning of Article 32 of this Protocol may 
inform each other on the changes in granting authorizations to the approved 
exporters and may also mutually exchange the updated lists. 

 
Article 23 

Validity of proof of origin 
 

1. A proof of origin shall be valid for four months from the date of issue in the 
exporting country, and must be submitted within the said period to the 
customs authorities of the importing country. 

2. Proofs of origin which are submitted to the customs authorities of the 
importing country after the final date for presentation specified in paragraph 
1 may be accepted for the purpose of applying preferential treatment, where 
the failure to submit these documents by the final date set is due to 
exceptional circumstances. 

 
3. In other cases of belated presentation, the customs authorities of the 

importing country may accept the proofs of origin where the products have 
been submitted before the said final date. 

 
 
 

Article 24 
Submission of proof of origin 

 



Proofs of origin shall be submitted to the customs authorities of the importing country in 
accordance with the procedures applicable in that country. The said authorities may require 
a translation of a proof of origin and may also require the import declaration to be 
accompanied by a statement from the importer to the effect that the products meet the 
conditions required for the implementation of the Agreement. 
 

Article 25 
Importation by instalments 

 
Where, at the request of the importer and on the conditions laid down by the 
customs authorities of the importing country, dismantled or non-assembled 
products within the meaning of General Rule 2(a) of the Harmonized System 
falling within Sections XVI and XVII or headings 7308 and 9406 of the 
Harmonized System are imported by instalments, a single proof of origin for 
such products shall be submitted to the customs authorities upon importation of 
the first instalment. 
 

Article 26 
Exemptions from proof of origin 

 
1. Products sent as small packages from private persons to private persons or 

forming part of travellers' personal luggage shall be admitted as originating 
products without requiring the submission of a proof of origin, provided that 
such products are not imported by way of trade and have been declared as 
meeting the requirements of this Protocol and where there is no doubt as to 
the veracity of such a declaration. In the case of products sent by post, this 
declaration can be made on the customs declaration CN22/CN23 or on a 
sheet of paper annexed to that document. 

 
2. Imports which are occasional and consist solely of products for the personal 

use of the recipients or travellers or their families shall not be considered as 
imports by way of trade if it is evident from the nature and quantity of the 
products that no commercial purpose is in view. 

 
3. Furthermore, the total value of these products shall not exceed EUR 500 in 

the case of small packages or EUR 1 200 in the case of products forming part 
of travellers' personal luggage. 

 
Article 27 

Supporting documents 
 

The documents referred to in Articles 16(3) and 21(3) used for the purpose of 
proving that products covered by a movement certificate EUR.1 or an invoice 
declaration can be considered as products originating in a Contracting Party and 



fulfill the other requirements of this Protocol may consist inter alia of the 
following: 
 
a) direct evidence of the processes carried out by the exporter or supplier to obtain the goods 

concerned, contained for example in his accounts or internal book-keeping; 
b) documents proving the originating status of materials used, issued or made 

out in a Contracting Party where these documents are used in accordance 
with domestic law; 

c) documents proving the working or processing of materials in a Contracting 
Party, issued or made out in a Contracting Party, where these documents are 
used in accordance with domestic law; 

d) movement certificates EUR.1 or invoice declarations proving the originating 
status of materials used, issued or made out in a Contracting Party in 
accordance with this Protocol. 

 
Article 28 

Preservation of proof of origin and supporting documents 
 
1. The exporter applying for the issue of a movement certificate EUR.1 shall 

keep for at least three years the documents referred to in Article 16(3). 
 
2. The exporter making out an invoice declaration shall keep for at least three 

years a copy of this invoice declaration as well as the documents referred to 
in Article 21(3). 

 
3. The authorized authorities of the exporting country issuing a movement 

certificate EUR.1 shall keep for at least three years the application form 
referred to in Article 16(2). 

 
4. The customs authorities of the importing country shall keep for at least three 

years the movement certificates EUR.1 and the invoice declarations 
submitted to them. 

 
Article 29 

Discrepancies and formal errors 
 
1. The discovery of slight discrepancies between the statements made in the 

proof of origin and those made in the documents submitted to the customs 
office for the purpose of carrying out the formalities for importing the 
products shall not ipso facto render the proof of origin null and void if it is 
duly established that this document does correspond to the products 
submitted. 

 



2. Obvious formal errors such as typing errors on a proof of origin should not 
cause this document to be rejected if these errors are not such as to create 
doubts concerning the correctness of the statements made in this document. 

 
Article 30 

Amounts expressed in euro 
 
1. For the application of the provisions of Article 21(1)(b) and Article 26(3) in 

cases where products are invoiced in a currency other than euro, amounts in 
the national currencies of the Contracting Parties equivalent to the amounts 
expressed in euro shall be fixed annually by each of the countries concerned. 

 
2. A consignment shall benefit from the provisions of Article 21(1)(b) or 

Article 26(3) by reference to the currency in which the invoice is drawn up, 
according to the amount fixed by the country concerned. 

 
3. The amounts to be used in any given national currency shall be the equivalent 

in that currency of the amounts expressed in euro as at the first working day 
of October and shall apply from 1 January the following year. The 
Contracting Parties shall notify each other by 15 October of the relevant 
amounts. 

 
4. A country may round up or down the amount resulting from the conversion 

into its national currency of an amount expressed in euro. The rounded-off 
amount may not differ from the amount resulting from the conversion by 
more than 5 per cent. A country may retain unchanged its national currency 
equivalent of an amount expressed in euro if, at the time of the annual 
adjustment provided for in paragraph 3, the conversion of that amount, prior 
to any rounding-off, results in an increase of less than 15 per cent in the 
national currency equivalent. The national currency equivalent may be 
retained unchanged if the conversion would result in a decrease in that 
equivalent value. 

 
5. The amounts expressed in euro shall be reviewed by the Joint Committee at 

the request of any of the Contracting Parties. When carrying out this review, 
the Joint Committee shall consider the desirability of preserving the effects 
of the limits concerned in real terms. For this purpose, it may decide to 
modify the amounts expressed in euro. 

 
TITLE VI 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE CO-OPERATION 
 

Article 31 



Mutual assistance 
 
1. The customs authorities of the Contracting Parties shall provide each other 

with specimen impressions of stamps used by their authorized authorities for 
the issue of movement certificates EUR.1 and with the addresses of the 
customs authorities responsible for verifying those certificates and invoice 
declarations. 

 
2. In order to ensure the proper application of this Protocol, the Contracting 

Parties shall assist each other, through the competent customs 
administrations, in checking the authenticity of the movement certificates 
EUR.1 or the invoice declarations and the correctness of the information 
given in these documents. 

 
Article 32 

Verification of proofs of origin 
 
1. Subsequent verifications of proofs of origin shall be carried out at random or 

whenever the customs authorities of the importing country have reasonable 
doubts as to the authenticity of such documents, the originating status of the 
products concerned or the fulfillment of the other requirements of this 
Protocol. 

 
2. For the purposes of implementing the provisions of paragraph 1, the customs 

authorities of the importing country shall return the movement certificate 
EUR.1 and the invoice, if it has been submitted, the invoice declaration, or a 
copy of these documents, to the customs authorities of the exporting country 
giving, where appropriate, the reasons for the enquiry. Any documents and 
information obtained suggesting that the information given on the proof of 
origin is incorrect shall be forwarded in support of the request for 
verification. 

 
3. The verification shall be carried out by the customs authorities of the 

exporting country.  For this purpose, they shall have the right to call for any 
evidence and to carry out any inspection of the exporter's accounts or any 
other check considered appropriate. 

 
4. If the customs authorities of the importing country decide to suspend the 

granting of preferential treatment to the products concerned while awaiting 
the results of the verification, release of the products shall be offered to the 
importer subject to any precautionary measures judged necessary. 

 



5. The customs authorities requesting the verification shall be informed of the 
results of this verification as soon as possible. These results must indicate 
clearly whether the documents are authentic and whether the products 
concerned can be considered as products originating in a Contracting Party 
and fulfill the other requirements of this Protocol. 

 
Where the cumulation provisions in accordance with Article 3 of this 
Protocol were applied and in connection with Article 16 (4), the reply shall 
include a copy (copies) of the movement certificate(s) or invoice 
declaration(s) relied upon. 

 
6. If in cases of reasonable doubt there is no reply within ten months of the date of the 

verification request or if the reply does not contain sufficient information to determine the 
authenticity of the document in question or the real origin of the products, the requesting 
customs authorities shall, except in exceptional circumstances, refuse entitlement to the 
preferences. 

 
7. The term “customs authorities of the exporting country” within the meaning 

of this Article shall mean – Customs Department of the Republic of Moldova 
and National Customs Agency to the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of 
Bulgaria. 

 
Article 33 

Dispute settlement 
 
Where disputes arise in relation to the verification procedures of Article 32 which cannot be 
settled between the customs authorities requesting a verification and the customs authorities 
responsible for carrying out this verification or where they raise a question as to the 
interpretation of this Protocol, they shall be submitted to the Joint Committee. 
In all cases the settlement of disputes between the importer and the customs 
authorities of the importing country shall be under the legislation of the said 
country. 
 

Article 34 
Penalties 

 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who draws up, or causes to be drawn 
up, a document which contains incorrect information for the purpose of 
obtaining a preferential treatment for products. 
 

Article 35 
Free zones 

 
1. The Contracting Parties shall take all necessary steps to ensure that products 

traded under cover of a proof of origin which in the course of transport use a 



free zone situated in their territory, are not substituted by other goods and do 
not undergo handling other than normal operations designed to prevent their 
deterioration. 

 
2. By means of an exemption to the provisions contained in paragraph 1, when 

products originating in a Contracting Party are imported into a free zone 
under cover of a proof of origin and undergo treatment or processing, the 
authorities concerned shall issue a new movement certificate EUR.1 at the 
exporter's request, if the treatment or processing undergone is in conformity 
with the provisions of this Protocol. 

 
TITLE VII 

FINAL PROVISIONS 
 

Article 36 
Sub-Committee on customs and origin matters 

 
1. A Sub-Committee on customs and origin matters shall be set up under the 

Joint Committee to assist it in carrying out its duties and to ensure a 
continuous information and consultation processed between experts. 

 
2. It shall be composed of experts from both Contracting Parties responsible for 

questions related to customs and origin matters. 
 

Article 37 
Annexes 

 
Annexes I to V, to this Protocol shall form an integral part thereof. 
 

Article 38 
Amendments to the Protocol 

 
The Joint Committee may propose decisions to amend the provisions of this 
Protocol. 
 

Article 39 
Goods in transit or storage 

 
The provisions of this Agreement may be applied to goods which comply with 
the provisions of this Protocol and which on the date of entry into force or on the 
date of application of this Agreement are either in the transit or are in a 
Contracting Party in temporary storage in bonded warehouses or in free zones, 
subject to the submission to the customs authorities of the importing Contracting 
Party, within four months of that date, of the certificate EUR.1 issued 



retrospectively by the competent authorities of the exporting Contracting Party 
together with the documents showing that the goods have been transported 
directly. 
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ANNEX I TO PROTOCOL B 
Introductory notes to the list in Annex II to Protocol B 

 
 
Note 1: 
 
The list sets out the conditions required for all products to be considered as sufficiently 
worked or processed within the meaning of Article 5 of the Protocol. 
 
Note 2: 
 
2.1 The first two columns in the list describe the product obtained. The first column gives the 

heading number or chapter number used in the Harmonized System and the second 
column gives the description of goods used in that system for that heading or chapter. For 
each entry in the first two columns a rule is specified in columns 3 or 4.  Where, in some 
cases, the entry in the first column is preceded by an 'ex', this signifies that the rules in 
columns 3 or 4 apply only to the part of that heading as described in column 2. 

 
2.2 Where several heading numbers are grouped together in column 1 or a chapter number is 

given and the description of products in column 2 is therefore given in general terms, the 
adjacent rules in columns 3 or 4 apply to all products which, under the Harmonized 
System, are classified in headings of the chapter or in any of the headings grouped 
together in column 1. 

 
2.3 Where there are different rules in the list applying to different products within a heading, 

each indent contains the description of that part of the heading covered by the adjacent 
rules in columns 3 or 4. 

 
2.4 Where, for an entry in the first two columns, a rule is specified in both columns 3 and 4, 

the exporter may opt, as an alternative, to apply either the rule set out in column 3 or that 
set out in column 4. If no origin rule is given in column 4, the rule set out in column 3 is 
to be applied. 

 
Note 3: 
 
3.1 The provisions of Article 5 of the Protocol, concerning products having acquired 

originating status which are used in the manufacture of other products, shall apply, 
regardless of whether this status has been acquired inside the factory where these products 
are used or in another factory in the Contracting Parties. 

 
Example: 
An engine of heading 8407, for which the rule states that the value of the non-originating 
materials which may be incorporated may not exceed 40 per cent of the ex-works price, is 
made from "other alloy steel roughly shaped by forging" of heading ex 7224. 

 
If this forging has been forged in a Contracting Party from a non-originating ingot, it has 
already acquired originating status by virtue of the rule for heading ex 7224 in the list. The 
forging can then count as originating in the value calculation for the engine, regardless of 
whether it was produced in the same factory or in another factory in a Contracting Party. 
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The value of the non-originating ingot is thus not taken into account when adding up the 
value of the non-originating materials used. 
 

3.2 The rule in the list represents the minimum amount of working or processing required and 
the carrying out of more working or processing also confers originating status; conversely, 
the carrying out of less working or processing cannot confer originating status. Thus, if a 
rule provides that non-originating material, at a certain level of manufacture may be used, 
the use of such material at an earlier stage of manufacture is allowed and the use of such 
material at a later stage is not. 

 
3.3. Without prejudice to Note 3.2, where a rule uses the expression “Manufacture from 

materials of any heading”, then materials of any heading(s) (even materials of the same 
description and heading as the product) may be used, subject, however, to any specific 
limitations which may also be contained in the rule. However, the expression 
“Manufacture from materials of any heading, including other materials of heading…” or 
“Manufacture from materials of any heading, including other materials of the same 
heading as the product” means that materials of any heading(s) may be used, except those 
of the same description as the product as given in column 2 of the list. 

 
3.4 When a rule in the list specifies that a product may be manufactured from more than one 

material, this means that one or more materials may be used. It does not require that all be 
used. 

 
Example: 
The rule for fabrics of headings 5208 to 5212 provides that natural fibres may be used and 
that chemical materials, among other materials, may also be used.  This does not mean 
that both have to be used; it is possible to use one or the other, or both. 

 
3.5 Where a rule in the list specifies that a product must be manufactured from a particular 

material, the condition obviously does not prevent the use of other materials which, 
because of their inherent nature, cannot satisfy the rule. (See also Note 6.2 below in 
relation to textiles). 

 
Example: 
The rule for prepared foods of heading 1904 which specifically excludes the use of cereals 
and their derivatives does not prevent the use of mineral salts, chemicals and other 
additives which are not products from cereals. 

 
However, this does not apply to products which, although they cannot be manufactured 
from the particular material specified in the list, can be produced from a material of the 
same nature at an earlier stage of manufacture. 

 
Example: 
In the case of an article of apparel of ex Chapter 62 made from non-woven materials, if 
the use of only non-originating yarn is allowed for this class of article, it is not possible to 
start from non-woven cloth - even if non-woven cloths cannot normally be made from 
yarn.  In such cases, the starting material would normally be at the stage before yarn - that 
is, the fibre stage. 
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3.6 Where, in a rule in the list, two percentages are given for the maximum value of non-
originating materials that can be used, then these percentages may not be added together. 
In other words, the maximum value of all the non-originating materials used may never 
exceed the higher of the percentages given. Furthermore, the individual percentages must 
not be exceeded, in relation to the particular materials to which they apply. 

 
Note 4: 
 
4.1 The term "natural fibres" is used in the list to refer to fibres other than artificial or 

synthetic fibres.  It is restricted to the stages before spinning takes place, including waste, 
and, unless otherwise specified, includes fibres that have been carded, combed or 
otherwise processed, but not spun. 

 
4.2 The term "natural fibres" includes horsehair of heading 0503, silk of headings 5002 and 

5003, as well as wool-fibres and fine or coarse animal hair of headings 5101 to 5105, 
cotton fibres of headings 5201 to 5203 and other vegetable fibres of headings 5301 to 
5305. 

 
4.3 The terms "textile pulp", "chemical materials" and "paper-making materials" are used in 

the list to describe the materials not classified in Chapters 50 to 63, which can be used to 
manufacture artificial, synthetic or paper fibres or yarns. 

 
4.4 The term "man-made staple fibres" is used in the list to refer to synthetic or artificial 

filament tow, staple fibres or waste, of headings 5501 to 5507. 
 
Note 5: 
 
5.1 Where, for a given product in the list, reference is made to this Note, the conditions set out 

in column 3 shall not be applied to any basic textile materials used in the manufacture of 
this product and which, taken together, represent 10 per cent or less of the total weight of 
all the basic textile materials used. (See also Notes 5.3 and 5.4 below). 

 
5.2 However, the tolerance mentioned in Note 5.1 may be applied only to mixed products 

which have been made from two or more basic textile materials. 
 

The following are the basic textile materials: 
 

- silk, 
- wool, 
- coarse animal hair, 
- fine animal hair, 
- horsehair, 
- cotton, 
- paper-making materials and paper, 
- flax, 
- true hemp, 
- jute and other textile bast fibres, 
- sisal and other textile fibres of the genus Agave, 
- coconut, abaca, ramie and other vegetable textile fibres, 
- synthetic man-made filaments, 
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- artificial man-made filaments, 
- current conducting filaments 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of polypropylene, 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of polyester, 
-  synthetic man-made staple fibres of polyamide, 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of polyacrylonitrile, 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of polyimide, 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of polytetrafluoroethylene, 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of poly(phenylene sulphide), 
- synthetic man-made staple fibres of poly(vinyl chloride), 
- other synthetic man-made staple fibres, 
- artificial man-made staple fibres of viscose, 
- other artificial man-made staple fibres, 
- yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments of polyether, whether or 

not gimped, 
- yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments of polyester, whether or 

not gimped, 
- products of heading 5605 (metallized yarn) incorporating strip consisting of a core of 

aluminium foil or of a core of plastic film whether or not coated with aluminium 
powder, of a width not exceeding 5 mm, sandwiched by means of a transparent or 
coloured adhesive between two layers of plastic film , 

- other products of heading 5605. 
 

Example: 
A yarn of heading 5205, made from cotton fibres of heading 5203 and synthetic staple 
fibres of heading 5506, is a mixed yarn. Therefore, non-originating synthetic staple fibres 
that do not satisfy the origin rules (which require manufacture from chemical materials or 
textile pulp) may be used, provided that their total weight does not exceed 10 per cent of 
the weight of the yarn. 

 
Example: 
A woollen fabric of heading 5112, made from woollen yarn of heading 5107 and synthetic 
yarn of staple fibres of heading 5509, is a mixed fabric. Therefore, synthetic yarn which 
does not satisfy the origin rules (which require manufacture from chemical materials or 
textile pulp), or woollen yarn that does not satisfy the origin rules (which require 
manufacture from natural fibres, not carded or combed or otherwise prepared for 
spinning) or a combination of the two, may be used, provided that their total weight does 
not exceed 10 per cent of the weight of the fabric. 

 
Example:  
Tufted textile fabric of heading 5802 made from cotton yarn of heading 5205 and cotton 
fabric of heading 5210 is only a mixed product if the cotton fabric is itself a mixed fabric 
being made from yarns classified in two separate headings or if the cotton yarns used are 
themselves mixtures. 

 
Example: 
If the tufted textile fabric concerned had been made from cotton yarn of heading 5205 and 
synthetic fabric of heading 5407, then, obviously, the yarns used are two separate basic 
textile materials and the tufted textile fabric is accordingly a mixed product. 
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5.3 In the case of products incorporating "yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
segments of polyether, whether or not gimped", this tolerance is 20 per cent in respect of 
this yarn. 

 
5.4 In the case of products incorporating "strip consisting of a core of aluminium foil or of a 

core of plastic film whether or not coated with aluminium powder, of a width not 
exceeding 5 mm, sandwiched by means of a transparent or coloured adhesive between two 
layers of plastic film", this tolerance is 30 per cent in respect of this strip. 

 
Note 6: 
 
6.1 Where, in the list, reference is made to this Note, textile materials (with the exception of 

linings and interlinings), which do not satisfy the rule set out in the list in column 3 for the 
made-up product concerned, may be used, provided that they are classified in a heading 
other than that of the product and that their value does not exceed 8 per cent of the ex-
works price of the product. 

 
6.2  Without prejudice to Note 6.3, materials which are not classified within Chapters 50 to 63 

may be used freely in the manufacture of textile products, whether or not they contain 
textiles. 

 
Example: 
If a rule in the list provides that for a particular textile item (such as trousers), yarn must 
be used, this does not prevent the use of metal items, such as buttons, because buttons are 
not classified within Chapters 50 to 63. For the same reason, it does not prevent the use of 
slide-fasteners even though slide-fasteners normally contain textiles. 

 
6.3 Where a percentage rule applies, the value of materials which are not classified within 

Chapters 50 to 63 must be taken into account when calculating the value of the non-
originating materials incorporated. 

 
Note 7 
 
7.1 For the purposes of headings ex 2707, 2713 to 2715, ex 2901, ex 2902 and ex 3403, the 

"specific processes" are the following: 
 

a) vacuum distillation; 
b) redistillation by a very thorough fractionation process; 
c) cracking; 
d) reforming; 
e) extraction by means of selective solvents; 
f) the process comprising all of the following operations: processing with concentrated 

sulphuric acid, oleum or sulphuric anhydride; neutralization with alkaline agents; 
decolorization and purification with naturally active earth, activated earth, activated 
charcoal or bauxite; 

g) polymerization; 
h) alkylation; 
i) isomerization. 
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7.2 For the purposes of headings 2710, 2711 and 2712, the "specific processes" are the 
following: 

 
a) vacuum distillation; 
b) redistillation by a very thorough fractionation process; 
c) cracking; 
d) reforming; 
e) extraction by means of selective solvents; 
f) the process comprising all of the following operations: processing with concentrated 

sulphuric acid, oleum or sulphuric anhydride; neutralization with alkaline agents; 
decolorization and purification with naturally active earth, activated earth, activated 
charcoal or bauxite; 

g) polymerization; 
h) alkylation; 
i) isomerization; 
j) in respect of heavy oils of heading ex 2710 only, desulphurization with hydrogen 

resulting in a reduction of at least 85 per cent of the sulphur content of the products 
processed (ASTM D 1266-59 T method); 

k) in respect of products of heading 2710 only, deparaffining by a process other than 
filtering; 

l) in respect of heavy oils of heading ex 2710 only, treatment with hydrogen at a 
pressure of more than 20 bar and a temperature of more than 250°C with the use of a 
catalyst, other than to effect desulphurization, when the hydrogen constitutes an active 
element in a chemical reaction. The further treatment with hydrogen of lubricating oils 
of heading ex 2710 (e.g. hydrofinishing or decolorization) in order, more especially, to 
improve colour or stability shall not, however, be deemed to be a specific process; 

m) in respect of fuel oils of heading ex 2710 only, atmospheric distillation, on condition 
that less than 30 per cent of these products distils, by volume, including losses, at 
300°C by the ASTM D 86 method; 

n) in respect of heavy oils other than gas oils and fuel oils of heading ex 2710 only, 
treatment by means of a high-frequency electrical brush-discharge; 

o) in respect of crude products (other than petroleum jelly, ozokerite, lignite wax or peat 
wax, paraffin wax containing by weight less than 0.75 per cent of oil) of heading ex 
2712 only, de-oiling by fractional crystallization. 

 
7.3 For the purposes of headings ex 2707, 2713 to 2715, ex 2901, ex 2902 and ex 3403, 

simple operations such as cleaning, decanting, desalting, water separation, filtering, 
colouring, marking, obtaining a sulphur content as a result of mixing products with 
different sulphur contents, or any combination of these operations or like operations, do 
not confer origin. 

 



ANNEX II TO PROTOCOL B 
 
 

List of working or processing required to be carried out 
on non-originating materials in order that the product 

manufactured can obtain originating status 
 

 

 

The products mentioned in the list may not all be covered by the Agreement. It is therefore 
necessary to consult the other parts of the Agreement. 

 



 
ANNEX IIIa TO PROTOCOL B 

 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE EUR.1 AND APPLICATION FOR 

A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE EUR.1 ISSUED BY THE CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA 

 
 
 
Printing Instructions 
 
1. Each form shall measure 210 x 297 mm; a tolerance of up to minus 5 mm or plus 8 mm in 

the length may be allowed. The paper used must be white, sized for writing, not containing 
mechanical pulp and weighing not less than 25 g/m2. It shall have a printed green guilloche 
pattern background making any falsification by mechanical or chemical means apparent to 
the eye. 

 
2. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties may reserve the right to print the 

certificates themselves or may have them printed by approved printers. In the latter case 
each form must include a reference to such approval. Each form must bear the name and 
address of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It shall also bear a 
serial number, either printed or not, by which it can be identified. 



MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (name, full address, country) 

  EUR. 1                                No A 000.000   

   See notes overleaf before completing this form 

   

3. Consignee (name, full address, country) (Optional) 

 

  2. Certificate used in preferential trade between 
   
 
 ...................................................................................... 

and 
 
 ...................................................................................... 
     (Insert appropriate countries, groups of countries or territories) 

  

   
4. Country, group of  
countries or territory in  
which the products are  
considered as originating 

5. Country, group of 
   countries or territory 
   of destination 
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6. Transport details (Optional) 
   

7. Remarks   

       

       

8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (1); Descriptions of goods   9. Gross  mass 
    (kg) or other 
     measure 
     (litres, m3, 
     etc.) 
   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

10. Invoices         
      (Optional)    
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11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
     
      Declaration certified                                                                        

      Export document(2): 

      Form .......... No. ........... 

      Customs Office ....................................................                          Stamp 

      Issuing country or territory ................................... 
    
     
      Place and date ....................................................... 
 
 
      ............................................................................... 
                                               ( Signature)  
 

12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 

      I, the undersigned, declare that the goods 
      described above meet the conditions 
      required for the issue of this certificate 
   
   
   
   
       Place and date ....................................................... 
   
 
 
      ................................................................................ 
                                                   (Signature)   

 

 

 



13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to: 14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
 
 

 
 

 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate is 
requested 
 
 
....................................................................................................  

(Place and date) 
 
 

                                                                                  Stamp 
 
 
 
........................................... 
               (Signature) 
 
 
 
 

Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
 
|¯¯| was issued by the Customs Office indicated  
|__| and that the information contained therein is accurate 
 
 
|¯¯| does not meet the requirements as to authenticity 
|__| and accuracy (see remarks appended) 
 
 
 
................................................................................................ 

(Place and date) 
 
 

                                                                                  Stamp 
 
 
 
........................................... 
               (Signature) 
 
_________________ 
 (1)Insert X in the appropiate box 
 

 

 
 

NOTES 
 
1. Certificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any 

alterations must be made by deleting the incorrect particulars and adding any necessary 
corrections. Any such alternation must be initialled by the person who completed the 
certificate and endorsed by the Customs authorities of the issuing country or territory. 

 
2. No spaces must be left between the items entered on the certificate and each item must be 

preceded by an item number. A horizontal line must be drawn immediately below the last 
item. Any unused space must be struck through in such a manner as to make any later 
additions impossible. 

 
3. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient 

detail to enable them to be identified. 



APPLICATION FOR A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (name, full address, country)  EUR. 1                No A 000.000 

 See notes overleaf before completing this form 

 

3. Consignee (name, full address, country) 
   (Optional) 

2. Application for a certificate to be used in preferential  
    trade between 
 
    ...................................................................................………… 
                                                   and 
 
    ....................................................................................…………  

(insert appropriate countries, groups of countries or territories) 

 

 

 

4. Country, group of countries 
   or territory in which the  
   products are considered as 
   originating 

5. Country, group of 
   countries or territory 
   of destination 

6. Transport details (Optional) 
 

7. Remarks   
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 8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (1); Description of 

goods 
9. Gross mass 
    (kg) or               
     other 
     measure 
     (litres, m3, 
     etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Invoices 
      (Optional)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
 
 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf, 
 
DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached 

certificate;  
 
SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which have enabled these goods to meet the above 

conditions: 
 

........................................................................................................................................... 
  

........................................................................................................................................... 
 

........................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
 

 ........................................................................................................................................... 
 

 ........................................................................................................................................... 
 
  ........................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
UNDERTAKE  to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting 

evidence which these authorities may require for the purpose of issuing the 
attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inspections of my 
accounts and to any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, 
carried out by the said authorities; 

 
 
REQUEST  the issue of the attached certificate for these goods. 
 
 
 
 
 

.................................................................. 
            (place and date) 

 
 

.................................................................. 
                 (signature) 

 

                                                 
 (1) For example, import documents, movement certificates, manufacturer's declarations, etc. referring to the 

products used in manufacture or to the goods re-exported in the same state. 
 



 
ANNEX IIIb TO PROTOCOL B 

 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE EUR.1 AND APPLICATION FOR 

A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE EUR.1 ISSUED BY THE AUTHORIZED 
AUTHORITIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA 

 
 
 
Printing Instructions 
 
1. Each form shall measure 210 x 297 mm; a tolerance of up to minus 5 mm or plus 8 mm in 

the length may be allowed. The paper used must be white, sized for writing, not containing 
mechanical pulp and weighing not less than 25 g/m2. It shall have a printed green guilloche 
pattern background making any falsification by mechanical or chemical means apparent to 
the eye. 

 
2. The competent authorities of the Contracting Parties may reserve the right to print the 

certificates themselves or may have them printed by approved printers. In the latter case 
each form must include a reference to such approval. Each form must bear the name and 
address of the printer or a mark by which the printer can be identified. It shall also bear a 
serial number, either printed or not, by which it can be identified. 



MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (name, full address, country) 

  EUR. 1                                No A 000.000   

   See notes overleaf before completing this form 

   

3. Consignee (name, full address, country) (Optional) 

 

  2. Certificate used in preferential trade between 
   
 
 ...................................................................................... 

and 
 
 ...................................................................................... 
     (Insert appropriate countries, groups of countries or territories) 

  

   
4. Country, group of  
countries or territory in  
which the products are  
considered as originating 

5. Country, group of 
   countries or territory 
   of destination 
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6. Transport details (Optional) 
   

7. Remarks   

       

       

8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (1); Descriptions of goods   9. Gross  mass 
    (kg) or other 
     measure 
     (litres, m3, 
     etc.) 
   
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

10. Invoices         
      (Optional)    
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11a. CERTIFICATION 
     
      Chamnevr of Commerce and Industry  

      It is hereby certified, on the basis of control 
carried out that the declaration by the exporter is 
correct 

         Place and date  
....................................................... 
 
 
      
............................................................................... 

( Signature) 
 

Stamp 

    11b. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 

     
      Declaration certified                                                

      Export document(2): 

      Form .......... No. ........... 

      Customs Office 
....................................................                    

      Issuing country or territory  
 
................................... 
         Place and date  
 
....................................................... 
 
      
........................................................................ 
                                    ( Signature)  
 

Stamp 

12. DECLARATION BY THE 
EXPORTER 

      I, the undersigned, declare that the 
goods 
      described above meet the conditions 
      required for the issue of this 
certificate 
   
   
   
   
       Place and date 
....................................................... 
   
 
      
................................................................. 
                                                   (Signature)   



 

 

 

13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to: 14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
 
 

 
 

 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate is 
requested 
 
 
....................................................................................................  

(Place and date) 
 
 

                                                                                  Stamp 
 
 
 
........................................... 
               (Signature) 
 
 
 
 

Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
 
|¯¯| was issued by the Customs Office indicated  
|__| and that the information contained therein is accurate 
 
 
|¯¯| does not meet the requirements as to authenticity 
|__| and accuracy (see remarks appended) 
 
 
 
................................................................................................ 

(Place and date) 
 
 

                                                                                  Stamp 
 
 
 
........................................... 
               (Signature) 
 
_________________ 
 (1)Insert X in the appropiate box 
 

 

 
 

NOTES 
 
1. Certificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any 

alterations must be made by deleting the incorrect particulars and adding any necessary 
corrections. Any such alternation must be initialled by the person who completed the 
certificate and endorsed by the Customs authorities of the issuing country or territory. 

 
2. No spaces must be left between the items entered on the certificate and each item must be 

preceded by an item number. A horizontal line must be drawn immediately below the last 
item. Any unused space must be struck through in such a manner as to make any later 
additions impossible. 

 
3. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient 

detail to enable them to be identified. 



APPLICATION FOR A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (name, full address, country)  EUR. 1                No A 000.000 

 See notes overleaf before completing this form 

 

3. Consignee (name, full address, country) 
   (Optional) 

2. Application for a certificate to be used in preferential  
    trade between 
 
    ...................................................................................………… 
                                                   and 
 
    ....................................................................................…………  

(insert appropriate countries, groups of countries or territories) 

 

 

 

4. Country, group of countries 
   or territory in which the  
   products are considered as 
   originating 

5. Country, group of 
   countries or territory 
   of destination 

6. Transport details (Optional) 
 

7. Remarks   
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 8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (1); Description of 

goods 
9. Gross mass 
    (kg) or               
     other 
     measure 
     (litres, m3, 
     etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Invoices 
      (Optional)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
 
 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf, 
 
DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached 

certificate;  
 
SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which have enabled these goods to meet the above 

conditions: 
 

........................................................................................................................................... 
  

........................................................................................................................................... 
 

........................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
 

 ........................................................................................................................................... 
 

 ........................................................................................................................................... 
 
  ........................................................................................................................................... 
 
 
UNDERTAKE  to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting 

evidence which these authorities may require for the purpose of issuing the 
attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inspections of my 
accounts and to any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, 
carried out by the said authorities; 

 
 
REQUEST  the issue of the attached certificate for these goods. 
 
 
 
 
 

.................................................................. 
            (place and date) 

 
 

.................................................................. 
                 (signature) 

 

                                                 
 (1) For example, import documents, movement certificates, manufacturer's declarations, etc. referring to the 

products used in manufacture or to the goods re-exported in the same state. 
 



ANNEX IV TO PROTOCOL B 
Invoice declaration 

 
The invoice declaration, the text of which is given below, must be made out in accordance 
with the footnotes. However, the footnotes do not have to be reproduced. 
 
 
Moldovian version: 
 
Exportatorul de produse acoperite de prezentul document (declaraţia vamală nr. ... (1)) declară 
că, aceste produse sunt ... de origine preferenţială (2), cu excepţia cazurilor unde este clar 
indicat. 
 
Bulgarian version: 
 
Износителят на продуктите, обхванати от този документ (митническо разрешение № 
…….(1)) декларира, че освен където е отбелязано друго, тези продукти са с ………… 
преференциален произход (2) . 
 
 
Eenglish version: 
 
The exporter of the products covered by this document (customs authorization No …….(1)) 
declares that, except where otherwise clearly indicated, these products are of ..... preferential 
origin (2). 
 
 
 

.........................................................(3)  
(Place and date) 

 
..........................................................(4)  

(Signature of the exporter; 
in addition the name of the person 

signing the declaration has to be 
indicated in clear script) 

 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(1) When the invoice declaration is made out by an approved exporter the authorisation 

number of the approved exporter must be entered in this space. When the invoice 
declaration is not made out by an approved exporter, the words in brackets shall be 
omitted or the space left blank. 

(2)  Origin of products to be indicated. 
(3)  These indications may be omitted if the information is contained on the document 

itself. 
(4)  In cases where the exporter is not required to sign, the exemption of signature also 

implies the exemption of the name of the signatory. 



 
ANNEX V TO PROTOCOL B 

 
JOINT DECLARATION 

 
 
The Contracting Parties agree to attend to the continuation of the implementation and 
amendments of the harmonized European preferential rules of origin in accordance with the 
practice of the European Community. 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

Chapter 1 Live animals All the animals of Chapter 1 shall be wholly 
obtained 
 

 

Chapter 2 Meat and edible meat offal Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapters 1 and 2 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

Chapter 3 Fish and crustaceans, molluscs and 
other aquatic invertebrates 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 3 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

ex Chapter 4 Dairy produce; birds' eggs; natural 
honey; edible products of animal origin, 
not elsewhere specified or included; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 4 used are wholly obtained 

 

0403 Buttermilk, curdled milk and cream, 
yoghurt, kephir and other fermented or 
acidified milk and cream, whether or 
not concentrated or containing added 
sugar or other sweetening matter or 
flavoured or containing added fruit, 
nuts or cocoa 

Manufacture in which: 
- all the materials of Chapter 4 used are 

wholly obtained, 
- all the fruit juice (except that of pineapple, 

lime or grapefruit) of heading 2009 used is 
originating, and 

- the value of all the materials of Chapter 17 
used does not exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 

 

ex Chapter 5 Products of animal origin, not 
elsewhere specified or included; except 
for: 
 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 5 used are wholly obtained 

 

ex 0502 Prepared pigs', hogs' or boars' bristles 
and hair 

Cleaning, disinfecting, sorting and 
straightening of bristles and hair 
 

 

Chapter 6 Live trees and other plants; bulbs, roots 
and the like; cut flowers and 
ornamental foliage 

Manufacture in which: 
- all the materials of Chapter 6 used are 

wholly obtained, and 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 

 

Chapter 7 Edible vegetables and certain roots and 
tubers 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 7 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

Chapter 8 Edible fruit and nuts; peel of citrus 
fruits or melons 

Manufacture in which: 
- all the fruit and nuts used are wholly 

obtained, and 
- the value of all the materials of Chapter 17 

used does not exceed 30 % of the value of 
the ex-works price of the product 

 

 

ex Chapter 9 Coffee, tea, maté and spices; except for: Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 9 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

0901 Coffee, whether or not roasted or 
decaffeinated; coffee husks and skins; 
coffee substitutes containing coffee in 
any proportion 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading  

0902 Tea, whether or not flavoured Manufacture from materials of any heading 
 

 

ex 0910 Mixtures of spices Manufacture from materials of any heading 
 

 

Chapter 10 Cereals Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 10 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

ex Chapter 11 Products of the milling industry; malt; 
starches; inulin; wheat gluten; except 
for: 

Manufacture in which all the cereals, edible 
vegetables, roots and tubers of heading 0714 
or fruit used are wholly obtained 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

ex 1106 Flour, meal and powder of the dried, 
shelled leguminous vegetables of 
heading 0713 
 

Drying and milling of leguminous vegetables 
of heading 0708 

 

Chapter 12 Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits; 
miscellaneous grains, seeds and fruit; 
industrial or medicinal plants; straw and 
fodder 
 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 12 used are wholly obtained 

 

1301 Lac; natural gums, resins, gum-resins 
and oleoresins (for example, balsams) 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of heading 1301 used does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

1302 Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic 
substances, pectinates and pectates; 
agar-agar and other mucilages and 
thickeners, whether or not modified, 
derived from vegetable products: 
 

  

 - Mucilages and thickeners, modified, 
derived from vegetable products 

Manufacture from non-modified mucilages 
and thickeners 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

Chapter 14 Vegetable plaiting materials; vegetable 
products not elsewhere specified or 
included 
 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 14 used are wholly obtained 

 

ex Chapter 15 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and 
their cleavage products; prepared edible 
fats; animal or vegetable waxes; except 
for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

1501 Pig fat (including lard) and poultry fat, 
other than that of heading 0209 
or 1503: 
 

  

 - Fats from bones or waste Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of heading 0203, 0206 or 0207 or 
bones of heading 0506 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from meat or edible offal of 
swine of heading 0203 or 0206 or of meat and 
edible offal of poultry of heading 0207 
 

 

1502 Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, 
other than those of heading 1503 
 

  

 - Fats from bones or waste Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of heading 0201, 0202, 0204 
or 0206 or bones of heading 0506 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 2 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

1504 Fats and oils and their fractions, of fish 
or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 
 

  

 - Solid fractions  Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 1504 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapters 2 and 3 used are wholly obtained 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

ex 1505 Refined lanolin Manufacture from crude wool grease of 
heading 1505 
 

 

1506 Other animal fats and oils and their 
fractions, whether or not refined, but 
not chemically modified: 
 

  

 - Solid fractions Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 1506 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 2 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

1507 to 1515 Vegetable oils and their fractions: 
 

  

 - Soya, ground nut, palm, copra, palm 
kernel, babassu, tung and oiticica oil, 
myrtle wax and Japan wax, fractions 
of jojoba oil and oils for technical or 
industrial uses other than the 
manufacture of foodstuffs for human 
consumption 

 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

 - Solid fractions, except for that of 
jojoba oil 

Manufacture from other materials of 
headings 1507 to 1515 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which all the vegetable 
materials used are wholly obtained 
 

 

1516 Animal or vegetable fats and oils and 
their fractions, partly or wholly 
hydrogenated, inter-esterified, re-
esterified or elaidinised, whether or not 
refined, but not further prepared 

Manufacture in which: 
- all the materials of Chapter 2 used are 

wholly obtained, and 
- all the vegetable materials used are wholly 

obtained. However, materials of 
headings 1507, 1508, 1511 and 1513 may be 
used 

 

 

1517 Margarine; edible mixtures or 
preparations of animal or vegetable fats 
or oils or of fractions of different fats or 
oils of this Chapter, other than edible 
fats or oils or their fractions of 
heading 1516  

Manufacture in which: 
- all the materials of Chapters 2 and 4 used are 

wholly obtained, and 
- all the vegetable materials used are wholly 

obtained. However, materials of 
headings 1507, 1508, 1511 and 1513 may be 
used 

 

 

Chapter 16 Preparations of meat, of fish or of 
crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic 
invertebrates 

Manufacture: 
- from animals of Chapter 1, and/or 
- in which all the materials of Chapter 3 used 

are wholly obtained 
 

 

ex Chapter 17 Sugars and sugar confectionery; except 
for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 1701 Cane or beet sugar and chemically pure 
sucrose, in solid form, containing added 
flavouring or colouring matter 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 17 used does not exceed 
30 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

1702 Other sugars, including chemically pure 
lactose, maltose, glucose and fructose, 
in solid form; sugar syrups not 
containing added flavouring or 
colouring matter; artificial honey, 
whether or not mixed with natural 
honey; caramel: 
 

  

 - Chemically-pure maltose and fructose Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 1702 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

 - Other sugars in solid form, containing 
added flavouring or colouring matter 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 17 used does not exceed 
30 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which all the materials used 
are originating 
 

 

ex 1703 Molasses resulting from the extraction 
or refining of sugar, containing added 
flavouring or colouring matter 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 17 used does not exceed 
30 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

1704 Sugar confectionery (including white 
chocolate), not containing cocoa 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

Chapter 18 Cocoa and cocoa preparations Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

1901 Malt extract; food preparations of flour, 
groats, meal, starch or malt extract, not 
containing cocoa or containing less than 
40 % by weight of cocoa calculated on 
a totally defatted basis, not elsewhere 
specified or included; food preparations 
of goods of headings 0401 to 0404, not 
containing cocoa or containing less than 
5 % by weight of cocoa calculated on a 
totally defatted basis, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
 

  

 - Malt extract Manufacture from cereals of Chapter 10 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

1902 Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed 
(with meat or other substances) or 
otherwise prepared, such as spaghetti, 
macaroni, noodles, lasagne, gnocchi, 
ravioli, cannelloni; couscous, whether 
or not prepared: 
 

  

 - Containing 20 % or less by weight of 
meat, meat offal, fish, crustaceans or 
molluscs 

Manufacture in which all the cereals and 
derivatives (except durum wheat and its 
derivatives) used are wholly obtained 
 

 

 - Containing more than 20 % by weight 
of meat, meat offal, fish, crustaceans 
or molluscs 

Manufacture in which: 
- all the cereals and their derivatives (except 

durum wheat and its derivatives) used are 
wholly obtained, and 

- all the materials of Chapters 2 and 3 used are 
wholly obtained 

 

 

1903 Tapioca and substitutes therefor 
prepared from starch, in the form of 
flakes, grains, pearls, siftings or similar 
forms 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except potato starch of heading 1108 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

 
1904 Prepared foods obtained by the swelling 

or roasting of cereals or cereal products 
(for example, corn flakes); cereals 
(other than maize (corn)) in grain form 
or in the form of flakes or other worked 
grains (except flour, groats and meal), 
pre-cooked or otherwise prepared, not 
elsewhere specified or included 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except those 

of heading 1806, 
- in which all the cereals and flour (except 

durum wheat and Zea indurata maize, and 
their derivatives) used are wholly obtained, 
and 

- in which the value of all the materials of 
Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

1905 Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other 
bakers' wares, whether or not 
containing cocoa; communion wafers, 
empty cachets of a kind suitable for 
pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice 
paper and similar products 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of Chapter 11 

 

ex Chapter 20 Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or 
other parts of plants; except for: 

Manufacture in which all the fruit, nuts or 
vegetables used are wholly obtained 
 

 

ex 2001 Yams, sweet potatoes and similar 
edible parts of plants containing 5 % or 
more by weight of starch, prepared or 
preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 2004 and 
ex 2005 

Potatoes in the form of flour, meal or 
flakes, prepared or preserved otherwise 
than by vinegar or acetic acid 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

2006 Vegetables, fruit, nuts, fruit-peel and 
other parts of plants, preserved by sugar 
(drained, glacé or crystallized) 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 17 used does not exceed 
30 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

2007 Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, fruit or 
nut purée and fruit or nut pastes, 
obtained by cooking, whether or not 
containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

ex 2008 - Nuts, not containing added sugar or 
spirits 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
originating nuts and oil seeds of 
headings 0801, 0802 and 1202 to 1207 used 
exceeds 60 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

 - Peanut butter; mixtures based on 
cereals; palm hearts; maize (corn) 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

 - Other except for fruit and nuts cooked 
otherwise than by steaming or boiling 
in water, not containing added sugar, 
frozen 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

2009 Fruit juices (including grape must) and 
vegetable juices, unfermented and not 
containing added spirit, whether or not 
containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

ex Chapter 21 Miscellaneous edible preparations; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

2101 Extracts, essences and concentrates, of 
coffee, tea or maté and preparations 
with a basis of these products or with a 
basis of coffee, tea or maté; roasted 
chicory and other roasted coffee 
substitutes, and extracts, essences and 
concentrates thereof 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which all the chicory used is wholly 

obtained 

 

2103 Sauces and preparations therefor; 
mixed condiments and mixed 
seasonings; mustard flour and meal and 
prepared mustard: 
 

  

 - Sauces and preparations therefor; 
mixed condiments and mixed 
seasonings 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, mustard 
flour or meal or prepared mustard may be used 
 

 

 - Mustard flour and meal and prepared 
mustard  

 

Manufacture from materials of any heading  

ex 2104 Soups and broths and preparations 
therefor  

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except prepared or preserved vegetables of 
headings 2002 to 2005 
 

 

2106 Food preparations not elsewhere 
specified or included 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 

 

 

ex Chapter 22 Beverages, spirits and vinegar; except 
for: 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which all the grapes or materials derived 

from grapes used are wholly obtained 
 

 

2202 Waters, including mineral waters and 
aerated waters, containing added sugar 
or other sweetening matter or 
flavoured, and other non-alcoholic 
beverages, not including fruit or 
vegetable juices of heading 2009 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, 
- in which the value of all the materials of 

Chapter 17 used does not exceed 30 % of the 
ex-works price of the product, and 

- in which all the fruit juice used (except that 
of pineapple, lime or grapefruit) is 
originating 

 

 

2207 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an 
alcoholic strength by volume of 
80 % vol or higher; ethyl alcohol and 
other spirits, denatured, of any strength 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except 

heading 2207 or 2208, and 
- in which all the grapes or materials derived 

from grapes used are wholly obtained or, if 
all the other materials used are already 
originating, arrack may be used up to a limit 
of 5 % by volume 

 

 

2208 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an 
alcoholic strength by volume of less 
than 80 % vol; spirits, liqueurs and 
other spirituous beverages 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except 

heading 2207 or 2208, and 
- in which all the grapes or materials derived 

from grapes used are wholly obtained or, if 
all the other materials used are already 
originating, arrack may be used up to a limit 
of 5 % by volume 

 

 

ex Chapter 23 Residues and waste from the food 
industries; prepared animal fodder; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

ex 2301 Whale meal; flours, meals and pellets 
of fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or 
other aquatic invertebrates, unfit for 
human consumption 
 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapters 2 and 3 used are wholly obtained 

 

ex 2303 Residues from the manufacture of 
starch from maize (excluding 
concentrated steeping liquors), of a 
protein content, calculated on the dry 
product, exceeding 40 % by weight 

Manufacture in which all the maize used is 
wholly obtained 

 

ex 2306 Oil cake and other solid residues 
resulting from the extraction of olive 
oil, containing more than 3 % of olive 
oil 
 

Manufacture in which all the olives used are 
wholly obtained 

 

2309 Preparations of a kind used in animal 
feeding 

Manufacture in which: 
- all the cereals, sugar or molasses, meat or 

milk used are  originating, and 
- all the materials of Chapter 3 used are 

wholly obtained 
 

 

ex Chapter 24 Tobacco and manufactured tobacco 
substitutes; except for: 

Manufacture in which all the materials of 
Chapter 24 used are wholly obtained 
 

 

2402 Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and 
cigarettes, of tobacco or of tobacco 
substitutes 

Manufacture in which at least 70 % by weight 
of the unmanufactured tobacco or tobacco 
refuse of heading 2401 used is originating 
 

 

ex 2403  Smoking tobacco Manufacture in which at least 70 % by weight 
of the unmanufactured tobacco or tobacco 
refuse of heading 2401 used is originating 
 

 

ex Chapter 25 Salt; sulphur; earths and stone; 
plastering materials, lime and cement; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 2504 Natural crystalline graphite, with 
enriched carbon content, purified and 
ground 
 

Enriching of the carbon content, purifying and 
grinding of crude crystalline graphite 

 

ex 2515 Marble, merely cut, by sawing or 
otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a 
rectangular (including square) shape, of 
a thickness not exceeding 25 cm 
 

Cutting, by sawing or otherwise, of marble 
(even if already sawn) of a thickness 
exceeding 25 cm 

 

ex 2516 Granite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone 
and other monumental or building 
stone, merely cut, by sawing or 
otherwise, into blocks or slabs of a 
rectangular (including square) shape, of 
a thickness not exceeding 25 cm 
 

Cutting, by sawing or otherwise, of stone 
(even if already sawn) of a thickness 
exceeding 25 cm 

 

ex 2518 Calcined dolomite Calcination of dolomite not calcined 
 

 

ex 2519 Crushed natural magnesium carbonate 
(magnesite), in hermetically-sealed 
containers, and magnesium oxide, 
whether or not pure, other than fused 
magnesia or dead-burned (sintered) 
magnesia 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, natural 
magnesium carbonate (magnesite) may be 
used 

 

ex 2520 Plasters specially prepared for dentistry Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 2524 Natural asbestos fibres Manufacture from asbestos concentrate 
 

 

ex 2525 Mica powder Grinding of mica or mica waste  
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

 
ex 2530 Earth colours, calcined or powdered Calcination or grinding of earth colours 

 
 

Chapter 26 Ores, slag and ash Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 27 Mineral fuels, mineral oils and products 
of their distillation; bituminous 
substances; mineral waxes; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 2707 Oils in which the weight of the 
aromatic constituents exceeds that of 
the non-aromatic constituents, being 
oils similar to mineral oils obtained by 
distillation of high temperature coal tar, 
of which more than 65 % by volume 
distils at a temperature of up to 250 °C 
(including mixtures of petroleum spirit 
and benzole), for use as power or 
heating fuels 
 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 

 

ex 2709 Crude oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals 

Destructive distillation of bituminous materials 
 

 

2710 Petroleum oils and oils obtained from 
bituminous materials, other than crude; 
preparations not elsewhere specified or 
included, containing by weight 70 % or 
more of petroleum oils or of oils 
obtained from bituminous materials, 
these oils being the basic constituents 
of the preparations; waste oils 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (2) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

2711 Petroleum gases and other gaseous 
hydrocarbons 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (2) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

2712 Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, 
microcrystalline petroleum wax, slack 
wax, ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax, 
other mineral waxes, and similar 
products obtained by synthesis or by 
other processes, whether or not 
coloured 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (2) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

2713 Petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and 
other residues of petroleum oils or of 
oils obtained from bituminous materials 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

2714 Bitumen and asphalt, natural; 
bituminous or oil shale and tar sands; 
asphaltites and asphaltic rocks 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

2715 Bituminous mixtures based on natural 
asphalt, on natural bitumen, on 
petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on 
mineral tar pitch (for example, 
bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 28 Inorganic chemicals; organic or 
inorganic compounds of precious 
metals, of rare-earth metals, of 
radioactive elements or of isotopes; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 2805 "Mischmetall" Manufacture by electrolytic or thermal 
treatment in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 2811 Sulphur trioxide Manufacture from sulphur dioxide Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 2833 Aluminium sulphate Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 2840 Sodium perborate Manufacture from disodium tetraborate 
pentahydrate 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex Chapter 29 Organic chemicals; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 2901 Acyclic hydrocarbons for use as power 
or heating fuels 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 

 

  Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

ex 2902 Cyclanes and cyclenes (other than 
azulenes), benzene, toluene, xylenes, 
for use as power or heating fuels 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

ex 2905 Metal alcoholates of alcohols of this 
heading and of ethanol 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 2905. 
However, metal alcoholates of this heading 
may be used, provided that their total value 
does not exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of 
the product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

2915 Saturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids 
and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides 
and peroxyacids; their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 
derivatives 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading. 
However, the value of all the materials of 
headings 2915 and 2916 used shall not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 2932 - Internal ethers and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 
derivatives 

Manufacture from materials of any heading. 
However, the value of all the materials of 
heading 2909 used shall not exceed 20 % of 
the ex-works price of the product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Cyclic acetals and internal 
hemiacetals and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 
derivatives 

Manufacture from materials of any heading Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

2933 Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen 
hetero-atom(s) only 

Manufacture from materials of any heading. 
However, the value of all the materials of 
headings 2932 and 2933 used shall not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

2934 Nucleic acids and their salts, whether or 
not chemically defined; other 
heterocyclic compounds 

Manufacture from materials of any heading. 
However, the value of all the materials of 
headings 2932, 2933 and 2934 used shall not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 2939 Concentrates of poppy straw containing 
not less than 50 % by weight of 
alkaloids 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 30 Pharmaceutical products; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

3002 Human blood; animal blood prepared 
for therapeutic, prophylactic or 
diagnostic uses; antisera and other 
blood fractions and modified 
immunological products, whether or not 
obtained by means of biotechnological 
processes; vaccines, toxins, cultures of 
micro-organisms (excluding yeasts) and 
similar products: 
 

  

 - Products consisting of two or more 
constituents which have been mixed 
together for therapeutic or 
prophylactic uses or unmixed 
products for these uses, put up in 
measured doses or in forms or 
packings for retail sale 

 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3002. 
However, materials of the same description as 
the product may be used, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

 - Other 
 

  

 -- Human blood Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3002. 
However, materials of the same description as 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

the product may be used, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 -- Animal blood prepared for 
therapeutic or prophylactic uses 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3002. 
However, materials of the same description as 
the product may be used, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 -- Blood fractions other than antisera, 
haemoglobin, blood globulins and 
serum globulins 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3002. 
However, materials of the same description as 
the product may be used, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

 -- Haemoglobin, blood globulins and 
serum globulins 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3002. 
However, materials of the same description as 
the product may be used, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 -- Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3002. 
However, materials of the same description as 
the product may be used, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

3003 and 3004 Medicaments (excluding goods of 
heading 3002, 3005 or 3006): 
 

  

 - Obtained from amikacin of 
heading 2941 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of headings 3003 and 3004 may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product. However, materials of 
headings 3003 and 3004 may be used, 
provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- in which the value of all the materials used 
does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

ex 3006 Waste pharmaceuticals specified in 
note 4(k) to this Chapter 

The origin of the product in its original 
classification shall be retained 
 

 

ex Chapter 31 Fertilizers; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 3105 Mineral or chemical fertilizers 
containing two or three of the fertilizing 
elements nitrogen, phosphorous and 
potassium; other fertilizers; goods of 
this chapter, in tablets or similar forms 
or in packages of a gross weight not 
exceeding 10 kg, except for: 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product. However, materials of the same 
heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

- sodium nitrate 
- calcium cyanamide 
- potassium sulphate 
- magnesium potassium sulphate 
 

- in which the value of all the materials used 
does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

ex Chapter 32 Tanning or dyeing extracts; tannins and 
their derivatives; dyes, pigments and 
other colouring matter; paints and 
varnishes; putty and other mastics; inks; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 3201 Tannins and their salts, ethers, esters 
and other derivatives 

Manufacture from tanning extracts of 
vegetable origin 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

3205 Colour lakes; preparations as specified 
in note 3 to this chapter based on colour 
lakes (3) 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except headings 3203, 3204 and 3205. 
However, materials of heading 3205 may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex Chapter 33 Essential oils and resinoids; perfumery, 
cosmetic or toilet preparations; except 
for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

3301 Essential oils (terpeneless or not), 
including concretes and absolutes; 
resinoids; extracted oleoresins; 
concentrates of essential oils in fats, in 
fixed oils, in waxes or the like, obtained 
by enfleurage or maceration; terpenic 
by-products of the deterpenation of 
essential oils; aqueous distillates and 
aqueous solutions of essential oils 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including materials of a different "group" (4) in 
this heading. However, materials of the same 
group as the product may be used, provided 
that their total value does not exceed 20 % of 
the ex-works price of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex Chapter 34 Soap, organic surface-active agents, 
washing preparations, lubricating 
preparations, artificial waxes, prepared 
waxes, polishing or scouring 
preparations, candles and similar 
articles, modelling pastes, "dental 
waxes" and dental preparations with a 
basis of plaster; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 3403 Lubricating preparations containing less 
than 70 % by weight of petroleum oils 
or oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals 

Operations of refining and/or one or more 
specific process(es) (1) 
or 
Other operations in which all the materials 
used are classified within a heading other than 
that of the product. However, materials of the 
same heading as the product may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

3404 Artificial waxes and prepared waxes: 
 

  

 - With a basis of paraffin, petroleum 
waxes, waxes obtained from 
bituminous minerals, slack wax or 
scale wax 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
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 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 

except: 
- hydrogenated oils having the character of 

waxes of heading 1516, 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

  - fatty acids not chemically defined or 
industrial fatty alcohols having the character 
of waxes of heading 3823, and 

 

  - materials of heading 3404  
  However, these materials may be used, 

provided that their total value does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 35 Albuminoidal substances; modified 
starches; glues; enzymes; except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

3505 Dextrins and other modified starches 
(for example, pregelatinised or 
esterified starches); glues based on 
starches, or on dextrins or other 
modified starches: 
 

  

 - Starch ethers and esters Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3505 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of heading 1108 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 3507 Prepared enzymes not elsewhere 
specified or included 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

Chapter 36 Explosives; pyrotechnic products; 
matches; pyrophoric alloys; certain 
combustible preparations 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex Chapter 37 Photographic or cinematographic 
goods; except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

3701 Photographic plates and film in the flat, 
sensitised, unexposed, of any material 
other than paper, paperboard or textiles; 
instant print film in the flat, sensitised, 
unexposed, whether or not in packs: 
 

  

 - Instant print film for colour 
photography, in packs 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 3701 and 3702. 
However, materials of heading 3702 may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, Manufacture in which the value of 
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except those of headings 3701 and 3702. 
However, materials of headings 3701 
and 3702 may be used, provided that their total 
value does not exceed 20 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

3702 Photographic film in rolls, sensitised, 
unexposed, of any material other than 
paper, paperboard or textiles; instant 
print film in rolls, sensitised, unexposed 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 3701 and 3702 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

3704 Photographic plates, film paper, 
paperboard and textiles, exposed but 
not developed 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 3701 to 3704 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex Chapter 38 Miscellaneous chemical products; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 3801 - Colloidal graphite in suspension in oil 
and semi-colloidal graphite; 
carbonaceous pastes for electrodes 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 - Graphite in paste form, being a 
mixture of more than 30 % by weight 
of graphite with mineral oils 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of heading 3403 used does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 3803 Refined tall oil Refining of crude tall oil Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 3805 Spirits of sulphate turpentine, purified Purification by distillation or refining of raw 
spirits of sulphate turpentine 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 3806 Ester gums Manufacture from resin acids Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 3807 Wood pitch (wood tar pitch) Distillation of wood tar Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

3808 Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, 
herbicides, anti-sprouting products and 
plant-growth regulators, disinfectants 
and similar products, put up in forms or 
packings for retail sale or as 
preparations or articles (for example, 
sulphur-treated bands, wicks and 
candles, and fly-papers) 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the products 

 

3809 Finishing agents, dye carriers to 
accelerate the dyeing or fixing of 
dyestuffs and other products and 
preparations (for example, dressings 
and mordants), of a kind used in the 
textile, paper, leather or like industries, 
not elsewhere specified or included 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the products 
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3810 Pickling preparations for metal 

surfaces; fluxes and other auxiliary 
preparations for soldering, brazing or 
welding; soldering, brazing or welding 
powders and pastes consisting of metal 
and other materials; preparations of a 
kind used as cores or coatings for 
welding electrodes or rods 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the products 

 

3811 Anti-knock preparations, oxidation 
inhibitors, gum inhibitors, viscosity 
improvers, anti-corrosive preparations 
and other prepared additives, for 
mineral oils (including gasoline) or for 
other liquids used for the same 
purposes as mineral oils: 
 

  

 - Prepared additives for lubricating oil, 
containing petroleum oils or oils 
obtained from bituminous minerals 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of heading 3811 used does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

3812 Prepared rubber accelerators; 
compound plasticisers for rubber or 
plastics, not elsewhere specified or 
included; anti-oxidizing preparations 
and other compound stabilizers for 
rubber or plastics 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

3813  Preparations and charges for fire-
extinguishers; charged fire-
extinguishing grenades 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

3814 Organic composite solvents and 
thinners, not elsewhere specified or 
included; prepared paint or varnish 
removers 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

3818 Chemical elements doped for use in 
electronics, in the form of discs, wafers 
or similar forms; chemical compounds 
doped for use in electronics 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

3819 Hydraulic brake fluids and other 
prepared liquids for hydraulic 
transmission, not containing or 
containing less than 70 % by weight of 
petroleum oils or oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

3820 Anti-freezing preparations and prepared 
de-icing fluids 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

3822 Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a 
backing, prepared diagnostic or 
laboratory reagents whether or not on a 
backing, other than those of 
heading 3002 or 3006; certified 
reference materials 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

3823 Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; 
acid oils from refining; industrial fatty 
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alcohols: 
 

 - Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids, 
acid oils from refining 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

 - Industrial fatty alcohols Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 3823 
 

 

3824 Prepared binders for foundry moulds or 
cores; chemical products and 
preparations of the chemical or allied 
industries (including those consisting of 
mixtures of natural products), not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
 

  

 - The following of this heading: 
 
-- Prepared binders for foundry 

moulds or cores based on natural 
resinous products 

-- Naphthenic acids, their water-
insoluble salts and their esters 

-- Sorbitol other than that of 
heading 2905 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 -- Petroleum sulphonates, excluding 
petroleum sulphonates of alkali 
metals, of ammonium or of 
ethanolamines; thiophenated 
sulphonic acids of oils obtained 
from bituminous minerals, and their 
salts 

-- Ion exchangers 
-- Getters for vacuum tubes 

  

 -- Alkaline iron oxide for the 
purification of gas 

-- Ammoniacal gas liquors and spent 
oxide produced in coal gas 
purification 

-- Sulphonaphthenic acids, their water-
insoluble salts and their esters 

-- Fusel oil and Dippel's oil 
-- Mixtures of salts having different 

anions 
-- Copying pastes with a basis of 

gelatin, whether or not on a paper or 
textile backing 

 

  

 - Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

3901 to 3915 Plastics in primary forms, waste, 
parings and scrap, of plastic; except for 
headings ex 3907 and 3912 for which 
the rules are set out below: 
 

  

 - Addition homopolymerisation 
products in which a single monomer 
contributes more than 99 % by weight 
to the total polymer content 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 39 used does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product (5) 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 39 used does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product (5) 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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ex 3907 - Copolymer, made from polycarbonate 

and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene 
copolymer (ABS) 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, materials 
of the same heading as the product may be 
used, provided that their total value does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product (5) 
 

 

 - Polyester  Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 39 used does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product 
and/or manufacture from polycarbonate of 
tetrabromo-(bisphenol A) 
 

 

3912 Cellulose and its chemical derivatives, 
not elsewhere specified or included, in 
primary forms 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 20 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

 

3916 to 3921 Semi-manufactures and articles of 
plastics; except for headings ex 3916, 
ex 3917, ex 3920 and ex 3921, for 
which the rules are set out below: 
 

  

 - Flat products, further worked than 
only surface-worked or cut into forms 
other than rectangular (including 
square); other products, further 
worked than only surface-worked 

 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 39 used does not exceed 
50 % of the ex-works price of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Other: 
 

  

 -- Addition homopolymerisation 
products in which a single monomer 
contributes more than 99 % by 
weight to the total polymer content 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 39 used does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product (5) 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 -- Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of Chapter 39 used does not exceed 
20 % of the ex-works price of the product (5) 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 3916 and 
ex 3917 

Profile shapes and tubes Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 20 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 3920 - Ionomer sheet or film Manufacture from a thermoplastic partial salt 
which is a copolymer of ethylene and 
metacrylic acid partly neutralised with metal 
ions, mainly zinc and sodium 
 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Sheets of regenerated cellulose, 
polyamides or polyethylene 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 20 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

 

ex 3921 Foils of plastic, metallised Manufacture from highly-transparent 
polyester-foils with a thickness of less than 
23 micron (6) 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

 
3922 to 3926 Articles of plastics Manufacture in which the value of all the 

materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 40 Rubber and articles thereof; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 4001 Laminated slabs of crepe rubber for 
shoes 
 

Lamination of sheets of natural rubber  

4005 Compounded rubber, unvulcanised, in 
primary forms or in plates, sheets or 
strip 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used, except natural rubber, does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

4012 Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of 
rubber; solid or cushion tyres, tyre 
treads and tyre flaps, of rubber: 
 

  

 - Retreaded pneumatic, solid or cushion 
tyres, of rubber 

 

Retreading of used tyres  

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 4011 and 4012 
 

 

ex 4017 Articles of hard rubber Manufacture from hard rubber  
ex Chapter 41 Raw hides and skins (other than 

furskins) and leather; except for: 
Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 4102 Raw skins of sheep or lambs, without 
wool on 

Removal of wool from sheep or lamb skins, 
with wool on 
 

 

4104 to 4106 Tanned or crust hides and skins, 
without wool or hair on, whether or not 
split, but not further prepared 

Retanning of pre-tanned leather 
or 
Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

4107, 4112 and 
4113 

Leather further prepared after tanning 
or crusting, including parchment-
dressed leather, without wool or hair 
on, whether or not split, other than 
leather of heading 4114 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except headings 4104 to 4113 

 

ex 4114 Patent leather and patent laminated 
leather; metallised leather 

Manufacture from materials of headings 4104 
to 4106, 4107, 4112 or 4113, provided that 
their total value does not exceed 50 % of the 
ex-works price of the product 
 

 

Chapter 42 Articles of leather; saddlery and 
harness; travel goods, handbags and 
similar containers; articles of animal 
gut (other than silk worm gut) 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex Chapter 43 Furskins and artificial fur; 
manufactures thereof; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 4302 Tanned or dressed furskins, assembled: 
 

  

 - Plates, crosses and similar forms Bleaching or dyeing, in addition to cutting and 
assembly of non-assembled tanned or dressed 
furskins 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from non-assembled, tanned or 
dressed furskins 
 

 

4303 Articles of apparel, clothing accessories 
and other articles of furskin 

Manufacture from non-assembled tanned or 
dressed furskins of heading 4302 
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(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

 
ex Chapter 44 Wood and articles of wood; wood 

charcoal; except for: 
Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 4403 Wood roughly squared Manufacture from wood in the rough, whether 
or not stripped of its bark or merely roughed 
down 
 

 

ex 4407 Wood sawn or chipped lengthwise, 
sliced or peeled, of a thickness 
exceeding 6 mm, planed, sanded or 
end-jointed 
 

Planing, sanding or end-jointing  

ex 4408 Sheets for veneering (including those 
obtained by slicing laminated wood) 
and for plywood, of a thickness not 
exceeding 6 mm, spliced, and other 
wood sawn lengthwise, sliced or peeled 
of a thickness not exceeding 6 mm, 
planed, sanded or end-jointed 
 

Splicing, planing, sanding or end-jointing  

ex 4409 Wood continuously shaped along any 
of its edges, ends or faces, whether or 
not planed, sanded or end-jointed: 
 

  

 - Sanded or end-jointed Sanding or end-jointing 
 

 

 - Beadings and mouldings Beading or moulding 
 

 

ex 4410 to 
ex 4413 

Beadings and mouldings, including 
moulded skirting and other moulded 
boards 
 

Beading or moulding  

ex 4415 Packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and 
similar packings, of wood 
 

Manufacture from boards not cut to size  

ex 4416 Casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other 
coopers' products and parts thereof, of 
wood 

Manufacture from riven staves, not further 
worked than sawn on the two principal 
surfaces 
 

 

ex 4418 - Builders' joinery and carpentry of 
wood 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, cellular 
wood panels, shingles and shakes may be used 
 

 

 - Beadings and mouldings Beading or moulding 
 

 

ex 4421 Match splints; wooden pegs or pins for 
footwear 

Manufacture from wood of any heading, 
except drawn wood of heading 4409 
 

 

ex Chapter 45 Cork and articles of cork; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

4503 Articles of natural cork Manufacture from cork of heading 4501 
 

 

Chapter 46 Manufactures of straw, of esparto or of 
other plaiting materials; basketware and 
wickerwork 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

Chapter 47 Pulp of wood or of other fibrous 
cellulosic material; recovered (waste 
and scrap) paper or paperboard 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex Chapter 48 Paper and paperboard; articles of paper 
pulp, of paper or of paperboard; except 
for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 4811 Paper and paperboard, ruled, lined or 
squared only 

Manufacture from paper-making materials of 
Chapter 47 
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(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

 
4816 Carbon paper, self-copy paper and 

other copying or transfer papers (other 
than those of heading 4809), duplicator 
stencils and offset plates, of paper, 
whether or not put up in boxes 
 

Manufacture from paper-making materials of 
Chapter 47 

 

4817 Envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards 
and correspondence cards, of paper or 
paperboard; boxes, pouches, wallets 
and writing compendiums, of paper or 
paperboard, containing an assortment of 
paper stationery 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

ex 4818 Toilet paper Manufacture from paper-making materials of 
Chapter 47 
 

 

ex 4819 Cartons, boxes, cases, bags and other 
packing containers, of paper, 
paperboard, cellulose wadding or webs 
of cellulose fibres 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

ex 4820 Letter pads Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 4823 Other paper, paperboard, cellulose 
wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, 
cut to size or shape 

Manufacture from paper-making materials of 
Chapter 47 

 

ex Chapter 49 Printed books, newspapers, pictures and 
other products of the printing industry; 
manuscripts, typescripts and plans; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

4909 Printed or illustrated postcards; printed 
cards bearing personal greetings, 
messages or announcements, whether 
or not illustrated, with or without 
envelopes or trimmings 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 4909 and 4911 

 

4910 Calendars of any kind, printed, 
including calendar blocks: 
 

  

 - Calendars of the "perpetual" type or 
with replaceable blocks mounted on 
bases other than paper or paperboard 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 4909 and 4911 
 

 

ex Chapter 50 Silk; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 5003 Silk waste (including cocoons 
unsuitable for reeling, yarn waste and 
garnetted stock), carded or combed 
 

Carding or combing of silk waste  

5004 to ex 5006 Silk yarn and yarn spun from silk waste Manufacture from (7): 
- raw silk or silk waste, carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- other natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
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- paper-making materials 
 

5007 Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste: 
 

  

 - Incorporating rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
 

 

  - coir yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or  
- paper 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex Chapter 51 Wool, fine or coarse animal hair; 
horsehair yarn and woven fabric; except 
for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

5106 to 5110 Yarn of wool, of fine or coarse animal 
hair or of horsehair 

Manufacture from (7): 
- raw silk or silk waste, carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 
 

 

5111 to 5113 Woven fabrics of wool, of fine or 
coarse animal hair or of horsehair: 
 

  

 - Incorporating rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7) 
 

 

  - coir yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or  
- paper 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5% of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex Chapter 52 Cotton; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

5204 to 5207 Yarn and thread of cotton Manufacture from (7): 
- raw silk or silk waste, carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 
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otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 
 

5208 to 5212 Woven fabrics of cotton: 
 

  

 - Incorporating rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7):  
  - coir yarn, 

- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex Chapter 53 Other vegetable textile fibres; paper 
yarn and woven fabrics of paper yarn; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

5306 to 5308 Yarn of other vegetable textile fibres; 
paper yarn 

Manufacture from (7): 
- raw silk or silk waste, carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 
 

 

5309 to 5311 Woven fabrics of other vegetable textile 
fibres; woven fabrics of paper yarn: 
 

  

 - Incorporating rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
- coir yarn, 
- jute yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or  
- paper 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

5401 to 5406 Yarn, monofilament and thread of man-
made filaments 

Manufacture from (7): 
- raw silk or silk waste, carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
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- paper-making materials 
 

5407 and 5408 Woven fabrics of man-made filament 
yarn: 
 

  

 - Incorporating rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7):  
  - coir yarn, 

- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

5501 to 5507 Man-made staple fibres Manufacture from chemical materials or 
textile pulp 
 

 

5508 to 5511 Yarn and sewing thread of man-made 
staple fibres 

Manufacture from (7): 
- raw silk or silk waste, carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 
 

 

5512 to 5516 Woven fabrics of man-made staple 
fibres: 
 

  

 - Incorporating rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
- coir yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise prepared for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex Chapter 56 Wadding, felt and non-wovens; special 
yarns; twine, cordage, ropes and cables 
and articles thereof; except for: 

Manufacture from (7): 
- coir yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 
 

 

5602 Felt, whether or not impregnated, 
coated, covered or laminated: 
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 - Needleloom felt Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, or 
- chemical materials or textile pulp 
However: 

 

  - polypropylene filament of heading 5402, 
- polypropylene fibres of heading 5503 

or 5506, or 
- polypropylene filament tow of heading 5501, 
of which the denomination in all cases of a 
single filament or fibre is less than 9 decitex, 
may be used, provided that their total value 
does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of 
the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres made from casein, or 
- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

5604 Rubber thread and cord, textile 
covered; textile yarn, and strip and the 
like of heading 5404 or 5405, 
impregnated, coated, covered or 
sheathed with rubber or plastics: 
 

  

 - Rubber thread and cord, textile 
covered 

Manufacture from rubber thread or cord, not 
textile covered 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise processed for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 
 

 

5605 Metallised yarn, whether or not gimped, 
being textile yarn, or strip or the like of 
heading 5404 or 5405, combined with 
metal in the form of thread, strip or 
powder or covered with metal 
 

Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 

 

5606 Gimped yarn, and strip and the like of 
heading 5404 or 5405, gimped (other 
than those of heading 5605 and gimped 
horsehair yarn); chenille yarn 
(including flock chenille yarn); loop 
wale-yarn 
 

Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
- chemical materials or textile pulp, or 
- paper-making materials 

 

Chapter 57 Carpets and other textile floor 
coverings: 
 

  

 - Of needleloom felt Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, or 
- chemical materials or textile pulp 
However: 

 

  - polypropylene filament of heading 5402, 
- polypropylene fibres of heading 5503 or 

5506, or 
- polypropylene filament tow of heading 5501, 
of which the denomination in all cases of a 
single filament or fibre is less than 9 decitex, 
may be used, provided that their total value 
does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of 
the product 
Jute fabric may be used as a backing 
 

 

 - Of other felt Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, not carded or combed or 

otherwise processed for spinning, or 
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- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
- coir yarn or jute yarn, 
- synthetic or artificial filament yarn, 
- natural fibres, or 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning 
Jute fabric may be used as a backing 
 

 

ex Chapter 58 Special woven fabrics; tufted textile 
fabrics; lace; tapestries; trimmings; 
embroidery; except for: 
 

  

 - Combined with rubber thread Manufacture from single yarn (7) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
 

 

  - natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

5805 Hand-woven tapestries of the types 
Gobelins, Flanders, Aubusson, 
Beauvais and the like, and needle-
worked tapestries (for example, petit 
point, cross stitch), whether or not 
made up 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

5810 Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in 
motifs 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

5901 Textile fabrics coated with gum or 
amylaceous substances, of a kind used 
for the outer covers of books or the 
like; tracing cloth; prepared painting 
canvas; buckram and similar stiffened 
textile fabrics of a kind used for hat 
foundations 
 

Manufacture from yarn  

5902 Tyre cord fabric of high tenacity yarn 
of nylon or other polyamides, 
polyesters or viscose rayon: 
 

  

 - Containing not more than 90 % by 
weight of textile materials 

 

Manufacture from yarn  

 - Other Manufacture from chemical materials or 
textile pulp 
 

 

5903 Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, 
covered or laminated with plastics, 
other than those of heading 5902 

Manufacture from yarn 
or 
Printing accompanied by at least two 
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preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
rasing, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

5904 Linoleum, whether or note cut to shape; 
floor coverings consisting of a coating 
or covering applied on a textile 
backing, whether or not cut to shape 
 

Manufacture from yarn (7)  

5905 Textile wall coverings: 
 

  

 - Impregnated, coated, covered or 
laminated with rubber, plastics or 
other materials  

 

Manufacture from yarn  

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
 

 

  - coir yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
or 

 

  Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
raising, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

5906 Rubberised textile fabrics, other than 
those of heading 5902: 
 

  

 - Knitted or crocheted fabrics Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

 - Other fabrics made of synthetic 
filament yarn, containing more than 
90 % by weight of textile materials 

 

Manufacture from chemical materials  

 - Other Manufacture from yarn 
 

 

5907 Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated, 
coated or covered; painted canvas being 
theatrical scenery, studio back-cloths or 
the like 

Manufacture from yarn 
or 
Printing accompanied by at least two 
preparatory or finishing operations (such as 
scouring, bleaching, mercerising, heat setting, 
rasing, calendering, shrink resistance 
processing, permanent finishing, decatising, 
impregnating, mending and burling), provided 
that the value of the unprinted fabric used does 
not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

5908 Textile wicks, woven, plaited or   
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knitted, for lamps, stoves, lighters, 
candles or the like; incandescent gas 
mantles and tubular knitted gas mantle 
fabric therefor, whether or not 
impregnated: 
 

 - Incandescent gas mantles, 
impregnated 

Manufacture from tubular knitted gas-mantle 
fabric 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

5909 to 5911 Textile articles of a kind suitable for 
industrial use: 
 

  

 - Polishing discs or rings other than of 
felt of heading 5911 

Manufacture from yarn or waste fabrics or 
rags of heading 6310 
 

 

 - Woven fabrics, of a kind commonly 
used in papermaking or other 
technical uses, felted or not, whether 
or not impregnated or coated, tubular 
or endless with single or multiple 
warp and/or weft, or flat woven with 
multiple warp and/or weft of 
heading 5911 

Manufacture from (7): 
- coir yarn, 
- the following materials: 
-- yarn of polytetrafluoroethylene ,(8) 
-- yarn, multiple, of polyamide, coated 

impregnated or covered with a phenolic 
resin, 

-- yarn of synthetic textile fibres of aromatic 
polyamides, obtained by polycondensation 
of m-phenylenediamine and isophthalic 
acid, 

 

  -- monofil of polytetrafluoroethylene (8) , 
-- yarn of synthetic textile fibres of poly(p-

phenylene terephthalamide), 
-- glass fibre yarn, coated with phenol resin 

and gimped with acrylic yarn (8), 

 

  -- copolyester monofilaments of a polyester 
and a resin of terephthalic acid and 1,4-
cyclohexanediethanol and isophthalic acid, 

-- natural fibres, 
-- man-made staple fibres not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for 
spinning, or 

-- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from (7): 
- coir yarn, 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

Chapter 60 Knitted or crocheted fabrics Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

Chapter 61 Articles of apparel and clothing 
accessories, knitted or crocheted: 
 

  

 - Obtained by sewing together or 
otherwise assembling, two or more 
pieces of knitted or crocheted fabric 
which have been either cut to form or 
obtained directly to form 

 

Manufacture from yarn (7)(9)  

 - Other  Manufacture from (7):  
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- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

ex Chapter 62 Articles of apparel and clothing 
accessories, not knitted or crocheted; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture from yarn (7)( 9)  

ex 6202, 
ex 6204, 
ex 6206, ex 6209 
and ex 6211 

Women's, girls' and babies' clothing 
and clothing accessories for babies, 
embroidered 

Manufacture from yarn (9) 
or 
Manufacture from unembroidered fabric, 
provided that the value of the unembroidered 
fabric used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product (9) 
 

 

ex 6210 and 
ex 6216 

Fire-resistant equipment of fabric 
covered with foil of aluminised 
polyester 

Manufacture from yarn (9) 
or 
Manufacture from uncoated fabric, provided 
that the value of the uncoated fabric used does 
not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product (9) 
 

 

6213 and 6214 Handkerchiefs, shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like: 
 

  

 - Embroidered Manufacture from unbleached single 
yarn (7)(9) 
or 
Manufacture from unembroidered fabric, 
provided that the value of the unembroidered 
fabric used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product (9) 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from unbleached single 
yarn (7)(9) 
or 

 

  Making up, followed by printing accompanied 
by at least two preparatory or finishing 
operations (such as scouring, bleaching, 
mercerising, heat setting, raising, calendering, 
shrink resistance processing, permanent 
finishing, decatising, impregnating, mending 
and burling), provided that the value of all the 
unprinted goods of headings 6213 and 6214 
used does not exceed 47.5 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

 

6217 Other made up clothing accessories; 
parts of garments or of clothing 
accessories, other than those of 
heading 6212: 
 

  

 - Embroidered Manufacture from yarn (9) 
or 
Manufacture from unembroidered fabric, 
provided that the value of the unembroidered 
fabric used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product (9) 
 

 

 - Fire-resistant equipment of fabric 
covered with foil of aluminised 
polyester 

Manufacture from yarn (9) 
or 
Manufacture from uncoated fabric, provided 
that the value of the uncoated fabric used does 
not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product (9) 
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 - Interlinings for collars and cuffs, cut 
out 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

 - Other Manufacture from yarn (9) 
 

 

ex Chapter 63 Other made-up textile articles; sets; 
worn clothing and worn textile articles; 
rags; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

6301 to 6304 Blankets, travelling rugs, bed linen etc.; 
curtains etc.; other furnishing articles: 
 

  

 - Of felt, of nonwovens Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, or 
- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

 - Other: 
 

  

 -- Embroidered Manufacture from unbleached single yarn 
(9) (10) 
or 
Manufacture from unembroidered fabric (other 
than knitted or crocheted), provided that the 
value of the unembroidered fabric used does 
not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

 -- Other Manufacture from unbleached single yarn (9) 
(10) 
 

 

6305 Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the 
packing of goods 

Manufacture from (7): 
- natural fibres, 
- man-made staple fibres, not carded or 

combed or otherwise processed for spinning, 
or 

- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

6306 Tarpaulins, awnings and sunblinds; 
tents; sails for boats, sailboards or 
landcraft; camping goods: 
 

  

 - Of nonwovens Manufacture from (7) (9): 
- natural fibres, or 
- chemical materials or textile pulp 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from unbleached single yarn (7) 
(9) 
 

 

6307 Other made-up articles, including dress 
patterns 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

6308 Sets consisting of woven fabric and 
yarn, whether or not with accessories, 
for making up into rugs, tapestries, 
embroidered table cloths or serviettes, 
or similar textile articles, put up in 
packings for retail sale 

Each item in the set must satisfy the rule 
which would apply to it if it were not included 
in the set. However, non-originating articles 
may be incorporated, provided that their total 
value does not exceed 15 % of the ex-works 
price of the set 
 

 

ex Chapter 64 Footwear, gaiters and the like; parts of 
such articles; except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except from assemblies of uppers affixed to 
inner soles or to other sole components of 
heading 6406 
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6406 Parts of footwear (including uppers 
whether or not attached to soles other 
than outer soles); removable in-soles, 
heel cushions and similar articles; 
gaiters, leggings and similar articles, 
and parts thereof 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex Chapter 65 Headgear and parts thereof; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

6503 Felt hats and other felt headgear, made 
from the hat bodies, hoods or plateaux 
of heading 6501, whether or not lined 
or trimmed 
 

Manufacture from yarn or textile fibres (9)  

6505 Hats and other headgear, knitted or 
crocheted, or made up from lace, felt or 
other textile fabric, in the piece (but not 
in strips), whether or not lined or 
trimmed; hair-nets of any material, 
whether or not lined or trimmed 
 

Manufacture from yarn or textile fibres (9)  

ex Chapter 66 Umbrellas, sun umbrellas, walking-
sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops, 
and parts thereof; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

6601 Umbrellas and sun umbrellas (including 
walking-stick umbrellas, garden 
umbrellas and similar umbrellas) 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

Chapter 67 Prepared feathers and down and articles 
made of feathers or of down; artificial 
flowers; articles of human hair 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex Chapter 68 Articles of stone, plaster, cement, 
asbestos, mica or similar materials; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 6803 Articles of slate or of agglomerated 
slate 
 

Manufacture from worked slate  

ex 6812 Articles of asbestos; articles of mixtures 
with a basis of asbestos or of mixtures 
with a basis of asbestos and magnesium 
carbonate 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading  

ex 6814 Articles of mica, including 
agglomerated or reconstituted mica, on 
a support of paper, paperboard or other 
materials 
 

Manufacture from worked mica (including 
agglomerated or reconstituted mica) 

 

Chapter 69 Ceramic products Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 70 Glass and glassware; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 7003, ex 7004 
and ex 7005  
 

Glass with a non-reflecting layer Manufacture from materials of heading 7001  

7006 Glass of heading 7003, 7004 or 7005, 
bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, 
enamelled or otherwise worked, but not 
framed or fitted with other materials: 
 

  

 - Glass-plate substrates, coated with a 
dielectric thin film, and of a 
semiconductor grade in accordance 

Manufacture from non-coated glass-plate 
substrate of heading 7006 
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with SEMII-standards (11) 
 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of heading 7001 
 

 

7007 Safety glass, consisting of toughened 
(tempered) or laminated glass 
 

Manufacture from materials of heading 7001  

7008 Multiple-walled insulating units of 
glass 
 

Manufacture from materials of heading 7001  

7009 Glass mirrors, whether or not framed, 
including rear-view mirrors 
 

Manufacture from materials of heading 7001  

7010 Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, 
phials, ampoules and other containers, 
of glass, of a kind used for the 
conveyance or packing of goods; 
preserving jars of glass; stoppers, lids 
and other closures, of glass 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
or 
Cutting of glassware, provided that the total 
value of the uncut glassware used does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

7013 Glassware of a kind used for table, 
kitchen, toilet, office, indoor decoration 
or similar purposes (other than that of 
heading 7010 or 7018) 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
or 
Cutting of glassware, provided that the total 
value of the uncut glassware used does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
or 
Hand-decoration (except silk-screen printing) 
of hand-blown glassware, provided that the 
total value of the hand-blown glassware used 
does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of 
the product 
 

 

ex 7019 Articles (other than yarn) of glass fibres Manufacture from: 
- uncoloured slivers, rovings, yarn or chopped 

strands, or 
- glass wool 
 

 

ex Chapter 71 Natural or cultured pearls, precious or 
semi-precious stones, precious metals, 
metals clad with precious metal, and 
articles thereof; imitation jewellery; 
coin; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex 7101 Natural or cultured pearls, graded and 
temporarily strung for convenience of 
transport 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 7102, ex 7103 
and ex 7104 

Worked precious or semi-precious 
stones (natural, synthetic or 
reconstructed) 
 

Manufacture from unworked precious or semi-
precious stones 

 

7106, 7108 and 
7110 
 

Precious metals:   

 - Unwrought Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 7106, 7108 and 7110 
or 
Electrolytic, thermal or chemical separation of 
precious metals of heading 7106, 7108 or 7110 
or 
Alloying of precious metals of heading 7106, 
7108 or 7110 with each other or with base 
metals 
 

 

 - Semi-manufactured or in powder Manufacture from unwrought precious metals  
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form 
 

ex 7107, ex 7109 
and ex 7111 

Metals clad with precious metals, semi-
manufactured 

Manufacture from metals clad with precious 
metals, unwrought 
 

 

7116 Articles of natural or cultured pearls, 
precious or semi-precious stones 
(natural, synthetic or reconstructed) 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

7117 Imitation jewellery Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
or 

 

  Manufacture from base metal parts, not plated 
or covered with precious metals, provided that 
the value of all the materials used does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex Chapter 72 Iron and steel; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

7207 Semi-finished products of iron or non-
alloy steel 

Manufacture from materials of heading 7201, 
7202, 7203, 7204 or 7205 
 

 

7208 to 7216 Flat-rolled products, bars and rods, 
angles, shapes and sections of iron or 
non-alloy steel 
 

Manufacture from ingots or other primary 
forms of heading 7206 

 

7217 Wire of iron or non-alloy steel Manufacture from semi-finished materials of 
heading 7207 
 

 

ex 7218, 7219 to 
7222 

Semi-finished products, flat-rolled 
products, bars and rods, angles, shapes 
and sections of stainless steel 
 

Manufacture from ingots or other primary 
forms of heading 7218 

 

7223 Wire of stainless steel Manufacture from semi-finished materials of 
heading 7218 
 

 

ex 7224, 7225 to 
7228 

Semi-finished products, flat-rolled 
products, hot-rolled bars and rods, in 
irregularly wound coils; angles, shapes 
and sections, of other alloy steel; 
hollow drill bars and rods, of alloy or 
non-alloy steel 
 

Manufacture from ingots or other primary 
forms of heading 7206, 7218 or 7224 

 

7229 Wire of other alloy steel Manufacture from semi-finished materials of 
heading 7224 
 

 

ex Chapter 73 Articles of iron or steel; except for: Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 7301 Sheet piling Manufacture from materials of heading 7206  
7302 Railway or tramway track construction 

material of iron or steel, the following: 
rails, check-rails and rack rails, switch 
blades, crossing frogs, point rods and 
other crossing pieces, sleepers (cross-
ties), fish-plates, chairs, chair wedges, 
sole pates (base plates), rail clips, 
bedplates, ties and other material 
specialised for jointing or fixing rails 
 

Manufacture from materials of heading 7206  

7304, 7305 and 
7306 

Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, of 
iron (other than cast iron) or steel 

Manufacture from materials of heading 7206, 
7207, 7218 or 7224 
 

 

ex 7307 Tube or pipe fittings of stainless steel 
(ISO No X5CrNiMo 1712), consisting 
of several parts 

Turning, drilling, reaming, threading, 
deburring and sandblasting of forged blanks, 
provided that the total value of the forged 
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blanks used does not exceed 35 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

7308 Structures (excluding prefabricated 
buildings of heading 9406) and parts of 
structures (for example, bridges and 
bridge-sections, lock-gates, towers, 
lattice masts, roofs, roofing 
frameworks, doors and windows and 
their frames and thresholds for doors, 
shutters, balustrades, pillars and 
columns), of iron or steel; plates, rods, 
angles, shapes, sections, tubes and the 
like, prepared for use in structures, of 
iron or steel 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, welded 
angles, shapes and sections of heading 7301 
may not be used 

 

ex 7315 Skid chain Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of heading 7315 used does not 
exceed 50 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex Chapter 74 Copper and articles thereof; except for: Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

7401 Copper mattes; cement copper 
(precipitated copper) 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

7402 Unrefined copper; copper anodes for 
electrolytic refining 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

7403 Refined copper and copper alloys, 
unwrought: 
 

  

 - Refined copper Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

 - Copper alloys and refined copper 
containing other elements 

Manufacture from refined copper, unwrought, 
or waste and scrap of copper 
 

 

7404 Copper waste and scrap Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

7405 Master alloys of copper Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 75 Nickel and articles thereof; except for: Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

7501 to 7503 Nickel mattes, nickel oxide sinters and 
other intermediate products of nickel 
metallurgy; unwrought nickel; nickel 
waste and scrap 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

ex Chapter 76 Aluminium and articles thereof; except 
for: 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 
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7601 Unwrought aluminium Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

or 
Manufacture by thermal or electrolytic 
treatment from unalloyed aluminium or waste 
and scrap of aluminium 
 

 

7602 Aluminium waste or scrap Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 7616 Aluminium articles other than gauze, 
cloth, grill, netting, fencing, reinforcing 
fabric and similar materials (including 
endless bands) of aluminium wire, and 
expanded metal of aluminium 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product. However, gauze, cloth, grill, 
netting, fencing, reinforcing fabric and 
similar materials (including endless bands) 
of aluminium wire, or expanded metal of 
aluminium may be used; and 

- in which the value of all the materials used 
does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

Chapter 77 Reserved for possible future use in the 
HS 
 

  

ex Chapter 78 Lead and articles thereof; except for: Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

7801 Unwrought lead: 
 

  

 - Refined lead Manufacture from "bullion" or "work" lead 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, waste and 
scrap of heading 7802 may not be used 
 

 

7802 Lead waste and scrap Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 79 Zinc and articles thereof; except for: Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

7901 Unwrought zinc Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, waste and 
scrap of heading 7902 may not be used 
 

 

7902 Zinc waste and scrap Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 80 Tin and articles thereof; except for: Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

8001 Unwrought tin Manufacture from materials of any heading,  
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except that of the product. However, waste and 
scrap of heading 8002 may not be used 
 

8002 and 8007 Tin waste and scrap; other articles of tin Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

Chapter 81 Other base metals; cermets; articles 
thereof: 
 

  

 - Other base metals, wrought; articles 
thereof 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 82 Tools, implements, cutlery, spoons and 
forks, of base metal; parts thereof of 
base metal; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

8206 Tools of two or more of the 
headings 8202 to 8205, put up in sets 
for retail sale 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 8202 to 8205. 
However, tools of headings 8202 to 8205 may 
be incorporated into the set, provided that their 
total value does not exceed 15 % of the ex-
works price of the set 
 

 

8207 Interchangeable tools for hand tools, 
whether or not power-operated, or for 
machine-tools (for example, for 
pressing, stamping, punching, tapping, 
threading, drilling, boring, broaching, 
milling, turning, or screwdriving), 
including dies for drawing or extruding 
metal, and rock drilling or earth boring 
tools 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

8208 Knives and cutting blades, for machines 
or for mechanical appliances 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

ex 8211 Knives with cutting blades, serrated or 
not (including pruning knives), other 
than knives of heading 8208 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, knife 
blades and handles of base metal may be used 
 

 

8214 Other articles of cutlery (for example, 
hair clippers, butchers' or kitchen 
cleavers, choppers and mincing knives, 
paper knives); manicure or pedicure 
sets and instruments (including nail 
files) 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, handles 
of base metal may be used 

 

8215 Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake-
servers, fish-knives, butter-knives, 
sugar tongs and similar kitchen or 
tableware 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, handles 
of base metal may be used 

 

ex Chapter 83 Miscellaneous articles of base metal; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 8302 Other mountings, fittings and similar 
articles  suitable for buildings, and 
automatic door closers 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, other 
materials of heading 8302 may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
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20 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

ex 8306 Statuettes and other ornaments, of base 
metal 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, other 
materials of heading 8306 may be used, 
provided that their total value does not exceed 
30 % of the ex-works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 84 Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery 
and mechanical appliances; parts 
thereof; except for: 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8401 Nuclear fuel elements Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product (12) 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

8402 Steam or other vapour generating 
boilers (other than central heating hot 
water boilers capable also of producing 
low pressure steam); super-heated 
water boilers 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the  product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product  

8403 and 
ex 8404 

Central heating boilers other than those 
of heading 8402 and auxiliary plant for 
central heating boilers 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of headings 8403 and 8404 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

8406 Steam turbines and other vapour 
turbines 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8407 Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary 
internal combustion piston engines 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8408 Compression-ignition internal 
combustion piston engines (diesel or 
semi-diesel engines) 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8409 Parts suitable for use solely or 
principally with the engines of 
heading 8407 or 8408 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8411 Turbo-jets, turbo-propellers and other 
gas turbines 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8412 Other engines and motors Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 8413 Rotary positive displacement pumps Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8414 Industrial fans, blowers and the like Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
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the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8415 Air conditioning machines, comprising 
a motor-driven fan and elements for 
changing the temperature and humidity, 
including those machines in which the 
humidity cannot be separately regulated 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8418 Refrigerators, freezers and other 
refrigerating or freezing equipment, 
electric or other; heat pumps other than 
air conditioning machines of 
heading 8415 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product, and 

- in which the value of all the non-originating 
materials used does not exceed the value of 
all the originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8419 Machines for wood, paper pulp, paper 
and paperboard industries 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8420 Calendering or other rolling machines, 
other than for metals or glass, and 
cylinders therefor 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8423 Weighing machinery (excluding 
balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or 
better), including weight operated 
counting or checking machines; 
weighing machine weights of all kinds 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8425 to 8428 Lifting, handling, loading or unloading 
machinery 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8431 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8429 Self-propelled bulldozers, angledozers, 
graders, levellers, scrapers, mechanical 
shovels, excavators, shovel loaders, 
tamping machines and road rollers: 
 

  

 - Road rollers Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8431 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 
8430 Other moving, grading, levelling, 

scraping, excavating, tamping, 
compacting, extracting or boring 
machinery, for earth, minerals or ores; 
pile-drivers and pile-extractors; snow-
ploughs and snow-blowers 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8431 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8431 Parts suitable for use solely or 
principally with road rollers 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8439 Machinery for making pulp of fibrous 
cellulosic material or for making or 
finishing paper or paperboard 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8441 Other machinery for making up paper 
pulp, paper or paperboard, including 
cutting machines of all kinds 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of the same heading as the product 
used does not exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8444 to 8447 Machines of these headings for use in 
the textile industry 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 8448 Auxiliary machinery for use with 
machines of headings 8444 and 8445 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8452 Sewing machines, other than book-
sewing machines of heading 8440; 
furniture, bases and covers specially 
designed for sewing machines; sewing 
machine needles: 
 

  

 - Sewing machines (lock stitch only) 
with heads of a weight not exceeding 
16 kg without motor or 17 kg with 
motor 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used in assembling the head (without motor) 
does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used, and 

- the thread-tension, crochet and zigzag 
mechanisms used are originating 

 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8456 to 8466 Machine-tools and machines and their 
parts and accessories of headings 8456 
to 8466 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
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8469 to 8472 Office machines (for example, 

typewriters, calculating machines, 
automatic data processing machines, 
duplicating machines, stapling 
machines) 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8480 Moulding boxes for metal foundry; 
mould bases; moulding patterns; 
moulds for metal (other than ingot 
moulds), metal carbides, glass, mineral 
materials, rubber or plastics 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8482 Ball or roller bearings Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product  

8484 Gaskets and similar joints of metal 
sheeting combined with other material 
or of two or more layers of metal; sets 
or assortments of gaskets and similar 
joints, dissimilar in composition, put up 
in pouches, envelopes or similar 
packings; mechanical seals 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8485 Machinery parts, not containing 
electrical connectors, insulators, coils, 
contacts or other electrical features, not 
specified or included elsewhere in this 
Chapter 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

ex Chapter 85 Electrical machinery and equipment 
and parts thereof; sound recorders and 
reproducers, television image and 
sound recorders and reproducers, and 
parts and accessories of such articles; 
except for: 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8501 Electric motors and generators 
(excluding generating sets) 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8503 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8502 Electric generating sets and rotary 
converters 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of headings 8501 and 8503 used 
does not exceed 10 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8504 Power supply units for automatic data-
processing machines 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex 8518 Microphones and stands therefor; 
loudspeakers, whether or not mounted 
in their enclosures; audio-frequency 
electric amplifiers; electric sound 
amplifier sets 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 
8519 Turntables (record-decks), record-

players, cassette-players  and other 
sound reproducing apparatus, not 
incorporating a sound recording device 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8520 Magnetic tape recorders and other 
sound recording apparatus, whether or 
not incorporating a sound reproducing 
device 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8521 Video recording or reproducing 
apparatus, whether or not incorporating 
a video tuner 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8522 Parts and accessories suitable for use 
solely or principally with the apparatus 
of headings 8519 to 8521 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8523 Prepared unrecorded media for sound 
recording or similar recording of other 
phenomena, other than products of 
Chapter 37 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8524 Records, tapes and other recorded 
media for sound or other similarly 
recorded phenomena, including 
matrices and masters for the production 
of records, but excluding products of 
Chapter 37: 
 

  

 - Matrices and masters for the 
production of records 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8523 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8525 Transmission apparatus for radio-
telephony, radio-telegraphy, radio-
broadcasting or television, whether or 
not incorporating reception apparatus or 
sound recording or reproducing 
apparatus; television cameras; still 
image video cameras and other video 
camera recorders; digital cameras 
 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8526 Radar apparatus, radio navigational aid 
apparatus and radio remote control 
apparatus 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
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product, and 
- the value of all the non-originating materials 

used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

price of the product 

8527 Reception apparatus for radio-
telephony, radio-telegraphy or radio-
broadcasting, whether or not combined, 
in the same housing, with sound 
recording or reproducing apparatus or a 
clock 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8528 Reception apparatus for television, 
whether or not incorporating radio 
broadcast receivers or sound or video 
recording or reproducing apparatus; 
video monitors and video projectors 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8529 Parts suitable for use solely or 
principally with the apparatus of 
headings 8525 to 8528: 
 

  

 - Suitable for use solely or principally 
with video recording or reproducing 
apparatus 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8535 and 8536 Electrical apparatus for switching or 
protecting electrical circuits, or for 
making connections to or in electrical 
circuits 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8538 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8537 Boards, panels, consoles, desks, 
cabinets and other bases, equipped with 
two or more apparatus of heading 8535 
or 8536, for electric control or the 
distribution of electricity, including 
those incorporating instruments or 
apparatus of Chapter 90, and numerical 
control apparatus, other than switching 
apparatus of heading 8517 
 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 8538 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8541 Diodes, transistors and similar semi-
conductor devices, except wafers not 
yet cut into chips 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8542 Electronic integrated circuits and 
microassemblies: 
 

  

 - Monolithic integrated circuits Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
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exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of headings 8541 and 8542 used 
does not exceed 10 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

or 
The operation of diffusion (in which integrated 
circuits are formed on a semi-conductor 
substrate by the selective introduction of an 
appropriate dopant), whether or not assembled 
and/or tested in a country other than the 
Contracting Parties 
 

exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Other Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of headings 8541 and 8542 used 
does not exceed 10 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8544 Insulated (including enamelled or 
anodised) wire, cable (including coaxial 
cable) and other insulated electric 
conductors, whether or not fitted with 
connectors; optical fibre cables, made 
up of individually sheathed fibres, 
whether or not assembled with electric 
conductors or fitted with connectors 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8545 Carbon electrodes, carbon brushes, 
lamp carbons, battery carbons and other 
articles of graphite or other carbon, 
with or without metal, of a kind used 
for electrical purposes 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8546 Electrical insulators of any material Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8547 Insulating fittings for electrical 
machines, appliances or equipment, 
being fittings wholly of insulating 
materials apart from any minor 
components of metal (for example, 
threaded sockets) incorporated during 
moulding solely for purposes of 
assembly, other than insulators of 
heading 8546; electrical conduit tubing 
and joints therefor, of base metal lined 
with insulating material 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

8548 Waste and scrap of primary cells, 
primary batteries and electric 
accumulators; spent primary cells, spent 
primary batteries and spent electric 
accumulators; electrical parts of 
machinery or apparatus, not specified 
or included elsewhere in this Chapter 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

ex Chapter 86 Railway or tramway locomotives, 
rolling-stock and parts thereof; railway 
or tramway track fixtures and fittings 
and parts thereof; mechanical 
(including electro-mechanical) traffic 
signalling equipment of all kinds; 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
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except for: 
 

8608 Railway or tramway track fixtures and 
fittings; mechanical (including 
electromechanical) signalling, safety or 
traffic control equipment for railways, 
tramways, roads, inland waterways, 
parking facilities, port installations or 
airfields; parts of the foregoing 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex Chapter 87 Vehicles other than railway or tramway 
rolling-stock, and parts and accessories 
thereof; except for: 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

8709 Works trucks, self-propelled, not fitted 
with lifting or handling equipment, of 
the type used in factories, warehouses, 
dock areas or airports for short distance 
transport of goods; tractors of the type 
used on railway station platforms; parts 
of the foregoing vehicles 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8710 Tanks and other armoured fighting 
vehicles, motorized, whether or not 
fitted with weapons, and parts of such 
vehicles 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8711 Motorcycles (including mopeds) and 
cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, 
with or without side-cars; side-cars: 
 

  

 - With reciprocating internal 
combustion piston engine of a 
cylinder capacity: 

 

  

 -- Not exceeding 50 cm3 Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 20 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 -- Exceeding 50 cm3 Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

 - Other Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 8712 Bicycles without ball bearings Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except those of heading 8714 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

8715 Baby carriages and parts thereof Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
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the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

8716 Trailers and semi-trailers; other 
vehicles, not mechanically propelled; 
parts thereof 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex Chapter 88 Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex 8804 Rotochutes Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 8804 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

8805 Aircraft launching gear; deck-arrestor 
or similar gear; ground flying trainers; 
parts of the foregoing articles 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

Chapter 89 Ships, boats and floating structures Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, hulls of 
heading 8906 may not be used 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

ex Chapter 90 Optical, photographic, 
cinematographic, measuring, checking, 
precision, medical or surgical 
instruments and apparatus; parts and 
accessories thereof; except for: 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9001 Optical fibres and optical fibre bundles; 
optical fibre cables other than those of 
heading 8544; sheets and plates of 
polarizing material; lenses (including 
contact lenses), prisms, mirrors and 
other optical elements, of any material, 
unmounted, other than such elements of 
glass not optically worked 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9002 Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other 
optical elements, of any material, 
mounted, being parts of or fittings for 
instruments or apparatus, other than 
such elements of glass not optically 
worked 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9004 Spectacles, goggles and the like, 
corrective, protective or other 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40% of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

ex 9005 Binoculars, monoculars, other optical 
telescopes, and mountings therefor, 
except for astronomical refracting 
telescopes and mountings therefor 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product; and 

- in which the value of all the non-originating 
materials used does not exceed the value of 
all the originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

ex 9006 Photographic (other than 
cinematographic) cameras; 
photographic flashlight apparatus and 
flashbulbs other than electrically 
ignited flashbulbs 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product, and 

- in which the value of all the non-originating 
materials used does not exceed the value of 
all the originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9007 Cinematographic cameras and 
projectors, whether or not incorporating 
sound recording or reproducing 
apparatus 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product, and 

- in which the value of all the non-originating 
materials used does not exceed the value of 
all the originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9011 Compound optical microscopes, 
including those for photomicrography, 
cinephotomicrography or 
microprojection 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product, and 

- in which the value of all the non-originating 
materials used does not exceed the value of 
all the originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 9014 Other navigational instruments and 
appliances 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

9015 Surveying (including 
photogrammetrical surveying), 
hydrographic, oceanographic, 
hydrological, meteorological or 
geophysical instruments and 
appliances, excluding compasses; 
rangefinders 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9016 Balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or 
better, with or without weights 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

9017 Drawing, marking-out or mathematical 
calculating instruments (for example, 
drafting machines, pantographs, 
protractors, drawing sets, slide rules, 
disc calculators); instruments for 
measuring length, for use in the hand 
(for example, measuring rods and tapes, 
micrometers, callipers), not specified or 
included elsewhere in this chapter 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9018 Instruments and appliances used in 
medical, surgical, dental or veterinary 
sciences, including scintigraphic 
apparatus, other electro-medical 
apparatus and sight-testing instruments: 
 

  

 - Dentists' chairs incorporating dental 
appliances or dentists' spittoons 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
including other materials of heading 9018 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
 

 - Other Manufacture: Manufacture in which the value of 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

- from materials of any heading, except that of 
the product, and 

- in which the value of all the materials used 
does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9019 Mechano-therapy appliances; massage 
apparatus; psychological aptitude-
testing apparatus; ozone therapy, 
oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy, 
artificial respiration or other therapeutic 
respiration apparatus 
 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9020 Other breathing appliances and gas 
masks, excluding protective masks 
having neither mechanical parts nor 
replaceable filters 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 25 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9024 Machines and appliances for testing the 
hardness, strength, compressibility, 
elasticity or other mechanical properties 
of materials (for example, metals, 
wood, textiles, paper, plastics) 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9025 Hydrometers and similar floating 
instruments, thermometers, pyrometers, 
barometers, hygrometers and 
psychrometers, recording or not, and 
any combination of these instruments 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9026 Instruments and apparatus for 
measuring or checking the flow, level, 
pressure or other variables of liquids or 
gases (for example, flow meters, level 
gauges, manometers, heat meters), 
excluding instruments and apparatus of 
heading 9014, 9015, 9028 or 9032 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9027 Instruments and apparatus for physical 
or chemical analysis (for example, 
polarimeters, refractometers, 
spectrometers, gas or smoke analysis 
apparatus); instruments and apparatus 
for measuring or checking viscosity, 
porosity, expansion, surface tension or 
the like; instruments and apparatus for 
measuring or checking quantities of 
heat, sound or light (including exposure 
meters); microtomes 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9028 Gas, liquid or electricity supply or 
production meters, including calibrating 
meters therefor: 
 

  

 - Parts and accessories Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 
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originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

9029 Revolution counters, production 
counters, taximeters, mileometers, 
pedometers and the like; speed 
indicators and tachometers, other than 
those of heading 9014 or 9015; 
stroboscopes 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9030 Oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and 
other instruments and apparatus for 
measuring or checking electrical 
quantities, excluding meters of 
heading 9028; instruments and 
apparatus for measuring or detecting 
alpha, beta, gamma, X-ray, cosmic or 
other ionizing radiations 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9031 Measuring or checking instruments, 
appliances and machines, not specified 
or included elsewhere in this chapter; 
profile projectors 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9032 Automatic regulating or controlling 
instruments and apparatus 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

9033 Parts and accessories (not specified or 
included elsewhere in this chapter) for 
machines, appliances, instruments or 
apparatus of Chapter 90 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

ex Chapter 91 Clocks and watches and parts thereof; 
except for: 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

9105 Other clocks Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9109 Clock movements, complete and 
assembled 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- the value of all the non-originating materials 
used does not exceed the value of all the 
originating materials used 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9110 Complete watch or clock movements, 
unassembled or partly assembled 
(movement sets); incomplete watch or 
clock movements, assembled; rough 
watch or clock movements 

Manufacture in which: 
- the value of all the materials used does not 

exceed 40 % of the ex-works price of the 
product, and 

- within the above limit, the value of all the 
materials of heading 9114 used does not 
exceed 10 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9111 Watch cases and parts thereof Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

9112 Clock cases and cases of a similar type 
for other goods of this chapter, and 
parts thereof 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

- in which the value of all the materials used 
does not exceed 40 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

price of the product 

9113 Watch straps, watch bands and watch 
bracelets, and parts thereof: 
 

  

 - Of base metal, whether or not gold- or 
silver-plated, or of metal clad with 
precious metal 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

 - Other Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

Chapter 92 Musical instruments; parts and 
accessories of such articles 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 40 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

Chapter 93 Arms and ammunition; parts and 
accessories thereof 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 94 Furniture; bedding, mattresses, mattress 
supports, cushions and similar stuffed 
furnishings; lamps and lighting fittings, 
not elsewhere specified or included; 
illuminated signs, illuminated name-
plates and the like; prefabricated 
buildings; except for: 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

ex 9401 and 
ex 9403 

Base metal furniture, incorporating 
unstuffed cotton cloth of a weight of 
300 g/m2 or less 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
or 
Manufacture from cotton cloth already made 
up in a form ready for use with materials of 
heading 9401 or 9403, provided that: 

Manufacture in which the value of 
all the materials used does not 
exceed 40 % of the ex-works 
price of the product 

  - the value of the cloth does not exceed 25 % 
of the ex-works price of the product, and 

- all the other materials used are originating 
and are classified in a heading other than 
heading 9401 or 9403 

 

 

9405 Lamps and lighting fittings including 
searchlights and spotlights and parts 
thereof, not elsewhere specified or 
included; illuminated signs, illuminated 
name-plates and the like, having a 
permanently fixed light source, and 
parts thereof not elsewhere specified or 
included 
 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9406 Prefabricated buildings Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 
 

 

ex Chapter 95 Toys, games and sports requisites; parts 
and accessories thereof; except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 

 

9503 Other toys; reduced-size ("scale") 
models and similar recreational models, 
working or not; puzzles of all kinds 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

ex 9506 Golf clubs and parts thereof Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, roughly-
shaped blocks for making golf-club heads may 
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HS heading No Description of product Working or processing carried out on non-originating materials that confers 
originating status 

(1) (2)                                      (3)                                 or                                     (4) 
    

be used 
 

ex Chapter 96 Miscellaneous manufactured articles; 
except for: 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
 

 

ex 9601 and 
ex 9602 

Articles of animal, vegetable or mineral 
carving materials 

Manufacture from "worked" carving materials 
of the same heading as the product 
 

 

ex 9603 Brooms and brushes (except for besoms 
and the like and brushes made from 
marten or squirrel hair), hand-operated 
mechanical floor sweepers, not 
motorized, paint pads and rollers, 
squeegees and mops 

Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials used does not exceed 50 % of the ex-
works price of the product 

 

9605 Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing 
or shoe or clothes cleaning 

Each item in the set must satisfy the rule 
which would apply to it if it were not included 
in the set. However, non-originating articles 
may be incorporated, provided that their total 
value does not exceed 15% of the ex-works 
price of the set 
 

 

9606 Buttons, press-fasteners, snap-fasteners 
and press-studs, button moulds and 
other parts of these articles; button 
blanks 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

9608 Ball-point pens; felt-tipped and other 
porous-tipped pens and markers; 
fountain pens, stylograph pens and 
other pens; duplicating stylos; 
propelling or sliding pencils; pen-
holders, pencil-holders and similar 
holders; parts (including caps and clips) 
of the foregoing articles, other than 
those of heading 9609 
 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product. However, nibs or 
nib-points of the same heading as the product 
may be used 

 

9612 Typewriter or similar ribbons, inked or 
otherwise prepared for giving 
impressions, whether or not on spools 
or in cartridges; ink-pads, whether or 
not inked, with or without boxes 

Manufacture: 
- from materials of any heading, except that of 

the product, and 
- in which the value of all the materials used 

does not exceed 50 % of the ex-works price 
of the product 

 

 

ex 9613 Lighters with piezo-igniter Manufacture in which the value of all the 
materials of heading 9613 used does not 
exceed 30 % of the ex-works price of the 
product 
 

 

ex 9614 Smoking pipes and pipe bowls Manufacture from roughly-shaped blocks 
 

 

Chapter 97 Works of art, collectors' pieces and 
antiques 

Manufacture from materials of any heading, 
except that of the product 
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List of footnotes 
 

(1) For the special conditions relating to "specific processes", see Introductory Notes 7.1 and 7.3. 
(2) For the special conditions relating to "specific processes", see Introductory Note 7.2. 
(3) Note 3 to Chapter 32 says that these preparations are those of a kind used for colouring any material or used as ingredients in the 

manufacture of colouring preparations, provided that they are not classified in another heading in Chapter 32. 
(4) A "group" is regarded as any part of the heading separated from the rest by a semicolon. 
(5) In the case of the products composed of materials classified within both headings 3901 to 3906, on the one hand, and within 

headings 3907 to 3911, on the other hand, this restriction only applies to that group of materials which predominates by weight in 
the product. 

(6) The following foils shall be considered as highly transparent: foils, the optical dimming of which, measured according to ASTM-
D 1003-16 by Gardner Hazemeter (i.e. Hazefactor), is less than 2 %. 

(7) For special conditions relating to products made of a mixture of textile materials, see Introductory Note 5. 
(8) The use of this material is restricted to the manufacture of woven fabrics of a kind used in paper-making machinery. 
(9) See Introductory Note 6. 
(10) For knitted or crocheted articles, not elastic or rubberised, obtained by sewing or assembling pieces of knitted or crocheted fabrics 

(cut out or knitted directly to shape), see Introductory Note 6. 
(11) SEMII – Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Institute Incorporated. 
(12) This rule shall apply until 31.12.2005. 
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441510100 
441510900 
441520200 
441520900 
441600000 
441700000 
441810500 
441810900 
441820500 
441820800 
441830100 
441830910 
441830990 

441840000
441850000
441890100
441890900
481410000
481420000
481430000
481490100
481490900
481710000
481810900
481820990
481840110
481840130
481840900
481850000
481890100
481890900
481910000
481920000
481930001
481930009
481940000
481950000
481960000
482010100
482010300
482010500
482010900
482020000
482030000
482040100
482040900
482050000
482090000
482190100
482370100
482370900
500710000
500790100
500790300
500790500
500790900
610110100
610110900
610120100
610120900
610130100
610130900
610190100
610190900
610210100
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610210900 
610220100 
610220900 
610230100 
610230900 
610290100 
610290900 
610311000 
610312000 
610319000 
610321000 
610322000 
610323000 
610329000 
610331000 
610332000 
610333000 
610339000 
610341100 
610341900 
610342100 
610342900 
610343100 
610343900 
610349100 
610349910 
610349990 
610411000 
610412000 
610413000 
610419000 
610421000 
610422000 
610431000 
610432000 
610433000 
610439000 
610441000 
610442000 
610443000 
610444000 
610451000 
610452000 
610453000 
610459000 
610461100 
610461900 
610462100 
610462900 
610463100 
610463900 
610469100 

610469910 
610469990 
610510000 
610520100 
610520900 
610590100 
610590900 
610610000 
610620000 
610690100 
610690300 
610690500 
610690900 
610711000 
610712000 
610719000 
610721000 
610722000 
610729000 
610791100 
610791900 
610792000 
610799000 
610811000 
610821000 
610822000 
610829000 
610831100 
610831900 
610832110 
610832190 
610832900 
610839000 
610891100 
610891900 
610892000 
610910000 
610990100 
610990900 
611110100 
611110900 
611120100 
611120900 
611130100 
611130900 
611190000 
611211000 
611212000 
611219000 
611220001 
611220009 
611231100 

611231900
611239100
611239900
611241100
611241900
611249100
611249900
611300100
611300900
611410000
611420000
611430000
611490000
611511000
611512000
611519000
611520110
611520190
611520900
611591000
611592000
611593100
611593300
611593910
611593990
611610200
611610800
611691000
611692000
611693000
611699000
611710000
611720000
611780100
611780900
611790000
620111000
620112100
620112900
620113100
620113900
620119000
620191000
620192000
620193000
620199000
620211000
620212100
620212900
620213100
620213900
620219000

620291000
620292000
620293000
620299000
620311000
620312000
620319100
620319300
620319900
620321000
620322100
620322800
620323100
620323800
620329110
620329180
620329900
620331000
620332100
620332900
620333100
620333900
620339110
620339190
620339900
620341100
620341300
620341900
620342110
620342310
620342330
620342350
620342510
620342590
620342900
620343110
620343190
620343310
620343390
620343900
620349110
620349190
620349310
620349390
620349500
620349900
620411000
620412000
620413000
620419100
620419900
620421000

620422100 
620422800 
620423100 
620423800 
620429110 
620429180 
620429900 
620431000 
620432100 
620432900 
620433100 
620433900 
620439110 
620439190 
620439900 
620441000 
620442000 
620443000 
620444000 
620449100 
620449900 
620451000 
620452000 
620453000 
620459100 
620459900 
620461100 
620461800 
620461900 
620462110 
620462310 
620462330 
620462390 
620462510 
620462590 
620462900 
620463110 
620463180 
620463310 
620463390 
620463900 
620469110 
620469180 
620469310 
620469390 
620469500 
620469900 
620510000 
620520000 
620530000 
620590100 
620590900 

620711000
620719000
620721000
620722000
620729000
620791100
620791900
620792000
620799000
620811000
620819100
620819900
620821000
620822000
620829000
620891110
620891190
620891900
620892000
620899000
620910000
620920000
620930000
620990000
621010100
621010910
621010990
621020000
621030000
621040000
621050000
621111000
621112000
621120001
621120009
621131000
621132100
621132310
621132410
621132420
621132900
621133100
621133310
621133410
621133420
621133900
621139000
621141000
621142100
621142310
621142410
621142420
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621142900 
621143100 
621143310 
621143410 
621143420 
621143900 
621149000 
621210100 
621210900 
621220000 
621230000 
621290000 
621310000 
621320000 
621390000 
621410000 
621420000 
621430000 
621440000 
621490100 
621490900 
621510000 
621520000 
621590000 
621600000 
621710000 
621790000 
630120100 
630120910 
630120990 
630130100 
630130900 
630140100 
630140900 
630190100 
630190900 
630210100 
630210900 
630222100 
630222900 
630229100 
630229900 
630231100 
630232100 
630232900 
630239100 
630239300 
630239900 
630240000 
630251100 
630251900 
630252000 

630253100 
630253900 
630259000 
630260000 
630291100 
630291900 
630292000 
630293100 
630293900 
630299000 
630311000 
630312000 
630319000 
630391000 
630392100 
630392900 
630399100 
630399900 
630411000 
630419100 
630419300 
630419900 
630491000 
630492000 
630493000 
630499000 
630510100 
630510900 
630520000 
630532110 
630532810 
630532890 
630532900 
630533100 
630533910 
630533990 
630539000 
630590000 
630611000 
630612000 
630619000 
630621000 
630622000 
630629000 
630631000 
630639000 
630641000 
630649000 
630691000 
630699000 
630710100 
630710300 

630710900
630720000
630790100
630790910
630790990
640110100
640110900
640191000
640192100
640192900
640199000
640219000
640220000
640230000
640291000
640299100
640299310
640299390
640299500
640299910
640299930
640299960
640299980
640312000
640319000
640320000
640330000
640340000
640351110
640351150
640351190
640351910
640351950
640351990
640359110
640359310
640359350
640359390
640359500
640359910
640359950
640359990
640391110
640391130
640391160
640391180
640391910
640391930
640391960
640391980
640399110
640399310

640399330
640399360
640399380
640399500
640399910
640399930
640399960
640399980
640411000
640419100
640419900
640420100
640420900
640510000
640520100
640520910
640520990
640590100
640590900
640610190
640620100
640620900
640699300
640699800
681019310
681091100
681091900
681099000
690100000
690510000
690590000
690710000
690790100
690790910
690790930
690790990
690810100
690810900
690890110
690890210
690890290
690890310
690890510
690890910
690890930
690890990
691010000
691090000
691110000
691190000
691200100
691200300

691200500 
691200900 
691390930 
691490900 
701090100 
701090311 
701090410 
701090450 
701090510 
701090530 
701090550 
701090611 
701090619 
701090671 
701090679 
701090710 
720810000 
720825000 
720826000 
720827000 
720836000 
720837000 
720838000 
720839000 
720840000 
720851200 
720851910 
720851980 
720852200 
720852800 
720853000 
720854000 
720890000 
720916900 
720917900 
720926100 
720926900 
720927900 
721012200 
721041000 
721049000 
721050000 
721070100 
721070800 
721113000 
721114000 
721119000 
721123200 
721123300 
721123800 
721129000 
721190000 

721420000
721430000
721491100
721491900
721499100
721499310
721499390
721499500
721499710
721499790
721499950
721510000
721590000
721631100
721710900
721610000
721621000
721640100
721650100
721650910
721650990
730120000
730711100
730711900
730719100
730719900
730721000
730722100
730722900
730723100
730723900
730729100
730729300
730729900
730791000
730792100
730792900
730793110
730793190
730793910
730793990
730799100
730799300
730799900
730830000
730840100
730840900
730890990
730900900
731010000
731210710
731300000
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731419000 
731700100 
731700200 
731700400 
731700610 
731700690 
731700900 
731811000 
731812900 
731813000 
731814910 
731814990 
731815100 
731815200 
731815410 
731815490 
731815590 
731815690 
731815810 
731815890 
731815900 
731816100 
731816300 
731816500 
731816910 
731816990 
731819000 
731821000 
731822000 
731823000 
731824000 
731829000 
732111100 
732111900 
732112000 
732113000 
732181100 
732182100 
732182900 
732183000 
732190000 
732211000 
732219000 
732310000 
732393100 
732393900 
732394100 
732394900 
732399100 
732399910 
732399990 
732421000 

732429000 
732490900 
732611000 
732619100 
732619900 
732620300 
732620500 
732620900 
732690100 
732690300 
732690400 
732690500 
732690600 
732690700 
732690910 
732690930 
732690950 
732690980 
740710000 
740721900 
740829000 
740911000 
740919000 
740921000 
740929000 
740931000 
741021000 
741110110 
741110190 
741110900 
741529000 
741999000 
760410900 
760421000 
760429100 
760429900 
760511000 
760519000 
760611100 
760611910 
760611930 
760611990 
760612910 
760612930 
760612990 
760691000 
760692000 
760720990 
760810900 
760820300 
760820910 
760820990 

761010000
761090900
761410000
761490000
761511000
761519100
761519900
761520000
761610000
761699100
761699900
820231000
820310000
820320100
820320900
820330000
820340000
820411000
820412000
820420000
820510000
820520000
820530000
820540000
820551000
820559100
820559300
820559900
820560000
820570000
820580000
820590000
820713000
820719100
820719900
820720100
820720900
820730100
820730900
820740100
820740300
820740900
820780900
820790300
820790500
820790710
820790780
820790910
820790990
820810000
820820000
820830100

820830900
820840000
820890000
820900200
820900800
821000000
821110000
821191300
821191800
821192000
821193000
821194000
821195000
821510200
821510800
821520900
821591000
821599100
821599900
830110000
830120000
830130000
830140900
830150000
830160000
830170000
830210900
830220900
830230000
830241000
830242900
830249900
830250000
830260900
830820000
830910000
830990900
841350300
841350500
841350710
841350790
841350900
841360300
841360410
841360490
841360510
841360590
841360600
841360900
841381900
841382000
841430309

841430919 
841430999 
841440100 
841440900 
841451900 
841459300 
841459500 
841459900 
841480600 
841810990 
841821100 
841821510 
841821590 
841821910 
841821990 
841822000 
841829000 
841830910 
841830990 
841840910 
841840990 
841850110 
841850190 
841850910 
841850990 
842122000 
842220000 
842230000 
842240000 
842710100 
842710900 
842720110 
842720190 
842720900 
842790000 
842810910 
842810990 
842820300 
842820910 
842820990 
842832000 
843229500 
843229900 
843230190 
843230900 
843240100 
843240900 
843280000 
843290000 
843360000 
843510001 
844351000 

844400900
845140000
845180300
845811200
845811410
845811490
845811800
845819200
845819400
845819800
845891200
845891800
845899000
846231000
846239100
846241100
846241900
846249100
846249900
846299100
846299500
846299900
846510100
846591200
846592000
846593000
846594000
846595000
846596000
846599100
846599900
846711100
846711900
846719000
846721100
846721910
846721990
846722100
846722300
846722900
846729100
846729510
846729530
846729590
846729700
846729800
846810000
846820000
847759800
848210100
848210900
848310510
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848310570 
848310800 
848320900 
848340940 
850110100 
850110910 
850110930 
850110990 
850120900 
850131900 
850132910 
850132990 
850133900 
850134500 
850134910 
850134990 
850140910 
850140990 
850151900 
850152910 
850152930 
850152990 
850153500 
850153920 
850153940 
850153990 
850161910 
850161990 
850162900 
850163900 
850164000 
850410910 
850410990 
850421000 
850422100 
850422900 
850423000 
850431310 
850431390 
850431900 
850432300 
850432900 
850433900 
850434000 
850440500 
850440930 
850440990 
850450800 
850610111 
850610150 
850610191 

850610911 
850610950 
850610991 
850630900 
850650100 
850710310 
850710390 
850710810 
850710890 
850720310 
850720390 
850720810 
850720890 
850730930 
850730980 
850740900 
850780980 
851110900 
851120900 
851130900 
851140900 
851150900 
851180900 
851519000 
851521000 
851531000 
851539130 
851539900 
851580110 
851580190 
851580910 
851580990 
851610110 
851610190 
851610910 
851610990 
851621000 
851629100 
851629500 
851629910 
851629990 
851631100 
851631900 
851632000 
851633000 
851660100 
851660510 
851660590 
851660700 
851660800 
851660900 

851810800
851821900
851822900
851829800
851830800
851840910
851840990
853521000
853529000
853530100
853530900
853540000
853590000
853610100
853610500
853610900
853620100
853620900
853630100
853630300
853630900
853641100
853641900
853649000
853650110
853650150
853650190
853650800
853661100
853661900
853669900
853690850
853910900
853921300
853921920
853921980
853922100
853922900
853929300
853929920
853929980
853931100
853931900
853932100
853932500
853932900
853939000
853941000
853949100
853949300
854411100

854411900
854419100
854419900
854420000
854430900
854441900
854449800
854451900
854459100
854459200
854459800
854460100
854460900
854520000
854620100
854620910
854620990
854690900
854810100
854810910
854890900
870110000
870120900
870190110
870190200
870190250
870190311
870190350
870190500
870210191
870210199
870210991
870210999
870290190
870290390
870324109
870333909
870422910
870422990
870831990
870839900
870840900
870850900
870870990
870892900
870893900
870899980
870911900
870919900
870990000
871200100

871200300 
871200800 
871631000 
871639510 
871639590 
871639800 
871640000 
871680000 
900490100 
900490900 
930330000 
930390000 
930400000 
930521000 
930610000 
930621000 
930629700 
930630100 
930630300 
930630910 
930630930 
930630980 
930690100 
930690900 
940110900 
940120000 
940130100 
940130900 
940140000 
940150000 
940161000 
940169000 
940171000 
940180000 
940190100 
940190300 
940190800 
940330110 
940330190 
940330910 
940330990 
940340100 
940340900 
940350000 
940360100 
940360300 
940360900 
940370900 
940380000 
940390100 
940390300 

940390900
940410000
940421100
940421900
940429100
940429900
940430000
940490100
940490900
940510210
940510290
940510300
940510500
940510910
940510990
940520110
940520190
940520300
940520500
940520910
940520990
940530000
940540100
940540310
940540350
940540390
940540910
940540950
940540990
940550000
940560910
940560990
940591110
940591190
940591900
940592900
940599900
940600110
940600200
940600310
940600380
940600800
960720900
960810100
960810300
960810910
960810990

 


